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ABSTRACT 
Objectives: to determine differences in health, nutritional and behavioural indicators in 
adolescents in urban and rural Zhejiang Province, and to make recommendations for the 
development of adolescent health services and health education in eastern China. 
Setting: Twelve secondary schools in three distinct socio-economic and geographic areas: 
Hangzhou (urban). Xiaoshan (wealthy rural) and Chunan (poor. mountainous rural) in 
Zhejiang Province, eastern China. 
Methods: A two stage cross-sectional survey was carried-out. The first stage was carried 
out in six middle and high schools and involved the development, testing and 
administration of a questionnaire covering a range of health and lifestyle issues. Areas of 
importance highlighted in Stage One informed the content of Stage Two which consisted 
of anthropometry. haemoglobin measurement, and a further questionnaire focusing 
pm1icularly on nutritional status and psychological morbidity. 
Results: There were 4197 respondents aged predominantly 12-18 in Stage One and 1577 
respondents aged 12-16 in Stage 2. Key findings included significant differences in socio-
demographic patterns in the three areas: 90% of Hangzhounese were only children. 
compared with 55~ in Xiaoshan and 8% in Chunan. Regular smoking was very 
rare (0.3%) and non-existent in girls. Underweight was far more prevalent than overweight 
18% and 3.6% (P<O.OO 1). The strongest predictor of overweight was urban residence OR 
9.1(95% Cl 3.7,23). Over half of all girls (51%) were anaemic, with significantly more in 
Chunan.(P<O.OOI). Anxiety and depression were common in both sexes and in both urban 
and rural areas, but very few sufferers had sought professional help. Much of the 
psychological morbidity was related to academic pressure. 
Conclusions: As a result of the study, the first of its kind in the Province, changes have 
been made to the health education curriculum for secondary schools in Zhejiang and there 
are plans to introduce counselling services into schools. 
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"You are the early morning sun" 
Mao Ze Dong 
~ 
to young people in Tiananmen Square, 1966 
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FOREWORD 
From 1986 to 1991 I worked as a clinical lecturer in China, and I developed a fascination 
for the country, its culture and its people. During this time I became particularly interested 
in the effects of growing-up in such an oppressive environment on the health and 
development of children and adolescents. This interest was heightened when a colleague 
asked me to give English conversation classes to his teenage daughter and her friends. 
They intrigued me because of the strange mixture of confonnity. naivete, candour and 
wisdom that they displayed. These sixteen-year olds seemed worlds away from their 
hedonistic, risk-taking, rebellious counterparts in Europe and North America. Something I 
found especially curious was their identical opinions on a huge range of subjects: There are 
too many people in China. Mao Ze Dong: a great man, who made a few mistakes when he 
was old. London: fog. Mrs Thatcher: a strong lady, very admired. Sex: not before 
maniage. It forced me to acknowledge the power of a system based on propaganda, where 
no-one is encouraged to develop their own opinions. It also made me realise that this 
power could be harnessed to beneficial ends, in areas such as health education. 
So when the Director of Public Health for Zhejiang Province infonned me he wanted to 
"modernise" the health education cuniculum in Zhejiang schools, I offered to help. He 
specifically wanted to explore the possibility of incorporating models of good practice 
from other countries into a new education programme, which would better meet the 
changing experience of Chinese youth. 
An initial meeting in Zhejiang with leaders from the Health Bureau and the Education 
Commission revealed that apart from age-specific mortality rates there was no other 
infonnation about the health of Zhejiang adolescents. Not only had there been no research 
canied-out in adolescent health in Zhejiang, but the few published studies into adolescent 
health in China as a whole were small and local, focusing on specific topics and without 
any wider perspective. The ensuing discussions resulted in the decision to carry-out a 
health and lifestyles survey. 
Since no broad-based investigation of this type had been undertaken before, it was decided 
that the starting point should be an initial global assessment. The tool produced could then 
be used elsewhere in China, and over time, to ascertain geographical differences and 
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monitor secular trends. It was intended that the information obtained would be used to 
inform the re-designing of the health education cuniculum for Zhejiang province. 
From the start it was decided that the research should be canied-out in two stages: the first 
stage would be canied-out in schools in urban and rural Zhejiang. with the aim of 
providing broad indicators in the areas of health, nutrition and behaviour. The second stage 
would explore in more detail those areas which emerged from the first stage to be of 
particular concern. 
This two-stage process has dictated the organisation of this thesis. A large amount of data 
was collected. For the purposes of this thesis just four subject areas have been reported. 
They were selected for their policy-relevance, and because all led to formal 
recommendations. Two of the topics drew results from the first stage of the research: 
morbidity and health care seeking behaviour, and smoking. while the data on psychological 
morbidity. and nutrition was drawn mainly from the second stage. Because the thesis 
covers a wide range of subjects within the context of adolescent health and because each 
has its own literature, a separate chapter has been devoted to each of the subjects. 
Therefore each of the five results' chapters is self-contained with its own background and 
discussion. Each has a different theme. posing specific questions in the background section 
and then answering them in the discussion. The major points from each section are then 
drawn together in the concluding chapter to present an overall picture of adolescent health 
in urban and rural areas. 
The thesis is thus set-out as follows: 
Chapter 1 sets the context of adolescence. It outlines the reasons for the recently-
acknowledged public health importance of adolescence and it describes the methodological 
issues pertinent to adolescent health research. 
The background to China and to Zhejiang Province is set out in Chapter 2. It describes 
the current issues facing China today, with a particular emphasis on health. There follows 
an exploration of adolescence in the Chinese context. Finally. Zhejiang Province and the 
three areas selected for the research are introduced. 
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Chapter 3 describes the methods used in the two stages of the research. It also takes up the 
methodological issues covered in Chapter 1 and illustrates how these issues were 
considered and incorporated, where appropriate, into the methods and the analysis. 
The demographic and socio-economic indicators are summarised and discussed in 
Chapter 4. There is also a description of the attempt to develop aggregate socio-economic 
indicators for analysis purposes. 
The next four chapters take-up the four main themes in adolescent health, which were 
selected for exploration in this thesis. 
Chapter 5 presents and discusses the results of the health and health care seeking 
behaviour component and examines the relationship between socio-economic status and ill 
health in this population. 
Smoking behaviour and its risk factors. as well as knowledge and attitudes to smoking, are 
considered in Chapter 6 
Chapter 7 draws together all the data relating to nutritional status, and examines 
relationships between underweight, overweight. anaemia. age of menarche, diet and 
exercise. 
A range of measures of psychological well-being are considered in Chapter 8. Here also 
the specific situation of only children is examined. 
Chapter 9 draws together all the findings and paints a picture of adolescence in Zhejiang 
Province, with particular reference to the differences between the urban and rural 
communities. It describes the recommendations made as a result of the research and the 
specific outcomes in terms of changes in the health education curriculum and health 
service interventions. 
This research project was driven throughout by local need, and policy relevance. As will he 
shown this necessitated some scientific compromises. But working with a team was 
enormously rewarding and educating. It was their commitment and advocacy which led to 
the positive outcomes of the study. 
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CHAPTER 1: THE ADOLESCENT CONTEXT 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter serves as a brief introduction to adolescence in the context of international 
health research. It focuses particularly on the public health importance of adolescence and 
methodological issues in adolescent health research. 
1.2 DEFINITIONS OF ADOLESCENCE 
In nearly all societies puberty is recognised as a distinct passage to adulthood, I but the 
concept of adolescence as a period of transition between childhood and adulthood has only 
relatively recently gained acceptance. As late as the mid-twentieth century in many 
developed countries, children performed adult tasks, and were expected to contribute to the 
household. 2 This remains the norm in many pre-industrial societies. A distinct post-
childhood, pre-adult transition phase has been created in most societies by socio-economic 
change, and specifically longer education and delayed marriage. 3 
In 1974 the World Health Organisation formulated the definition of adolescence, which is 
still used widely by practitioners and researchers in the field. Adolescence was defined 
with respect to three parameters of development: as the period of sexual development from 
the initial appearance of secondary sexual characteristics to sexual maturity. psychological 
developmem from child to adult identification, and sodo-economic dnelopmef/t from 
dependence to relative independence.4 
However, because there is enormous variation between populations and individuals in the 
timing of the physical and psychosocial changes associated with adolescence. there has 
been no agreed chronological definition.s Just in tenns of physical changes the age 
differences between the appearance of secondary sexual characteristics and the growth 
spurt can be up to six years.6 But there is even greater variation in the psychosocial 
changes which are determined largely by social and cultural norms.7 
This variation is reflected in the range of chronological definitions actuaJly in use. The 
World Health Organisation initially defined adolescence as the age period from 10 to19 
years. but then included the United Nations definition of youth, which is ages 15 to 24, 
producing an all-embracing definition covering the ages of 10 to 24 years.8 In much of the 
literature adolescence is defined more narrowly as the teenage years, or the period 
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between the ages of 13 and 18 years. The latter stems partly from convenience. since this is 
the period of secondary education in most countries.9 Recognition of the differences 
across such a wide age range has led some commentators to divide adolescence into early. 
middle and late stages: 10 to 14. 15 to 17 and 18 to 19 years respectively. 10 These are 
defined to correspond with specific phases in physical. cognitive. psychological and 
social development in the transition from childhood to adulthood. 
Although adolescence defies chronological standardisation. virtually all countries define an 
age of legal adulthood. when individuals are considered capable of handling their own 
affairs. The "age of majority" is set at 21 in most countries. although there has been a trend 
to lower it. usually to 18 years. I I But this rather arbitrary definition of legal adulthood 
frequently varies within countries when applied to different rights and privileges. such as 
marriage, voting, purchase of alcohol or cigarettes. 
In China the word for adolescence qingcJlllll is the same as the word for youth. and is 
defined as the period between childhood and adulthood. There is no specific chronological 
definition, though qingclutIl is widely regarded as synonymous with the teenage years. The 
age of majority is 21 years. 
1.3 ADOLESCENCE: THE PUBLIC HEALTH PERSPECTIVE 
1.3.1 The importance of adolescence in public health terms 
Though definitions and descriptions of adolescence abound. the impact of these physical. 
social and psychological changes on health problems remains unexplored in many 
countries, especially in the developing world. 12 In fact. until recently the health needs and 
concerns of adolescents have been regarded as low priority by policy makers. 13 There 
were understandable reasons for this: adolescents in both industrialised and developing 
countries have the lowest mortality of any age group, have generally low morbidity and 
therefore have low service utilisation. In developing countries, in particular, in a climate 
of competition for scarce resources and where the focus has been on improving early child 
survival, adolescents have been regarded as low priority for health service interventions 
and resources. 14 Boys in particular have been particularly neglected. The high risks 
encountered by young girls in pregnancy and childbirth have made policy makers more 
aware of their needs, while often ignoring those of their apparently healthy male partners.1~ 
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But since the mid-1980s this situation has changed with the World Health Organization in 
the vanguard of drives to place adolescence on the public health and policy agenda. 8.13.1" 
This change in emphasis has been the result of the recognition of a number of interrelated 
factors which have combined to increase awareness of the public health importance of 
adolescence: 
a. The increase in the proportion of young people globally 
There have been dramatic increases in the numbers of young people in many countries, 
both in absolute terms and in relation to other population groupS.16 It has been estimated 
that almost 30% of the world's population is aged between 10 and 24 years. 17 From 1960 
to 1990 the total population of the world increased by 750t. while that of the 15 to 24 year 
age group increased by 99%,18.19 though this increase in the youth population relative to 
the total population is now starting to level-off. 17 But the percentage of the world's young 
people living in developing countries is still growing. While 77% of 10 to 24 year olds 
lived in developing countries in 1980, it is now estimated to be around 83%.14 This 
relative increase in the numbers of young people in developing countries is mainly due to 
dramatic improvements in early childhood survival without concomitant reductions in 
birth rates, while in industrialised countries birth rates have declined over recent years. 20 
In China, the number of adolescents has recently peaked and is now on the decline. 
According to estimates from the United Nations Population Division the total population of 
China will increase by 154 million between 1995 and 2010 while the number of 5-19 year 
olds will decline by 25 million.21 This is illustrated in Figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1 Population estimates for <..:hina: 1995 and 2010 
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There have also heen dramatic shifts 10 the demographK chara(tenstl(s of young people 
within countries. While in 1975 one quarter of the \\orld's populatIOn lived 10 cities It IS 
now estimated to he around 40?c, an increase of 6(Yt, and young people account for a 
dispropol1ionate number of these migrants.:: This IS not surpnsmg given that the pnmary 
motivation for migration is to seck employment or educatIOn. An International Labour 
Organisation survey showcd that 85c}( of migrants from rural areas of the Punjab were 
between 15 and 29 ycars of age, with the equivalent figures for rural Sudan and &:uador 
being 67% and 66% rcspectively.:' A study camed-out 10 Chm3 for the Mmlstry of Civil 
Affairs found that 70% of internal migrants were aged bct''''cn 16 and 30.2-& This move 
from what is an ofll..'n tradition'll .lIld n .. 'latl\d) Mahk rur.l) ~n\.-J(.'t) In ~'llnurhat\Ons that lad, 
the infrastructure for family suppon or hcalth care. has been descnbed as onc of the major 
banicrs to thc healthy dcvelopment of young people (003).1' 
b. The underestimation of rates or morbidity in adolescence 
Recent surveys of the health and health concerns of adolescents have confinned that much 
of the illness and poor health. which disproponionalely affects this age group, doesn't 
come to the attention of health services. n. !S. 16 EumpJes are mental health and 
reproductive health prohlems. There are a number of reasons for thiS poor uptake of 
services including: 
lack of recognition of health problems by the adolescents themselves 
lack of recognition that their prohlems require professional altention 
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the stigma attached to many of the health problems encountered in this age 
group 
lack of knowledge about where to seek help 
lack of knowledge about the existence of services 
inadequate financial resources. 
Even when young people do seek help, health workers are frequently unable to diagnose 
and deal with the complex problems presented, and mental illness in particular is probably 
grossly underdiagnosed. 27 So routinely collected morbidity rates, based on hospital and 
clinic consultations underestimate the real need for services, and in many developing 
countries certainly represent the tip of the iceberg. 
c. The long term negative health impact of morbidity in adolescence 
Illness, and especially chronic illness during adolescence, not only has immediate 
detrimental effects, but may have a long-term impact. Firstly, chronic morbidity and poor 
nutrition may affect chances of achieving optimum growth. This is especially important for 
girls, since failure to achieve optimal size increases the risk of cephalo-pelvic 
disproportion with all its attendant complications.28 Secondly, morbidity during 
adolescence and time missed from school may have important effects on educational 
attainment with obvious long-term consequences. Finally, morbidity during adolescence 
may also have an impact on future morbidity and mortality. Disease acquired during 
adolescence, may only become a clinical problem in adulthood. Sexually transmitted 
diseases, such as gonorrhoea, may cause immediate morbidity, but the most important 
consequences such as urethral stricture and secondary infertility, may not manifest until 
much later in adulthood. Tuberculosis likewise, causes substantial increased disability and 
mortality in adulthood. Dental disease, particularly periodontal disease, is already 
established by late adolescence and the state of dentition in this age group acts as a 
predictive marker for future dental health.29 
d. The long-term negative health impact of behaviours acquired In adolescence 
Perhaps the single most important feature of adolescence in public health terms is that 
many of the behaviours and lifestyle patterns, such as smoking, exercise and dietary habits. 
that start during adolescence will last into adulthood.2 These will then have their greatest 
health impact later in life in terms of morbidity. disability and early death. There is also 
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now some evidence that the health and health-related behaviours of young people will have 
an important influence on the health and health-related behaviours of their children.3o The 
corollary of this is that adoption of healthy behaviours or the modification of unhealthy 
ones during adolescence can bring about reductions in disability. morbidity and early 
death, not only in the individual. but also in succeeding generations. 
e. The impact of HIV on adolescence 
The emergence of HIV and its disproportionate acquisition by young people has been a 
major impetus for pushing adolescence up the health policy agenda. Studies of HIV 
antibody prevalence in Subsaharan Africa show the risk of infection increases from the age 
of 15.31 In Uganda, for example, the peak prevalence for infection is in the 15 to 24 year 
age groups.32 In countries with a heavy burden of HIV disease it has become imperative 
for policy makers to take seriously the health and education needs of this age group, in 
order to develop appropriate interventions to reduce rates of acquisition of the disease. 
Through this process the wider needs of adolescents are being considered. in many 
instances for the first time. 
1.3.2 Policy relevance 
For all these reasons policy makers are now recognising that interventions to improve the 
health and health-related behaviours of young people could result in substantial benefits, 
both for the health of adolescents themselves in the present and the future. for their 
children, and for communities and society as a whole. Infonnation is therefore required by 
policy makers to determine what priorities should be given to programmes focused on this 
age group. The types of information required in adolescent health include the following: 
Epidemiological: mortality, morbidity and disability 
The main health and development problems of the age group in the given setting 
Behavioural indicators. for example, smoking, diet, exercise, hygiene and sexual 
practices 
Adolescents' own perception of illness and risk 
Adolescents' own perceived needs and preferences with regard to service provision 
and education 
Evidence for the impact of adolescent health on long term morbidity and mortality. 
Infonnation from intervention studies which have identified effective models of 
education and service delivery 
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In most countries, including China, there is a dearth of information in these areas and 
limited evidence on which to plan services and interventions. Information from 
intervention studies is still very limited indeed, probably reflecting the fact that research 
activity in this area is a relatively recent phenomenon. Even in the US, where the majority 
of research has taken place, most adolescent health research has consisted of descriptive 
studies. According to a review of all published studies in adolescent health carried-out 
between 1988 and 1996 in the US (137 in total) only 13% involved an intervention.9 
1.4 METHODOLOGICAL AND CONCEPTUAL ISSUES IN ADOLESCENT 
HEALTH RESEARCH 
When carrying-out research in young people there are a number of specific methodological 
and conceptual issues which must be taken into consideration. Young people differ in a 
number of ways from children and adults. Even at the basic level of research on 
physiological changes, such as growth research, techniques need to be adapted to 
accommodate the wide individual variation. For example, body mass indices need to be 
adjusted by age and sex during the adolescent years, if they are to have any validity.33 
Here these methodological and conceptual issues are drawn together and summarised. In 
later chapters the ways in which these issues were addressed in this research project are 
considered. 
a. Limitations on the use of routine data sources 
In many countries, and developing countries in particular, young people are rarely 
considered as a separate group in routinely-collected survey data. Many of the larger 
national studies, which include all age groups, use aggregated age ranges, which prevent 
adolescents from being examined separately. In many studies age groups are presented as 
0-4,5-14,15-44 and over 45 years. The World Health Statistics Annual uses the age 
groups 5-14 and 15-24 for mortality data.34 The World Bank Development Report 3' and 
the companion book on disease control priorities in developing countries,36 used the age 
groups 5-14 and 15-44 years. The United Nations Population Division uses an age range of 
5-19 years. This is the same age grouping widely used in China. The Chinese Ministry of 
Public Health has developed a network of sixty disease sentinel surveillance sites 
throughout the country, each site consisting of a rural county or an urban district, designed 
to be representative of the whole country. Mortality data from these sites is reported by 
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International Classification of Disease (ICD) Codes and by age group, including an age 
group of 5-19 years.37 
h. Limitations on the use of non-specific data 
Much information on young people's health comes from quantitative epidemiological and 
demographic studies (often focusing on mortality, morbidity and fertility). Information of 
this kind is often obtained from household surveys such as the General Household Survey 
used in the UK. 3S Adolescents are often included in these surveys. but by the very nature 
of the data collection, they are often unrepresented, partly because they are likely to be 
absent at the time of the interview, and partly because they are the group most likely to 
give dishonest or evasive answers, because of the lack of privacy of the context. 39 
c. Adolescents' involvement in the research process 
Until very recently little was known about what young people themselves regard as their 
important health problems, because for research purposes they were never asked. The 
perspective of others who deal with youth on a daily basis, parents, health care providers 
and teachers, is important in assessing areas of need, but they are limited. Adults' 
priorities for adolescents may be very different from the priorities of the adolescents 
themselves, and adults may be unaware particularly of the risk behaviours in which 
adolescents are engaged.4o Now it is thought that participatory approaches in adolescent 
health research are vital if an accurate picture is to be obtained.41 
There is a growing body of literature from developed countries which elicits the views of 
young people themselves about their health and their health concerns. North America took 
the lead in this with studies in Canada 42 and the US.43• 44 Other developed countries 
quickly recognised the importance of these participatory approaches: Australia 4S Japan 46 
Switzerland 47 and the UK.48 The approaches have now been taken a step further with the 
development of profiles of health, which incorporate non-medical problems and health 
concerns. An example is the Child Health and Illness Profile developed at Johns Hopkins 
University, which develops an aggregate "health" score which takes into consideration 
health, emotional state, school achievement, and relationships.49 In many Western 
countries, including the US, Canada, UK, France and Switzerland surveys of the health and 
lifestyles of adolescents, which elicit the views of the young people themselves, are now 
carried-out on a regular basis. The correlation between self-reported illness and organic 
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disease has been shown to be high where the relationship has been examined,41 and the 
consensus is that participatory approaches are highly desirable to obtain an understanding 
of the health problems of adolescents. 
In developing countries participatory research in this area is in its infancy, though there are 
a number of examples of good practice emerging. For example, in Bangladesh schoolgirls 
were involved in monitoring their own growth. This enhanced their understanding of 
nutrition and its relation to growth beyond that acquired by standard health education.5o 
The narrative research method advocated by WHO, particularly for researching sensitive 
issues, such as sexual behaviour, is successfully identifying the health concerns of young 
people in a number of developing countries51 (see below), 
However, even in the best settings participatory research methods are less likely to involve 
young people in the design of research, the interpretation of results or in the development 
of programmes targeted towards them. But there are moves towards this: the narrative 
research method is a good example of research which encourages the involvement of 
young people themselves throughout. 
d. Adolescents should not be regarded as a homogeneous group 
There are huge differences at the age extremes during adolescence, with corresponding 
differences in needs and problems. For example, behaviours such as sexual activity or 
alcohol use, may be a serious cause for concern at 13 years of age, but accepted as a SOCial 
norm at age 18.20 Likewise health problems and health-related lifestyles may have a very 
different impact on the two sexes for both physical and sociological reasons. To account 
for this, survey questions about risk behaviours, in particular, may need to be modified for 
different age groups. Further, to avoid misleading interpretation analysis should be 
carried-out by age and gender, with these differences considered when determining policy 
implications. 52 
e. Interpretation should be cautious when confining research to certain groups 
Studies of adolescent health most frequently use school attendees, mainly because they are 
an easily accessible group. In younger adolescents in settings where school attendance is 
very high this is probably justified. But in settings where school attendance is low, for 
example in rural areas and urban slums of developing countries, the results from such 
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surveys will be hiased. if taken as representative of the adolescent population as a whole. 13 
The poor. the ill. the disabled and girls will be underrepresented. Even in developed 
countries there are limitations. since school non-attendees on a given day are more likely to 
have health or behavioural problems. such as truancy. thus probably biasing the results. s3 
Another frequently studied group for health studies is attendees at health facilities. For 
epidemiological purposes this approach is particularly flawed: adolescents are generally 
low users of heath facilities for the reasons stated above. In most settings those who attend 
are likely to be more self-aware and wealthier. and of course they must have access to a 
facility. They are thus likely to be highly unrepresentative of the adolescent population as a 
whole. 
f. The importance of the psychosocial em'ironment 
Adolescents may be particularly vulnerable to the changes in society going on around 
them. One of the major changes of current times is globalisation. defined as the trend 
towards growing interdependence and interconnectedness of the modem world.5~ To 
young people the most visible impact of globalisation is the near universal availability of 
the same consumer goods: hamburgers. soft drinks. popular music and films. and access to 
easy cheap global communication and information through the internet. Most young 
people have witnessed huge changes in this respect in their own short lifetimes. and many 
have been greatly influenced in terms of their lifestyles and aspirations. 
Therefore measurement of the health and development of young people needs to take into 
account the prevailing environment. At a more local level these environments may include 
urbanisation, the stage of epidemiological transition, social or political unrest. breakdown 
of traditional family networks or changes in prevailing moral and social values. A review 
of the international literature showed that adolescents are particularly vulnerable to an 
increase in health problems and adoption of risk behaviours during times of transition. 
Illicit abortions, substance abuse and accidents have all been shown to increase in such 
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sItuatIons. 
Research has started to take these issues into account, with consideration being given to 
physical, psychological and social perspectives. with many large surveys examining the 
interaction between the three parameters.49.S2.5S This broader-based approach is only just 
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beginning in developing countries. Up until now most research in these countries has been 
small-scale, focusing on individual health problems or risk behaviours without a broader 
. I~ perspectI ve. 
g. Clustering of health problems 
It is well-established that health problems tend to cluster in families, or localities, for 
example. Different high risk behaviours are often clustered in certain young people, since 
the underlying reasons for many of these specific behaviours are the same.56 Reporting 
which creates aggregated statistics often fails to identify the fact that the problems are 
clustered in certain high-risk groups. This has important implications in terms of policy: an 
understanding of why this clustering occurs in certain young people could help towards 
facilitating decisions on targeted interventions. 
h. Western models should not be simply transferred to other countries 
Health concerns. beliefs, assumptions. lifestyles are all highly culturally specific, 
particularly in young people. Therefore research tools must be tailored to the population 
they address. Some survey tools have been developed specifically for comparison between 
countries, for example. the WHO Cross Sectional Survey which has been carried-out in 20 
developed countries.S7 but such tools much be carefully piloted in each country and 
interpretation and direct comparisons made cautiously. This is especially relevant when 
risk behaviours are being explored, since norms for adolescents in one country may be 
highly offensive or even illegal in another. 
1.5 RESEARCH METHODS IN ADOLESCENT HEALTH 
All of the above considerations have led to the recognition that certain research 
methodologies are particularly appropriate in the study of adolescent health. It is further 
acknowledged that adolescent health is an area where quantitative and qualitative 
approaches can be highly complementary. Methods involving two or more approaches 
(triangulation) are especially desirable in order to increase the validity and reliability of 
results.s8 
For example. when studying adolescent health in populations, where there is little existing 
information. qualitative approaches can be used to uncover problems and generate 
hypotheses. Quantitative approaches may then be used to answer the How many? Who? 
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What? When? Whether or not? types of questions. These approaches are particularly suited 
to situations where large sample sizes are required to answer a question. such as incidence 
or prevalence of a condition.58 Qualitative approaches can then elucidate how a multitude 
of factors such as individual experience, culture and peer influence interact to guide 
behaviour or produce morbidity.59 
A large number of research methods have been used to study adolescent health and health-
related behaviour. Here the most widely used and advocated are mentioned. It is these 
methods which were discussed as possibilities when this research project was at the 
planning stage. 
a. Adolescent health surveys using self-completion questionnaires 
These have been used largely for collecting quantitative data from large populations. In 
adolescent health they have been widely used in schools. The major strengths of such 
surveys are in their potential large scale in tenns of number of respondents, the number of 
topics which can be covered, and the fact that they can be used for direct comparison 
between populations and different demographic groupings. Because they can also be 
anonymous, and confidential, sensitive topics can be explored, for example sexual attitudes 
and behaviour, substance abuse and psychological problems. Open questions can provide 
some qualitative data, but in general these types of surveys cannot examine the complex 
interplay among factors that produce individual choice or behaviours.60 Furthennore, such 
surveys demand high rates of literacy which is an unreasonable assumption in many 
populations. To overcome this problem researchers in developed countries have used a 
combination of an audio-taped interview with a simple tick-box answer sheet or computer-
administered questionnaires.61 
b. Adolescent health surveys using interviews 
These can emphasise quantitative or qualitative approaches depending on the type of 
interview used. Interview protocols may range from precisely worded scripts to semi-
structured conversations, in which broad initial questions elicit participants' responses, 
which in turn generate further questions.s8 In adolescent health motivation for behaviour, 
influences on behaviour and underlying belief systems have been particularly explored 
with this technique.60 Limitations are the time and expense of training interviewers and 
administering the interviews themselves, thus limiting the scale of the survey. Secondly, 
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young people may be reluctant to admit sensitive information to an interviewer face-to-
face. even when the data is collected anonymously. This may lead to an underestimate of 
risk behaviours and some types of morbidity.62 
c. Focus groups 
These involve asking a small group of individuals for responses or to discuss a particular 
issue. Originally focus groups were used for market research. but their value was soon 
recognised by sociological researchers and then health researchers.63 .64 The technique is 
particularly useful when examining consensus beliefs or group behaviours such as 
excessive drinking.65.66 but has also been found to be of particular use in the investigation 
of sensitive health topics such as reproductive health. including HIV.6 i There are a number 
of different ways of conducting focus groups. For the purposes of adolescent research two 
techniques are regarded as most appropriate.58 The open focus group uses a facilitator to 
guide a group of participants through a discussion focused on a specific issue. The 
Nominal Group Technique is a 'one question' method in which a group generates and 
prioritises solutions to a question. The advantages are that results can be obtained quickly 
and more importantly opinions may be elicited that may not be obtained from individuals. 
The limitation is that sensitive, embarrassing and indeed illegal behaviours may not be 
admitted with peers, or there may be exaggeration of risk behaviours to impress peers.68 
Focus group discussions are also used to obtain background information prior to surveys 
and may help in the planning of questionnaires and in guiding study design. 
d. Narrative research method 
Although not widely used in worldwide terms, this technique is important, because it was 
developed particularly for use in adolescents and for dealing with sensitive issues. In this 
approach groups of young people jointly construct a prototypical story, based around a 
real-life situation.51 It makes use of role-play in the development of the story. The story 
provides the basis for the development of a questionnaire, which is subsequently 
administered to other young people. The end result is an aggregated prototypical story, 
which is constructed by pooling the results from all these stages. The findings of the 
research provide insights into the issues from the perspective of young people themselves. 
This technique has been used successfully in studies of the sexual experiences of 
adolescents in a number of African countries.69 
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Table 1.1 Summary of major research methods used in adolescent health 
Method Main uses Advantages Disad vantages 
Self- Collecting quantitative data Large scale, quick. cheap. Poor source of 
completion from large populations. Can cover large number qualitative 
questionnaires especially in schools of subjects information. 
Easy to ensure anonymity 
and confidentiality 
Interviews For cOllecting a wide range of Broad ranging and Expensive, requires 
quantitative and qualitative versatile trained interviewers. 
types of data depending on Lack of anonymity 
format used. may bias responses 
Focus groups For exploring consensus Quick. relatively cheap. Requires trained 
beliefs, group behaviours and Opinions may be facilitators. 
sensitive health topics such as forthcoming which Participants may be 
reproductive health wouldn't come from deterred 
individuals. from honest 
responses because of 
peer pressure. 
Narrative Designed for exploring Involves adolescents in Peer pressure may 
research sensitive issues amongst the development of marginalize those 
methods adolescents. stories and with views which 
questionnaires, so very don't conform with 
participatory. the main consensus. 
1.6 THE ETHICS OF ADOLESCENT HEALTH RESEARCH 
There has been criticism of these approaches to adolescent health research from an ethical 
standpoint.s2 Firstly, it has been argued that asking young people about risk behaviours 
will make them more likely to engage in these behaviours. In fact, there is very little 
evidence for this, though naturally this is hard to prove without a trial designed specifically 
to answer this question. However, there is evidence to refute this premise from health 
education interventions in young people. A review of 270 sexual health education 
interventions conducted in the developed world, showed that only two demonstrated any 
impact on the sexual behaviour of young people.7o 
Secondly, opponents argue that adolescent health research represents an invasion of 
privacy, forcing young people to confront issues and admit to feelings and behaviours 
which may be uncomfortable to them.7I This is of serious concern, but should not prevent 
research from taking place. Rather measures can be taken to minimise these problems. For 
example, young people must have the right of refusal to participate, the right not to answer 
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any question, the assurance that data is confidential and anonymous, and access to some 
form of professional help, if they feel the need to explore issues further. 
Thirdly, asking questions of adolescents violates the rights of parents, whose responsibility 
it is to deal with the problems of adolescents.52 Therefore. it is argued that in adolescent 
health research parents should have the right to see the protocols where appropriate and 
should have the right to refuse consent. Where necessary. researchers should persuade 
parents that research is aimed to help parents to protect and improve the health of their 
children. In some cases it may be possible to encourage active involvement of parents in 
the issues under discussion. 
While researchers counter these arguments easily, they need to be considered seriously, 
especially when carrying-out research in a setting where there is little or no experience of 
research in this age group. 
1.7 AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
When the aims, objectives and subsequent plans for this study were being considered the 
issues above were taken into consideration. In drawing-up the aims and objectives 
emphasis was on ensuring that the research could inform policy in the area of adolescent 
health throughout urban and rural Zhejiang Province. 
AIM: 
To determine differences in the health profile of adolescents in urban and rural 
areas of Zhejiang Province 
OBJECTIVES: 
* To develop and test an instrumentfor investigating adolescent health, 
nutritional and behavioural indicators in Chinese populations 
... To use the results to make recommendations for the development of adolescent 
health services and for the school-based health education programme in 
Zhejiang Province, China 
1.8 SUMMARY 
Adolescence has been defined in many different ways, but generally describes the 
transition between childhood and adulthood. Its importance has only recently been 
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recognised by policy makers and now information is needed on which to base policy 
decisions. There are a number of specific methodological and conceptual problems which 
must be taken into consideration when undertaking adolescent health research. Surveys 
using self-completion questionnaires, interviews, focus groups and the narrative research 
method have all been widely used in adolescent health research. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE CHINESE CONTEXT 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter provides background about China and Zhejiang Province. It presents a brief 
introduction to the history of China and the current issues facing China, with a particular 
emphasis on health. Drawing on this background it then goes on to explore the nature of 
adolescence in the Chinese context. There follows a description of Zhejiang Province, an 
outline of health services for adolescents in the Province, and an introduction to the three 
areas where the research was carried-out. 
2. 2 HISTORICAL CONTEXT 
2.2.1 The early Mao Ze Dong Years 
An understanding of the Chinese of today requires some awareness of Chinese history. For 
most of its 3500 years of recorded history China led the world in agriculture, science and 
the arts. But in the nineteenth century the Western powers acquired considerable economic 
and military superiority following the Industrial Revolution.72 During the first half of the 
twentieth century China was further weakened by major famines, foreign occupation, and 
virtually constant conflict: local wars between supporters of neighbouring warlords, the 
anti-Japanese war and the civil war between the Nationalists and the Communists. In 1949 
the Communists under Mao Ze Dong were victorious and the People's Republic of China· 
was declared. 
Mao Ze Dong responded to the daunting task of governing the huge impoverished country 
by introducing massive social and economic change.73 A centralized economy was 
imposed. Agricultural land was organized in collectives and in many areas communes 
replaced family life, sweeping away millennia of tradition. The commune became 
responsible for employment, food supply, childcare, education and health. Basic health 
care and preventive services were provided to everyone as part of the co-operative medical 
system (CMS). This scheme was a pre-payment plan which consisted of contributions, at a 
level of 0.5-2% of a family's income, together with subsidies from higher level 
governments.74 By the early 1970s 90% of the rural population were covered by eMS 
schemes.7s 
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During this period China was isolated from the Western Powers, the Soviet Union being 
China's only ally. By the late 1950s Mao felt increasingly that he needed to prove the 
strength of the Communist system by expanding its industrial base. To achieve this goal 
peasants were abmptly diverted from agricultural ~ ork to other tasks, such as irrigation 
schemes and the new mral industries. As a re ult in some areas crops were left to rot, 
because it wa no-one's resp nsibility to har est them. Ludicrously high production targets 
were set with disastrous consequences. To meet steel production targets pea ants were 
encouraged to set-up backyard steel furnaces. Cooking pots, redundant in these days of 
communal eating, were melted down. Grain produ tion targets were set as ~ ell, and 
pea ant were encouraged to 0 erfarm the land .. hich in turn mined the soil. The results 
of all this economic and agricultural mismanagement \ ere disastrous, culrrilnating in The 
Great Famine of 1959-1961. Estimates for the number who starved to death ary between 
20 and 50 million.73 Infant mortality rates increa ed dramatically (Figure 2.1). 
Figure 2.1 Tr nd in Infant Mortality 1950-1998 
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2.2.2 The ultural R volution 1966-1976 
There followed the chaos of the ultural Revolution. Political struggles in the senior 
echelon f the ommunist Party led Mao t inten ify hi dictatorial rule. Policy reversals 
were abmpt and had to b implemented without question or adaptation. People \ ere 
enc uraged to r p It the most mjnor political misdemeanours lo the authoriti sand 
punitive mea ur were swift. This I d t an atm s her of paranoia as p opl \ ere 
encourag d lO r p rt the p litical indi r ti ns ven of friends and relati e . Fonn 1 
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education systems collapsed. Primary and secondary schools were mostly open for half-
days only, and teaching consisted of political doctrine, and memorisation and recitation of 
long political tracts. Mao also launched an onslaught on those in positions of privilege, 
including professionals. Universities, medical schools and specialist units were closed. 
Party cadres and professionals were persecuted and tortured by the Red Guards anarchic 
groups of young people who rampaged with impunity through the streets, destroying 
anything representing the Four Olds: old customs, old culture, old ideas, old habits. Many 
urban dwellers were also "sent to the countryside" to experience hard peasant life. Some 
young people, caught up in the Maoist ideological fervour, actually chose to go and work 
in remote areas. 
These periods spent in the countryside severely disrupted family life. In fact, family life 
was in a constant state of flux from the early-1950s with the establishment of the 
communes to the end of the Cultural Revolution. Urban families in particular suffered 
constant periods of separation. Arrangement for children left behind were often 
haphazard, with relatives or neighbours acting as guardians in parents' absence. 
But the Mao Ze Dong years were notable for outstanding health achie ements. 76.77 The 
Maternal Mortality Rate dropped from an estimated 250/100,000 in 1949 to 50/100,000 in 
the early 1970s.78 Declines in Infant Mortality Rate'.: ere equall steep: from 200/1000 to 
around 601100079 as illustrated in Figure 2.1. These reductions ha e been largel 
attributed to socio-economic improvement resulting from stability after dec de of war. so 
In addition universal access to basic health care was achie d through the training of over 
a million barefoot doctors and the introduction of the Co-operati e Medical System. But 
another key factor was the emphasis on prevention . Massi e immunization campaigns 
were carried-out, brothels were closed and there were campaigns against opium use. The 
Great Patriotic Health Campaigns mobilised the masses in tasks aimed at improving 
nutrition, sanitation and water quality, and attacking certain diseases. The anti-
schistosomiasis campaign included organising teams to lance snails with sharpened 
chopsticks. Another campaign targeted sparrows, because they ate the gr in. For days and 
nights people shouted and banged saucepan lids until the birds fell dead with exhaustion. 
But the result wa that insects, which would ha e b n eaten by the birds, no\ d oured 
the gr in instead. Although much of this sounds eccentric, the r suIts \ ere remarkable. A 
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number of infectious diseases such as schistosomiasis, and sexually transmitted diseases, 
leprosy and plague were virtually eradicated during these years.77 
2.2.3 Economic reform 
The death of Mao Ze Dong in 1976 brought an end to the Cultural Revolution and the 
power vacuum was soon filled by Deng Xiao Ping. China was at this time one of the 
poorest countries in the world, with 80% of the population living on incomes of less than 
$1/day and only a third of adults able to read and write.72 Deng realised that two decades 
of economic stagnation meant that radical reform was essential to China's survival and 
growth.81 The centralized economic system was rapidly replaced by a market system. The 
communes were dismantled and families could sell surplus produce at the newly-opened 
free markets. The result was a doubling in agricultural output in fi e year. 2 
Manufacturing enterprises were encouraged with local managers being allowed 
considerable authority. The economy was gradually opened to foreign trade and 
investment. 
What is now termed a "socialist market economy" is characterised by the maintenance of 
tight political control, considerable freedom for market-oriented institutions, but with state 
enterprises still dominating key industries. The Gross Domestjc Product has quadrupled 
since 1978, with growth now running at 7.4%.83 
2.3 CHALL ~N ~ FOR CHINA ODAY 
The last twenty years have seen the longest period of political and economjc stability in 
centuries. Even the popular uprising of 1989, which resulted in the Tiananmen Square 
Massacre of June 4, only caused a temporary setback. Ho\ ever, China faces new 
challenges which ould ultimately represent a threat to current grO\: th and stability: 
a. The urban/rural divide 
Economic growth has led to steady rises in income for both rural and urban populations. 
But an increasing income gap between rural and urban populations has de eloped.84 
(Figure 2.2). Survival on the land has become increasingly difficult 0 er the last ten years, 
mainly because of high taxation of fanners. ss Anger about rural taxation le els has led to 
sporadic demonstrations across the country, clearly unnerving the Go ernment. As a result 
in early 1999 it was announced that the tax burden on fanners mu t be reduced as a 
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disincentive to migration . But implementation is up to local government and until now 
few have acted. Farmers' incomes are likely to be further eroded with imminent entry into 
the World Trade Organisation, which will open-up food markets to cheap imports and force 
down prices of local produce.86 
The difficulty of making a li ing on the land has created a huge surplus rural \ orkforce of 
around 120 million, who drift between their villages and the cities, subsisting through part-
time low-paying jobs. Increasing urban crime rates are blamed largely on the migrant 
workers; Shanghai police officials say they are responsible for 60% of the city's crime.24 
This creates considerable tensions between migrants and local people. But the migrants 
themselves are helping to improve conditions in the countr side by sending their earnings 
home. For poor inland provinces such as Hunan and Henan 0 er 5~ of provincial GDP is 
accounted for by the earnings of migrant worker .85 
Figure 2.2: Average per capita income in urban and rural hina: 1980·1996 
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b. The ri h/poor divide 
The division between rich and poor i now more complicat d than just urban/rural 
differences. During the Mao year absolute po erty as rural issue. It is still true that 
those who suffer the most intractable poverty ar concentrated in r mOL upland areas, 
wher the I w quality f land makes it difficult to achi e a sub isten e le elo crop 
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production. An estimated 140 million people live in such conditions on less than $lIday.72 
But there is now a new phenomenon of urban poverty. Before the economic reforms urban 
workers almost all had jobs-for-life, a system known as "The Iron Rice Bowl". Now the 
market economy has forced the closure of many inefficient State-Owned Enterprises, 
which had previously been subsidised by the Government. Estimates of the numbers of 
resulting urban unemployed vary widely, though they probably account for as much as 
10% of the workforce in some cities.s7 New welfare benefit rules, introduced in October 
2000, define guaranteed minimum incomes by area with financial assistance to be provided 
to those who fall below the level. However, the regulations are unclear, and calculation of 
payments is open to interpretation.B8 
c. Environmental deterioration 
Rapid economic development has occurred at a cost to the environment. It is 
acknowledged that unless strict control measures are taken against pollution this 
destruction represents a threat to China's sustainable development.89 Until recently there 
was virtually no enforcement of regulations about the disposal of industrial v aste. Air 
pollution, mostly industrial in origin, is a problem of all China's major cities.72 Half of 
China's major rivers are heavily polluted. 9 Deforestation and overcultivation ha e caused 
soil erosion with increasing loss of arabl land.9o New regulations to control industrial 
pollution have been promulgated, but enforcement is impeded by the costs of introducing 
improved waste disposal sy terns. 
d. Corruption 
Corruption in Chinese terms refers mainly to corruption by Communist Party officials. 
Twenty years of economic refOlm have created alluring opportunities for hundreds of 
thousands of officials to enrich themselves. They ha e been assisted by a political climate 
which encourages private enterprise, but which forces entrepreneurs to obtain approvals 
and permissions from party bureaucrats who still hold considerable economic pm er.91 
Popular discontent with corruption is high, fuelled by a press which revels in stories of 
lu ury, crime and punishment in high places. The go ernment i no\ ostentatiously 
pledged to fight corruption, seeing it a a major threat to public confidence in the 
leadership.92 During the Year 2000 45,000 cases of corruption" ere in estigated by 
prosecutors and sev ral high profile official were executed. 
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e. The demographic time-bomb 
The demographic structure of the Chinese population is changing rapidly with massive 
population ageing over the coming decades. By the Year 2050 the proportion of the 
population over the age of 60 will increase from the current level of around 10% and 12% 
in urban and rural areas respectively to 30% and 34%, assuming continued low fertility 
and, to a lesser extent, improvements in life expectancy.93 This trend is mirrored by a 
parallel decline in the child and adolescent population as described in Chapter 1 and 
illustrated in Figure l.l. This scenario presents a huge challenge. Traditional reliance on 
family support for the elderly is no longer feasible, particularly in urban areas, where the 
one child policy has been more strictly implemented and where migrants from rural areas 
live far from their families. But measures are being taken to pre-empt the worst case 
scenarios: for example, there has been a relaxation of the one child policy in some areas, so 
that if both partners are only children a couple may have t\' 0 children them el es, 
reducing the four-two-one phenomenon of one indi idual being responsible for the care of 
four grandparents.94 There has also been a recent burgeoning of pri ate pension schemes.95 
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Table 2.1 China: Some basic facts and figures 
Population 1,258 million 
(Jan 2000 official estimate) 
Age structure 0-5 years: 11 % 
5-9: 9% 
10-19: 19% 
20-64: 55% 
Over 65 years: 6% 
Population growth rate 1.03% 
Birth rate 15 .1 births/lOOO population 
Death rate 711000 
Total fertility rate 1.8 
Net migration rate -0041/1000 
Urban population 30% 
Infant mortality rate 43./1000 
Maternal Mortality Rate 95/100,000 
Life expectancy at birth Total: 70 
Male: 68.6 
Female: 71.5 
Literacy (definition: age 15 and over Total: 81.5% 
can read and write) Male: 90% 
Female: 73% 
Unemployment rate Officially 3%, 8-10% in some cities, 
substantially higher in many rural 
areas 
Gross Domestic Product growth 7.4% 
(2001) 
Access to safe water 67% 
Inflation rate 
-0.8% 
Sources: World Bank, fPPF. CIA Web siles.n .90.96 All based on lale t a ailable figures and estimates. 
2.4 HEALTH IN CHINA 
2.4.1 The health care system 
With the introduction of market economy in the early 1980s there were fundamental 
changes in the way that the health care system was financed. 
Firstly, the concept of free health care at the point of deli ery. l,: hich had been enshrined in 
the Co-operative Medical System (eMS). disappeared with the collapse of the collective 
agricultural system in the countryside. Financing of healthcare became the responsibility 
of provincial and county government who raise their own taxes. But th amount of money 
av ilable from taxation for healthcare only co ers basic s laries and new capital 
investments totalling around 20-30% of hospital e p nditur . The shortfall h to be found 
from user fees. 7S 
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Secondly, a new pricing structure was introduced. This attempts to facilitate equity by 
providing basic health care, such as the consultation, belo\ cost, but profits can be made 
from drugs and the use of investi gations. This creates clear incentives to overprescribe and 
overinvestigate.97 Overprescribing is encouraged further in China by the co-existence of 
Traditional and Western therapies which are frequently used concurrently.98.99 
Unnecessary treatments have been estimated to account for 20-30% of the country's total 
medical expenses. 100 
Finally, the market has introduced a variety of payment methods for healthcare. These 
include state-controlled insurance schemes: around half of urban workers or 14% of the 
total popUlation are covered by either the Go ernment Emplo ee Health Insurance or the 
Labour Health Insurance. Now there is a small but gro\J ing private insurance sector. 
Modified versions of the CMS now cover around 10% of Chinese rural inhabitants.?-I The 
insurance schemes, however, vary enormously in the amount of co er they provide and full 
reimbursement is unusual. Coverage for dependents is exceptional, so the overwhelming 
majority of children have no health insurance co er at all. lol In rural areas almost all 
health costs are paid out-of-pocket. Serious illness is still a major cause of poverty. It has 
been estimated that 30% of all those living below the poverty line became impo erished 
because of serious illnes .102 
2.4.2 Epidemiological tran ition 
Sine the arly 1950 hina ha und rgone r pid epidemiologi al tr n ition, that is a shift 
from a high fertility, high mortality pattern dominated by infectious and deficiency 
diseases to a low fertility, low mortality pattern dominated by non-communicable 
disease. IO) But the rates of transition ha e aried widely across the country. Deaths from 
cancer, cardiovascular disease and morbidity from diseas like diabetes are increasing 
rapidly in the more developed regions, as deaths from nutritional deficiency and infectious 
disease become rare, while in poor remote regions pre-transition patterns still predominate. 
By 199666% of the total deaths in China were caused by chronic disea e and in urban 
areas this figure was 76%. 104 The infant mortality rate (IMR) for Zhejiang was 2211000 in 
1995 compared with an estimated 100/1000 for Qinghai Pro in .105 There are also 
substantial differences b tween populations within pro inc s \ hich are concealed by the 
routine reporting by pr vincial aggregat .106 The aggregate IMR figur for Zheji ng 
co ers a range f 14/1000 to 4511000 across different countie .0 
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2.4.3 The One Child Family Policy 
In setting-out his economic reform programme Deng Xiao Ping realised that control of 
population growth was essential to China's future economic growth. The Total Fertility 
Rate (average live births per female of reproductive age) had already fallen dramatically 
from 5.9 in 1970 to 2.6 in 1979, through the "late-long-few" policy introduced in the early 
1970s. This was largely a conventional family planning programme encouraging later child 
bearing, longer spacing and fewer births.lo7 But by 1979 around two-thirds of the 
population were under 30 and population projections for the Year 2000 were very high. 
This convinced Deng Xiao Ping that Draconian population control measures were 
necessary to assist economic growth. I08 The One Child Family Policy was actively 
enforced from 1982. By 1985 the fertility rate was reported to ha e dropped to 1.9, 
although it was later discovered that there was considerable under-registration of births in 
rural areas and the actual fertility rate was probably closer to 2.5. 109 But thi apparent 
success, together with its unpopularity, especially in the countryside, led to some 
relaxation. Since 1985 there have been alternate relaxations and tightenings according to 
population projections and local conditions.I08 
The policy consist of a package of measures, including education, access to contraception, 
encouragement of late marriage and spacing and economic incenti es for couples having · 
only one child. In practice, the one-child-per-family rule applie only to urban residents 
and government worker. In rural areas a econd child is llowed a ter fi e ear. In some 
places a second child is only allowed if the first child is a girl, an acknowledgement of the 
traditional Chinese preference for boys. The programme is supported by massi e 
propaganda campaigns about the personal and societal benefits of small families. IQ7 
Implementation of the rules depends on local interpretation. Local officials have the power 
to impose penalties and give rewards for those complying with the Policy. Penalties 
include loss of employment, fines and confiscation of personal belonging. 
There are emerging concerns that the population control programme i v eakening. With 
the new economic freedom it will not be possible to contain family size through communal 
pressure and economic disincentives. Furthennore, the increasingly mobile population 
makes it difficult to track individuals, and the erosion of Communist Party power v ith the 
market economy has meant the loss of authority of rural party official. 
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The Policy was never intended as a long term measure and several options are being 
considered for the future .ll o The Government is hoping that there will gradually be a shift 
towards a "small fami ly culture" reinforced by improved living standards, assured survival 
of children and financial security in old age. There is evidence that this is already taking 
place in the wealthier eastern cities.96 
2.5 CHINA AND ADOLESCENCE 
The introductions to adolescence in general in Chapter 1 and to China in this chapter have 
highlighted many of the issues which impact on the lives of adolescents in China today. 
Nearly one quarter of the world's population lives in China. Of these 19% or around 250 
million are aged between 10 and 19 years. 21 The numbers alone make the subject 
compelling, but there are other factors that make adolescence in China unique and 
fascinating: 
a. China's recent turbulent history 
As outlined above, the parents of today's adolescents have li ed through a period of 
massive political and social upheaval. Many urban parents suffered the dislocation of their 
family lives as their own parents were "sent to the countryside' usually with little notice or 
preparation. All suffered disrupted and neglected education. The effect of the privations of 
today's parents on the raising of their own children has not been fonnally e amined. 11I A 
range of current problems in Chinese children has been blamed on the disrupted childhood 
and adolescence of the e parents, a they strive to gi e their children all the opportunities 
they lacked. The problem of childhood obesity, which is just beginning to be recognised, 
has been blamed on parents making up for their own nutritional deprivation by 
overfeeding,112 and the pressure which is now placed on children to succeed academically 
has been described a a reaction to the parents' own neglected educations. 11 3 But obesity 
and parental expectations are high in many countries, and particularly in other Asian 
cultures, such as Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong and India, 114 and is certainly not a uniquely 
mainland Chinese phenomenon. 
b. First generation of the One hild Family Policy 
The pressures placed on children and adolescents ha e also been blamed on the One Child 
Fami ly Policy. This is the first generation of the One Child Family Policy and its effects 
have been the subject of intense interest to Chinese psychologists. orne comm ntators 
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have labelled these children The Spoiled Generation. I 15 However, hard evidence for them 
being any more "spoiled" than their counterparts elsewhere is weak. I IS What is clear is 
that there is enormous expectation for academic success, but there is no evidence that thi s 
is different for one and two child families. A recent survey in Mainland China showed that 
26% of rural mothers want their children to receive a higher education, irrespective of the 
number of children in the family. For urban mothers the number was 64%. For daughters 
the propol1ions were 17% and 45% respectively. I 16 
c. Education for conformity 
Chinese society still emphasises harmony and social order. Open displays of anger and 
confrontation are not encouraged. I 17 Schools demand that students show qualities of 
conformity, obedience and stoicism. Teaching is largely didactic with little nurturing of 
imagination and creativity. Chinese parents place a high alue on education and academic 
achievement is highly prized. I I I This is all against a background of huge \ orkloads for 
students, vicious competition for places in higher education, and e en tougher competition 
to get a good job. This approach to education is widely b lie ed to have a deleterious 
effect on general and psychological well-being, facilitating psychological problems related 
to over controlled behaviour, such as stress, depression, an iety and somatisation. 112 But 
again it is hard to find evidence for actual causation and this is one of the areas explored in 
this study. 
d. Tension between the rapid change and tradition 
The last ten years have seen huge change: an opening-up to the outside world, the effects 
of globalisation, massive economic growth in urban China, huge increases in disposable 
income, with access to a wide range of commodities beyond the dreams of Chinese only a 
decade ago, and the disappearance of jobs-for-life. To impro e li ing conditions in the 
overcrowded cities whole areas of old dwellings have been demolished to make way for 
new apartment blocks. Despite this living conditions are till cramped for most people, 
with three generation frequently cohabiting. Studies in Hong Kong ha e shO\ n that such 
high density living is associated with high rate of neurotic illness (an iety and depression) 
in adolescents and adults. I IS 
On the social front family life is now und r threat more from di ore th n anye temal 
force. This ha been attributed mainly to the rising position of om n in Chine 
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society.11 6 Estimates for the numbers of di vorces are not reliable, but they have been 
quoted to be as high as 1 million per year. 119 
But while change is taking place many aspects of the traditional society persist: respect for 
elders and authority, dependence on the extended family and the need for gllanxi, literally 
relationships, but meaning the social network of good connections and reciprocal favours 
which fac ilitates soci al and usi ness transactions. There also persists an official highly 
moralistic attitude towards sex and some types of risk behaviour. For example, the new 
marriage law, currently being debated, is considering new definitions of bigamy, 
punishable by long prison terms. These include cohabiting for more than six months or 
keeping a mi stress.120 
e. "Adolescence" in China is relatively long 
For the Chinese the period of transition between dependent childhood and independence is 
relatively long. This is for three main reasons: long formal education , late marriage, and a 
tradition of continuing to live with parents well into adulthood. 
The long formal education is promulgated in law: in 1986 the State Council issued a law 
on the "compulsory nine years education of citizens". Following this action wa taken to 
enable every child to attend school even in remote regions. As a result the total enrolment. 
in school for 6 to 15 year olds increased from 49% in 1952 to 95% in 1997. Enrolment in 
senior secondary school (age 16-18) also incre sed ignificantly during this period from 
20% to 65%. The proportion of female student has also increased steadily over time: in 
1997 49% of pri mary students, 45% of secondary students and 37% of college students.93 
There is an on-going debate about increasing compulsory education to 12 years, that is to 
the end of hi gh school. 121 Further education offers a wide range of options from vocational 
schools training for specifi c skills to traditional uni ersity. Fifty-eight percent overall go 
on to some form of further education after completing middle school. But there is large 
variation in di ffe rent parts of China: for example in rural Henan 16% and Shanghai 85%.79 
Late marri age and child-bearing are dictated by fami ly planning policy \! hi ch prohibits 
marriage before the ages of 25 for men and 23 for women in urban areas, and before the 
ages of 22 and 20 respectively in rural areas. IOS Young adults almost alv ays continue to 
li e with their parents until maniage and very often afterwards. This is partly because of 
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tradition, convenience (particularly with respect to sharing of child-care) and partly 
because of housing shortages in the rental sector. 
2.6 ISSUES IN ADOLESCENT HEALTH RESEARCH IN CHINA 
The issues for adolescent health research in China include all of the general points referred 
to in Chapter 1, but there also are a number of specific considerations. As in many 
countries adolescence in China has entered the classic measurement trap, whereby lack of 
data leads to situations in which the importance of a problem is not recognised and 
therefore little attention is given either to the problem or to its measurement. (Figure 2.2) 
This idea was originally developed in relation to the health needs of women. 122 
There are a number of specific reasons why young people's health in China has entered 
this cycle of entrapment: 
• As elsewhere, young people are regarded as healthy, because of their low mortality 
and morbidity and therefore low priority. 
• There is a failure to recognise that adolescents have their 0\ n needs, which may be 
different from those of children or adults. 
• Many of the more obvious health concerns of adolescents such as incipient 
substance abuse, and stress, fall outside the sphere of the health sector with its 
biomedical models of investigation and social science research is in its infancy in 
China. 
• Issues of risk behaviour, sexual activity and mental disorders are taboo in many 
areas of Chinese society and therefore research or interventjon programmes in these 
areas meet considerable barriers, especially amongst Chinese officialdom. 
• The concept of participatory research is ery new in China. In a society where 
children are not encouraged to think for themsel es, but rather to absorb political 
and cultural doctrine the idea of eliciting individual ie\i s in general, let alone the 
views of young people, is very threatening to authority. 
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Figure 2.3 
The measurement trap in adolescence in China adapted from Graham and 
Camp bell 122 
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2.7 INTRODUCTION TO ZHEJIANG PROVI CE (see map, Fig 2.5) 
Common 
adolescent 
problems: 
still taboo 
Zhejiang Province is a coastal province in eastern China located just south of the 
municipality of Shanghai. Its population of 45 mil1ion is mainly concentrated in the coastal 
plain regions. From early times Zhejiang has been one of the most prosperous of China's 
thirty-three provinces, owing to its fertile farmland and long coastline which has facilitated 
good trading links. It is in the vanguard of change in China in areas as diverse as 
economics, health, family planning, education and tourism. Zhejiang's economy grew 
rapidly following the instigation of market refonns in the late 1970s. This has resulted in 
large increases in per capita income. Figure 2.3 shows this steady increase in income since 
1978, and it also illustrates how the benefits of the boom ha e been une enly distributed 
with a widening gap between urban and rural incomes. 
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Figure 2.4 
Urban and rural annual per capita income for Zhejiang Province: 1978-1998 
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Source: Comprehensive statistical data and materials on 50 years of New China. 
National Bureau of Statistics. China Statistics Pres . Beijing 1999 79 
Comparison with Figure 2.2 shows that the inhabitants of Zhejiang are considerably 
wealthier than the national average. In 1996 the national a erage for urban per capita 
incomecPCI) was 4300 RMB compared with Zhejiang's 7000 RMB.79 For rural PCI the 
differences are more stark with the average for Zhejiang almost three time that of the 
national average: 3300 RMB compared with 1150 RMB. (US $ I =8RMB) But these 
absolute figures conceal the differential in prices of ba ic commodities in different areas. 
In Zhejiang these increases have been especially steep, disproportionately affecting the 
poor, and reinforcing the argument made by some commentators that poor households in 
richer areas are the most disadvantaged of a11. 123 E penditure on food in Zhejiang has 
increased 10-fold in urban areas since 1980 rising from 264 RMB per capita per annum to 
2644 RMB in 1998, while in rural areas the increase has been 12-fold from 109 to 1362 
RMB.80 Thus expenditure on food averages around one third of total income in urban 
areas and one half in rural areas. Since 1980 living space per person in Zhejiang has 
increased from 6m2 to 12m2 per person in urban areas and from 16m2 to 38m2 in rural 
areas.79 Moreover great improvement in access to goods and commodities, improved 
infrastructure and reliable power supplie ha e transformed life for many over the past two 
decades. For example, ownership of air conditioners in Hangzhou has increased from less 
than 1 % to 59% of households between 1986 and 1998.123 
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Figure 2.5 Location Map: Zhejiang Province 
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Zhejiang presents a post-epidemiological transi tion mortality and morbidity picture with 
non-communicable diseases dominating: cardiovascular disease respiratory disease, 
cancers and injury. The official in fant mortality rate is 15/1000, among the lowest in 
China. The average life expectancy is 72. 1 years 70.5 for men and 73.8 for women, higher 
than the national average. 124 However, Zhejiang has also seen a marked resurgence of 
some types of infec tious di sease in the past decade esp cially tuberculosis and se ually 
transmitted di sease, including syphilis. Preventing the spread of these diseases, together 
with the demands of an ageing popul ation, are regarded as major challenges for the heal th 
service. 
There are three major types of socio-economic de elopment recognised in Zhejiang and 
throughout eastern China: urban, rich rural and poor rural. The three areas selected for the 
study represent these three types and are d scribed here, though further detail about the 
selection process are explained in Chapter 3. 
• Urban: Hangzhou 
This is the capital of Zhejiang pro ince, a city of great importance in Chinese history 
and culture. In the Twelfth Century it became the capital for rulers of the Southern 
Song Dynasty. It 's favourable location on We t Lake has made it a major tourist 
attraction and a favourite haunt of Chinese leader . A massi e re-building programme. 
with the destruction of whole sector of the old cil ,has created a construction boom 
which has attracted large number of migrant" orker . The Gro s Domestic Product 
has increased 6-fold since 1990.12-1 But the closure of many loss-making tate Owned 
Enterprises has resulted in unemployment le els of around 3%. 
• Rich rural: Xiao han 
This county is adjacent to Hangzhou. Although classified a rural it has become 
wealthy a a result of the successful development of rural enterprises. It is no" a 
designated development zone, creating a fa ourable in 
many Taiwanese-owned enterprises. Its GDP growth \! 
stment climate, and attracting 
13% in 1998-9. It is typical 
of the new rural manufacturing economy which has underpinned China s rapid 
development and which fosters an entr pr neurial culture. ow in fanning families it is 
the norm for one member to continue to work the land, while others work in 
manufac turing enterprises or develop their \ n small businesses. 
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• P r rural: hunan 
Thi i a p or farming area in a mountainou region about 200 km outh we lof 
Hnngzh u. hunnn is the site of ne of the bigg t man-made lake in China, 
Thou nd 1 land Lak . Thi wa develop d in the mid-1960 with the forced migration 
of 5 ,000 pc plc, and th los of low-I ing agricultural land. Although one of the 
p re t untie in Zhej iang Province, it i ~ I a ified medium-income rural by 
nati onal tandard . A growing number of fanners have b come migrant workers: an 
e timated cy:: of the 18-25 age group in Chunan are working or stud ing outside the 
c unt . ven p r ent f the county's GDP i deri ed from thi our e. 
Tabl 2.2 Key Indicator for Hangzhou, iao han and hunan 
Hangzhou Xiaoshan Chunan 
Population 1.7 m J.3m 0.6m 
Population age (10-19) 290,000 230.000 130.000 
Annual PCI in RMB (1998) 8.200 6500 3100 
Infa nt Mortality Rate 15 18 31 
Middle school enrolment 99.5% 98.5% 96 Cl-
Sour c: Zhe' inn Bureau of Public Health 1998 J g 
2. A IN ZH JIA 
2 .. 1 D 010 raphy 
Th [1 are appr ximnt Iy 8.2 milli n adole cent in the 10-19 age group in Zhejiang, 
accounting for 18% of the total population . According to of lcial statistic 99% of them 
ar enr lied in middl chool , though in rural area actual att ndance i believed t be 
mewhat I w r than that, pr bably around 90-92%.79 In urban areas an a erage of 8 % 
c ntinue ducation after mjddle chool compar d \i ith 60cn in rural Zhejiang. Currently 
15% f Zhejiang r sid nt g to University and 1.5~ go on to postgradu te studie . 
A I ewhere mortality i low in Zheji ng adole cent . Crude mortalit rate for the 5-19 
ge gr up arc av ilable from the hin se Ministry of Health Sentinel urveillance Points. 
Table 2.3 how crud m rtality rate f r Zheji ng c mpared with rates for the whole of 
China nd for urban and rural ar 
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Tabl 2.3 rude Mortality Rates in 5·19 year old for 1996 (rat per 100000) 
Total Male Female 
All China 7.4 8.3 6.0 
Urban China 3.8 4.2 3.4 
Rural China 8.1 9.5 6.6 
Poor rural China 11.1 11.5 10.1 
All Zhejiang 6.8 7.8 5.8 
Sour e: China Preventive Medi ine Insti tute Mortalit Sur e 19 y y 98125 
Zhejiang' mortality rate i slightly I v er than the national a erage with an e ce s of male 
deaths con istent with other areas of China. When e amined further by cause the excess of 
male deaths i explained by more accidental deaths in boys, particularly dro\ ning and 
traffic ac idents . 
Cause-specific mortality data disaggregated for the 10-19 age group \ as available for 
Zhejiang's tv 0 sentinel surveillance sites (one rural and one urban). !though the data 
fr m the e ites is regarded as hi gh quality, th cau e are taken from death certificates, 
v ith all the pr blem of inac uracy which arc inher nt in them. Data are presented for 
thr ears 1996-1998 in ab olute numb r in Table 2.4. 
A in mo t other c untries,34 the major cau e of death in this ag group is accidents. 
Infectiou diseases only just exceed cancers. Figures for suicide are almost certainly 
underestimates. There is reluctance to record erdicts of suicide, e cept in ca e of 
c rtainty. In the urb n ar a road tr ffic accidents are the single most common cause of 
de th , while it is dr wning in the rural area. Death from in~ cliou disease i Lv ice as 
common in the rur.l area. Th exc ss of death from cancers in th rural are is at least in 
part explained by the high cost of cytotoxic drugs. 
2.8.2 Health ervice f r adol c n in Zh jiang 
There are no par te servic for adole cents in Zhejiang Pro ince at pre ent. Childr n's 
dep rtment manage childr n up until around th age of Lv el e and then adult servic s are 
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u cd. The one exception in Zhejiang is in psychiatry: at the Pro incial Psychiatric Hospital 
in Hangzhou there is a clinic which deals specifically with the psychiatric problems of 
adole cents. 
Table 2.4 au e- p eine mortality for 10-19 year old in Zhejiang 
Three-year aggregate data 1996-1998 
Cau Total deaths rban deaths Rural deaths 
No (%) n=447 No(%) n=205 0(%) n= 242 
R ad Traffic Accident 80 (17.9) 51 (25) 29 (11.9) 
Dr wning 64 (14.1) 26(12.6) 3 (15.7) 
ui idc 29 (6.4) 16(7.8) 13 (5.3) 
Burn 6( 1.3) 0 6(2.5) 
Homicide 3(0.6) 0 3 (1.2) 
Other 12 (2.6) 8(3.9) 3 (1.2) 
Total Ac ident 193 (38.2) 101(43.5) 92 (38) 
Pneumonia 14 (3.1) 4 (2.0) 10(4.1) 
Meningitis 10 (2.0) 3( 1.5) 7(2.9) 
Diarrhoea 6 (1.3) 2 (1.0) 4 (1.6) 
TB 3 (0.6) 0 3 (1.2) 
Other infectiou disea e 14 (3.1) 6 (2.9) 8 (3.2) 
Total inf ctiou d! en c 47 (10.5) 15(7.3) 32 (13.2) 
Leukaemia 24 (5.1) 10(4.9) 14 (5.8) 
Other cancer 17 (3.6) 7(3.4) 10 (4.1) 
'f, tnl Cane r 41 (8.7) 17 (8.3) U (9.9) 
Cardiac 20 (4.0) 9 (4.4) 11 (4.5) 
Re pirntory 11 (2.3» 5 (2.4) 6(2.5) 
Neur logical disorder 7 (1.6) 4 (1.9) 3(1.2) 
Other 7 L (15.8) 30 (14.6) 41(16.9) 
Unknown 57 (12.7) 24(11.7) 33(13.6) 
2.8.3 The chool health ervice in Zh jiang 
In 1990 the State Council decreed that all schools should h e a school health 
pr gramme. 126 The content of such a programme was specified under fi e major headings: 
clinic must be established on the school premi e 
th re hould be acces at all time to a trained health \ orker(school nurse/doctor) 
trained t diagn se and treat c mmon dis ases, to prescrib limited range of 
so 
drugs, treat minor injury and to carry-out routine checks for height, weight, and 
visual acuity 
hygiene standards must be adhered to and a process of regular inspections instituted 
th nutritional content of school meals must meet defined standards 
all chools must allocate curriculum time to health education 
The degree to which these recommendations have been implemented aries \l idely across 
the country. There is no specific budget allocation for the school health service , 0 
school have to find resources from already overstretched education budgets, or from 
additi nal charge on parents. An additional problem is the difficulty recruiting health 
worker for the very poorly-paid school po t . In Zhejiang. around half of the school health 
\ orker p ts remain unfilled. 
In 1992 a joint decr e from the Ministry of Health and the State Education Commission 
stated that all middle schools should pro ide formal health education. 126 It was 
recommended that every middle school allo ate a teacher to co-ordinate the health care 
curriculum. In mo t cases one of the sport teachers ha taken on this role. 
011 wing this decre Zhejiang wa the first province t introduce a modernised health 
edu ation cuniculum. It wa implemented fr m September 1994. The curriculum is 
di ided into three parts: science, sports and health and 'family and life', \ ith a textbook 
f r each se tion. II i d ign d t b taught in the econd and third ears of middle chool 
when the tudents are 14 to16 years old. The cience course is designed to utilise twenty-
five hour of curriculum time. It is the responsibility of indi idual schools to decide the 
curriculum allocation time for the other two components. The content of the science 
comp nent reads like a medical school physiology curriculum \l ith se tions on all the body 
systems .. 4Sport and Health" is usually incorporated into existing sports classes, with the 
tea h r emphn i ing the health benefits of exercise. The course "Family and Life" 
include sections n human development, and puberty. But it has a distinct moral tone 
with empha is on the importance of family life, re peet for parents and elders, and Jaws 
r tating to fami ly life, f r ample, the Maniage Law and th Matemal and hild Health 
Law. here is also a s ction about personal hygiene, for example, hand \l ashing, teeth-
I aning, and (not!) pitting. 
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The cuniculum is notable more for its omjssions. There is only passing reference to the 
danger of smoking in respiratory physiology, there is no mention of road safety, sex is 
dealt with in biological tenns with no mention of contraception (e cept in demographic 
lenns, in (he conte t of the One Child Family Policy). There is no mention of HIV or other 
se ually lran mined disease (although at the time the material was prepared HIV was not 
perceived as a public health priority in China). The Famjly and Life component is often 
regarded as an optional extra, with many schools handing-out the le (books, expecting 
s{udems to read them in private time. 
2.9 UMMARY 
During the years following the establishment of the People's Republic of China in 1949 
there were impressive improvements in health indicators. In 1978 Deng Xiao Ping 
introduced a market economy which resulted in rapid grm th, the benefits of which have 
been unevenly distributed. Adolescence in China is of parti ular interest, because of the 
country's recent turbulent history, the rapid change in contemporary society, and the fact 
thi is the first generation of the One Child Farruly Policy. Zhejiang shows a post-transition 
pattern of mortality. There is a well-established school h 31th service but the current 
scho I-based health education programme for middJe chools has a number of 
shortcomings. 
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HAPTER 3: THE METHOD 
.1 INTROD TI 
This e tion describe th evolution of the research. The pro ess \ a dict ted by local 
n ed. Hence, the planning and preparation, as well as the method them el es, are 
d cri ed h r in detail. The reliability and validity of the d la are al 0 discus ed, and 
potential sour e of bia are highlighted. 
.2 PLA IN ME TI FTH ' ADI R P 
.2.1 Th I ading group: eompo ition and term f refer nee 
The key indi iduals who would ensure the smooth facilitation of the re earch project were 
con ened as the ' leading group'. This group was essential to the pro e s: to carry-out a 
proje t of thi size in China the support of local lead r is cru ia!. The composition of this 
group i in Table 3.1. I convened t',: 0 meetings of the leading group in spring 1997. These 
achieved three aims: 
- larification and agreement of the aims and objecti es of the resear h 
- preparation f term of refer nce 
- identi fication of research methods which would b appropriate and acceptable. 
Once these had b en agreed I took the lead thr ughout the whole proces of the research 
',: hich i d cribed in this chapter. The leading group met for a third time to determine the 
content of the second stage f the r search and then again at the end of the project to dr w-
up re mm ndati n . 
3.2.2 el cHon of r earch method 
The option in terms of research method (as outlined in Chapter 1) were presented to the 
leading gr up for discussion. The desirability of combining quantitali e and qualitative 
m thod was a source of contention. The consensus of the leading group \ as that 
qualitative approaches were "unscientific". urthermore it was felt that the cost 
constraint f the pr ~ect would not only preclud adequate training of researchers in 
qualitativ te hniques, but would limjt sample size, so that inference for the" hole 
p pulation w uld be questionable. 
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Tubl 3.1 Lading group members and terms of reference 
Leading group members 
• Vice- hairman of the Provincial Bureau of Public Health 
• Director of cho I health from the Provincial Bureau of Public Health 
• Vice hairman of the Provin ial Edu ation Committee 
• ice-dire tor f health edu alion. Provin ial Education Committee. 
• Epidemiologi t from Zhejiang Medical Uni ersity 
• P Y hologi t from Zhejiang Medical Univer!>ity 
• My elf 
Terms of reference of the leading group 
• To develop the methodology 
• To identify site for re eareh 
• To 0 er e implementation at all stages 
• To en ure timely analy is of the data 
• T en ure the appr priale u e of finding in term of health education and 
er ice d li ery 
Fo u gr up v er rul d-out at the out et. This wa because it \: as aeknO\ ledged that 
there wu n e p rienee of f cu gr ups among members of the leading group, because the 
lecti n of student w uld b ine it bly biased (t choo e students randomly \ ould be 
\J ho would be in lined to choose 'good" students) and 
becau e it wa felt thnt tudent w uld be unwilling to di cus ensiti e issue in the 
pre en f pr. 'u -t -fae intervi \ \ r like\ i e ruled- ut, b au e of on ems 
that lack fan nymity w uld bias response. The selection of a self-completion survey as 
the resear h method wa justified on the ground that given the dearth of infonnation 
already a ailable, a br ad baseline surv y wa n ce sary. Results from the Irst survey 
\J ould inf nn the ontent of econd tage by highlighting areas of interest nd concern 
\J hich ',; an-anted further investigation. 
Howe r, it was decided that some initial qualitati e wor would be useful to d termine 
th ont nt f the questionnair . This con i t d of discussions with medical students, an 
ilya ce iblc gr up, who it .. as felt by the leading group would ha e the necessary 
in ight t pr ide inf nnativ responses. Two di cussion groups, \J ilh 12 students in each 
gr up, \V r facilitated by the pidemiologist, the p ychologi t from Zheji ng Medical 
Uni r ity t g ther with my If. The sp cific que lions \J ere chosen deliberately in order 
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to deper nali e. As has been noted by other researchers this is thought to increase the 
accuracy of the infonnation obtained. m 
• What do you think are the lI/aill health concerns for teenagers? 
• What do you think are the mail1 health risks takell by teenagers? 
• What wOllld YO II like to have leamt in your health classes in school? 
he fa ilitator gave no prompting and allowed the rudents to cli cuss freel . Because 
the e di cu ion groups were carried-out infonnally they are not reported further here. But 
they \ ere crucial in informing the conten t of the questionnaire. 
3. D· VEL PMENT OF TH · FIRST QUE 10 IRE 
Th pr ce of dev lopment of the fir t que tionnaire is shown in Figure 3..1. Data from the 
tw discussion groups were f dback to the leading group to infonn the content of the first 
que tionnair . The aim was to draw-up questionnaire co ering a broad range of issues 
v ithin document which c uld be c mpleted during one class period of 4S minutes. 
Ther v a debate about the use of open and clo ed que lions. The advocate of closed 
qu slion were concerned about the problems of interpreting responses and cocling for data 
entry. Advocate of open que tions \i ere oncerned about the limitations impo ed by 
losed que tions, which could introduce bin. A compromise was reached whereby the 
pil t w uld include some open questions, which could (hen b con ened to closed 
questions, using the most c mmon r pon es gi en by the pilot group. 
subgroup then drew-up a draft questionnaire. D mographic question conformed with 
those u ed y the Chinese Ministry of Public Health entinel Surv illance Department. 12 
Other que ti n were drawn from a variety of our es: validated questionnaires used in 
other c untries: th WHO ross Sectional Sur ei 29 the Child H aIth and Illness Profile49 
the U National Longitudinal Study of Adolesc nt Health ,130 the S outh Risk 
Behaviour Survey 1992, t3t the UK health-relat d beha iour survey 13. and surveys used by 
the UK H alth ducntion Authority. 133 The key questions on smoking confonned \ ith 
internati nal standard .1 34 A number of new questions sp cific to the Chinese setting were 
added. 
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By dra\ ing tog ther these source a fir t draft w produced. This \ a then discussed and 
amended b the leading gr up members. Thi second draft \ a then reviewed by two UK 
exp rts, and the uggestion were put to the leading group for appro al. This second draft 
wa then piloted acros three age gr up in a school in Hangzhou (150 students in total). 
tudent w re asked to comment freely on the questionnaire. The feedback comment 
.. ere then further discu sed by the leading group. Some amendment were made and open 
que ti n , uch a tho e referring to morbidity, .. ere con erted to closed one . Redundant 
and ambiguou que tion were remo ed and then the final ersion went for formal 
appr al t the I ading group. 
Apart fr m suggestion about content the UK expert had al 0 recommended that the 
qu ti nnair b presented in a u er-friendly fonnat with pictur ,cartoon or jokes, and 
hort intr duction to each section t e plain its importan e. This kind of format is widely 
u del .. here and i thought to improve r pon er t sin oung people.52 Ho e er, the 
lading gr up f It that such "cosmetic con ideration '\ ere unnece sary \ ould not alter 
, and that the extra paper required .. ould be e p nsi e, wa teful, and heavy 
job it would b t carry the que tionnaires to and from the schools. 
T ~ bl .2 ont nt of the fir t qu tionnair 
D mographic inf rmation: family 
cup,li nf ducati n 
n ral h alth: di abi lity, self-reported height!\ ight, isual cuity, ag of menarche 
Morbidity: common ymptoms, chronic illness, oral health, mental health 
H alth car king behaviour: typ of facility used, costs of care, self-medication, 
regular health checks, re fer n es for services, regular medications 
Lif tyJ : trun port to school homework, after school acti itie , alcohol, smoking, diet 
H Uh ducntion: H alth knowledge, preference for health education. 
S6 
Figure 3.1 The development of the questionnair 
Tran lalion and 
ba k tran lati n 
Tran lat i nand 
back Iran lation 
by tw e pens 
Redundant/ambiguous/open 
que lion remo ed 
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ccurate tran lation of those questions which were originally in English was ery 
important. Where questions came from English originals great care was taken to ensure 
that the \ rding conveyed the same meaning in translation. The que tionnaire was back-
tran luted in draft form and in the fin al version by two different independent translators to 
en ure, ccuracy and avoid ambiguity. 
The qu tionnaire for the two stages ar in the Annex. 
3.4 POPULATION TO SAMPLE 
.4.1 umpling chools 
Th potential target population wa all middle and high school students, predominantly 13-
18 ar Id, in Zhejiang Provi nce. Before the first meeting of the leading group 
p nnis ion had been obtained in principle to carry out the research in three areas, \ hich 
repre ent the three di tinct geographical and socio-economic types characteristic of Eastern 
China a described in Chapter 2. 
• rban: Hangzhou 
• Rich rural: Xiao han 
• P or rural: Chunan 
But election of chools rai sed pr blems. A cluster sampling approach or a random sample 
of tudent cross mo t or all non-specialist chool in the areas selected \ as sugge led as 
b t pr:lclic . But thi s wa rejected by the leading group for three reasons: 
ampling in a large numb I' of schools would be logistically cumbersome 
re our e c n traints limited the number of chool which could b in oled 
since thi s was the fir t research in adolescent health in Zhejiang, to obtain crude 
tim ~tes from repr entative schools was sufficient at this stage 
To ai m to achiee repre entativeness, chools were selected on the b i of the individual 
sch 01 academic s ore or the percentage of final year students nr ring uni ersity. The 
academic cores for school are tabulated in the same way as school league tables in the 
UK. choo1s were selected from the lists of schools, ranked by aead mic score, for the 
three area . In selec ting chools lh aim was therefore to r fleet th range of academic 
s or s acr ss the province. The range of the schools select d was 20'l! to 85%. I 
p r onally made the sel ction on the basis of th academic score alone, since I had no other 
knowl dg of the school . All scho Is approached agreed to participate, though there was 
initial rcluct n n the part of three schools. ecau of onc ms about finding curriculum 
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tim for admi nistering the survey. The name of the schools which participated in Stage 1, 
together \I ith the total number of pupils in each school and the academic score is shown in 
Table 3.3. 
Tabl 3.3 Participating school Stage 1 
Academic Score 
H ngzhou Xinwan 85 
Hangzhou No 7 35 
Xiao han No 1 64 
Xiaoshan Fengkou 29 
Chunan No 1 43 
Chunan Xinhua 20 
3.4.2 ampling tudents 
o of pupils 
1800 
1550 
1220 
600 
600 
850 
ample ize wa dictated by logi stic rather than stati tieal considerations. The rum was to 
ha e 100 student per age group per school across the si age group, to give a total sample 
size of 3600. This would allow for analysis by demogr phic ariable . Again the type of 
sampling agre d was a logistic compromise. Although random sele lion of a number of 
students fr m each class would have represented best practice, the head teachers felt that it 
hould b all-or-none, that the interest generated would mean that all students in the class ' 
ould want to pmticipate. So the sampling unit wa the class. In each year there are three 
to five cJas es with around 50 student& per class, so two randoml selected clns es per year 
gr up per school wer ele ted. Selection of classe was carried-out by r searchers (by 
dr \ ing fr m a hat! ) 
.5 MEETIN 0 ~ T ~ T 4 A H ~ 
The head teachers and other selected teachers from the si schools (a total of 15 teachers) 
and t\l 0 student representative from each chool \i ere in ited to a one-day meeting in 
H ngzhou. The im of the meeting wu to explain the obj cti es and mode of 
implementati n of the r se rch, the r 1 of the teach rs and the use of the que tionnaire. It 
\ a Iso h ped that the meeting w uld in pire int re t and nthusi m in the teachers and 
rh tud nts nd would nhance local wn r hip of the project. Indeed some of the 
teach r w re sc ptical nnd even hostile at fir t, renting th in reas in their workJo d 
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and e pressing cynici m about the outcome. Di cussions allayed doubts in some and the 
payment of an honorarium to all participating teachers. equi alent to around one week's 
salnr , meant they left at least willing to co-operate! The inclusion of the student 
rcpre entati e had initially been regarded as unnecessary by the teachers, but they were 
p r uaded to accept the idea on an "experimental ba is". It transpired that the opinions of 
the stud nt representati es \ ere acti vely and enthusiastically elicited by the teachers. 
3.6 DI MIN TION OF THE IR T Q IRE 
Thi to k place in October and November 1998. The que tionnaire was distributed in the 
cia r om (7- in total) by a Chinese re ear her with the teacher present. A short 
e planati n was given and total anonymity and confidentiality were assured. Students were 
again told that they had the right not to participate. They were encouraged to complete the 
questionnaire a fully nd truthfully as possible. The questionnaire \ as completed under 
am conditions. A member of the leading group (epidemiologist and/or psychologist) 
pr ented a standard preamble, and was available to ans\ er queries in a consistent way. 
On completion the questionnaire were placed in a box \i hich was sealed in the classroom 
b for being taken to the Medical University for data entry. 
3.7 ·THI AL ON ID RATI 
Con ent wa handled according to local requir ment . This in 01 ed obtaining written 
p nni ion fr m all th authoritie invol ed: the Pro incial Bureau of Public Health, 
Pr vincial du ation mmi i 11, Pr in ial reign Affai Office (b cause a foreign 
in tituti n wa involved in the research) and from the education bureaus in Hangzhou city, 
Xiaoshan and Chunan county. Then permis ion was obtained from the headteacher of each 
cho I. Ther after in accordance with local guideline I it . as deemed unnecessary to. 
f rmally consent the student or parents. Howe er, students \ re infonned a \i eek before 
the que tionnaire was administered that they had the right not to participat. 0 student 
r fus d to participate, probably b cnuse it \i as tr ated like a normal classroom aeti ity, and 
the numb r f absentee wa ctually low r on the survey d than \ ould be expected. 
TA '1 F 'EDBA K A 2 R 
f r Stag 2 was similar t Stag 1 and 0 om detail is omitted. The initial 
analysis f the fir t taoe wo fedback to the leading group. Bas d on this information the 
lading gr up di cus d p otent, t rget ag group and ite for the s eond st ge. 
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The final on ensu wa that two topic warranted further e ploration: 
1. Psychological morbidi ty. The first urvey had r ealed ery high rate of psychological 
morbidity on crude questioning, with academic pressure cited as the major source of 
\ orry. There had been no pre ious tudies of ps chological morbidit in 
chool hildren in Zhejiang. though there was growing awarene s about the 
p chol gical dangers of the academic pre sures on young people. Before exploring 
int r ention it was ackno\i ledged that more information \ as n eded. 
utritional tatu . The first survey had included elf-reported heights and weights. In 
th echo I anthr pometr is included in the :lnnual chool medical, and students are 
e p cted t rememb r th se fi gure . But the anthropometry wasn't alidated, and some 
figure \: ere clearly erroneou . Concerns among some of the leading group about the 
\ idely publicised r cent em rgence of childhood and adole cent obesity in ea tern 
China, made thi area a priority for further in e tigation. Furthermore 20~ of the first 
ur ey re pond nt had reported that they were anaemi ,and the leading group felt that 
ha moglobin measurement hould be carried-out to determine actual level of anaemia 
in thi population. 
In term of targ t population it was decided that th se ond tage should focus on the 
middle scho I age gr up f 13 to 16 y ar old for t\ 0 reason: firstly, this is the age at 
\: hich the pr pos d h alth education programme would be aimed and second I . around 
15% f urban tudents and 25% of rural ones leave after middle school, so the high school 
p pulati n i not r prc entati r the age group a whol. 
Finally, it was decided t include just a poor rural area (Chunan) and the urb n area 
(Hangzhou) larg ly n grounds of logistic and cost. 
The s cond tage th r f re consisted of anthr pometry and haemoglobin measur ment 
t gether with a health and lifestyles sur ey, with more detailed questions on psychological 
morbi ity and diet. The que tionnair sur ey u ed the ame demographic indicators and 
M tyle que tion as the first sur y. In addition d tailed questions on psychological 
morbidity \: ere add. Thes were drawn from the British urvey of the D elopment and 
WeIl-b ing f hildren nd Ad Icsccnts. 13S The further addition was a food frequency 
questionnaire. his wa develop d sp cifically for the study, but wa based on a model 
\ hich had en u ed f r ethnic hin e in ingapor . 136 Data on menarcheal status \ ere 
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based on questionnaire response about whether the girl had started menstruating and age 
of on et in years and months. (Where year only \ ere gi en (n=214) a alue of x+O.S years 
\ as ascribed.) Ag at menarche was to be calculated u ing Probit analy is of the 
p rcentage of affirmative re ponses given at each age. 137 
Tran larion and back translation were carried-out as before. The questionnaire \ as piloted 
among 60 tudent in Hangzhou and a number of amendments \ ere made based on the 
sub equent feedback. 
Tabl 3.4 ontent of the econd qu tionnair 
D m graphic information: family size, hou ehold composition, occupation/education 
of parent , household in ome 
en rat h Ith: disability, age of menarche 
[orbidity: common symptom, chronic illnes ,or I he lth mental health 
eeking behaviour: self-medi alion J1 gular medication 
: homework, after sch 01 acti ities, smoking diet 
gical health : anxiety and depression, suicide ideation, relationships, bullying 
utrition: food fr quency qu stionnaire, 
P U 
Anthr p m try and ha moglobin mea urem nt 
.9 P P A TI N T AMPL: TA 2 
Th acad mic score \ s again used as the basis for ampling. Three middle schools in each 
of the tw area wer selected as in tage 1 to repr ent the Pro incial Range on the basi 
the academic score. (range 25% to 76%) School \! hich had participated in the Stage 1 
\ ere eluded. 
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Table 3.5 Participating school tage 2 
Academic Score o of Pupils 
Hangzhou Wen San 76 1650 
Hangzhou No 4 53 1210 
Hangzhou Renmin 38 llOO 
Chunan No.2 37 1050 
Chunan No.4 34 1300 
hunan Xin Hua 25 950 
he ample ize was calculated for Haemoglobin measurements. To detect a difference in 
Hb of 5 gIL between the urban and rural populations with a significance level of 5% and 
Po\ r of 80% required a minimum sample size of 141 in each group. To allow for gender 
difference this was doubled, s a minimum of 282 in each group \ as required. Two 
cia in the three age group in all si schools" ere selected random1 as in Stage 1. 
m ting of teacher and tud nt r presentati es from the participating schools (the 
implementation gr up) was held to explain the aims obje ti e and implementation of the 
re earch as for Stage 1. 
Two s h 01 nur es were trained in standardised anthropometry and in the use of the 
Hemo u for ha m globin measurement. 13 They carried-out all the data collection in the 
si ch ols over a period of 5 weeks in No ember and December 1999. They were 
up rid by u member of the leading group. Anthropom Ir \ as carried-out with a 
stadiometer with measurements to 0.5cm and a beam balance scale with measurement to 
0.1 kg (subjects lightly clothed in bare feet). One nurse took the measurements. The second 
ch cked the mea urements and recorded the readings. Ha moglobin measurements \ ere 
carried-out with Hem cue with blood taken by fingerpnck. \3 Again one nurse carried-out 
the test, with the other checking and recording. Re-calibration of the Hemocue was carried-
out on d ily ba is. Haemoglobin results were fedback immediately. All \ ith recordings 
blow 100g/L wer advised to consult a doctor. Two school nurses \: ere spe ific Ily 
trained to carry-out this re earch. Questionnaires were completed anonymously under 
am conditions, and wer linked with anthr pomelry and haemoglobin d t \ ith th use 
of c d numb rs. Students wer assured of the confidentialit of the que tionnaire 
inf rmntion. 
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3.10 DATA ENTRY AND ANALY I 
Data entry wa earned-out locally by medical students under the supervision of the 
epidemiologist member of the leading group and myself. One student entered the data and 
it was checked by a second. I personally checked 1 % or 60 questionnaires at random for 
a curacy of data entry and found around 0.1 % of the cells ere incorrectly completed, and 
non in the important demographic ariables, which were to be used for cross-tabulation in 
the analy is. All analysis was canied-out on SPSS.139 
Specific recoding and definition of individual variable for analysis purpose i e plained 
in the respective results chapters: Chapters Four to Chapter Eight. The pre alences of 
health and lifestyle indicators were drawn-up and then analysed (pearson Chi-squared with 
9 -% onfidence interval) by a range of demographic variables. Multi ariate analysis was 
then arried-out, wher appropriate, to identify independent risk factors and associations 
f r the major health nnd lifestyle i sues identified. Significance where quoted is taken as a 
p. alue of <0.001. This is in line with recent recommendations l40 and is particularly 
relevant wher large databases have been g nerated and \ here signt Icance at the P<0.05 
le el i common and often of doubtful clinical importan e. 
3.11 T ~ ON N ITlVE I 
To ask teenaQer about sexual behaviour and attitudes \' a ruled out on the ground that 
the truth w uld b hard t elicit, exual attitude '\ ere not el formed' and that questions 
on e w uld cau e r si tanc in parent, teach r and local authorities. Questions about 
menstt1Jation, masturbation, nocturnal emis ion and knO\ ledg of HIV transmission met 
with n resi lance fr m members of the leading group or implementation groups. The first 
draft f th questionnaire did include questions on violence and abuse, but the consensus of 
th leading group was to remove them, for fear that that such questions \ ould not be 
appro ed by the authorities, thus jeopardizing the whole project. In the second 
questionnaire a question on bullying was pennitted. At the time of writing the context is 
changing ery rapidly and th re is now much more open and inform d deb le about 
se uality in the pre , amongst officialdom and betw en indi idual . This changing climate 
cenainly will p n the door to explor tion of the e uality of adole c nts in the future. 
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Tabl .6 Pr ject Timetable 
Oct 1996-Jan 1997 
Feb 1997 
A ril 1997 
tage 1 and plans February 1999 
Se -Oct 1999 
OCl 1999 
r u : recommendations made. 0 1999 
3.12 V A LI ITY AND RELIABILITY OF TH DATA 
Th alidity fa tudy can be defined as the degree to which inference can be dra\ n from 
th ludy. Th r liability of a study is the degree to which the results obtained using the 
in trum nt n be replicated. 141 The reliability and alidity of such survey methods have 
b n widely questi ned e pecially when used in young people.71 So for this study a 
numb r f m a ur wer taken to try to maximise the alidity and r liability of the data. 
h qu stionnaire u ed demographic qu stions, which are .. eJl- alidat d in China, 
and many 
ab 
r ar her 
hool. A 
amc fr m intemationally- alid ted our ,s noted 
que tionnaire was piloted and the questions adapted accordingly. Just two 
up rvi ed the questionnair distribution in the c1as rooms of all twelve 
planatory pre-amble was gi en e ery time and responses to 
qu rie handl d in a nsi tent way. 
Although qu ti nnair c mpletion was entir Iy anonymous and confid ntiality was 
sur d, it i acknowledg d that student may not ha e been truthful. There i still a strong 
cultur of aying what is exp cted in China. 142 Howe er, the student certainly did take 
the pr s ry seriou Iy, a e in ed by the high r sp nse r le and quality of completion. 
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Those que ti n which did point to internal alidity .. ere reassuring. This was measured by 
u ing the Kappa statistic, which is a measure of non-random agreement with a Kappa equal 
t n r pr enting total ncordance, and a Kappa of zero indicating that agreement is no 
b (ler than chan e. I"3 Lev Is of agreement between different pairs of questions about 
d pre ion er very high (Kappa=0.68-0.88 for four pairs) and the number of students 
admitting to a di ability was con i tent .. ith the indi idual schools' own records. In 
addition, a de cribed in hapter 9, feedback sessions with students and teachers in 
p ifi ubj t area led to the conclusion that, in general, the data demon trated an 
ac eptabl I el of alidity. 
With r p t to eternal va lidity, or generalisability to the target population of adolescents 
in Zhejiang a a whol ,the number of respondents was large and the response rate was 
r high, 9 ~ overall. The latCer is a reflection of the conformity e pected in Chinese 
ho I and th novelty of the proce s which engendered curiosity. Other issues of external 
alidit re discu ed in Chapt r 9. 
me ure f r liability was defacto incorporated into the study because the same 
qu tion w rued in the two sur eys, for different students in different schools at a 
diff rent time. Kappa cor for repeated questions, such as smoking frequency were high: 
Kappa = .81-0.92 for three selected questions on smoking. Ho\ e er, there ere also 
ome marked differ nces, for ample in d mographic mea ures, but (as discussed in 
hapt r ur) thi c uld r n t actual din rence in the population rather th n poor 
r liability f th in trument 
.1 P OFBI 
.1 .1 Hon bia 
It has b en said that sampling for sur eys in China is almost invariably biased". I""' 
Having to work under the constraints imposed by the Chinese authorities, v ho v ill 
not 1I0w freedom to the r arch proces is something that has to be accepted when 
working as a foreigner in hina. Thus, e \i ere limited to working in only si 
school teach tage nd, lth ugh sele tion was made to maximise their 
r presentativene s by u ing ar a and uni er ity entrance scores, cluster or random 
mpling cr s a large numb r f randomly selected schools \ ould ha e b n pr ferable 
f r dra\ ing inferenc ab ut the p pulation. 
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ing tw cIa se per year,. as again a logi tic compromise. Howe er, since selection into 
cia se \ ithin the year i random, it was felt that selection of two classes in each year 
group,. a reasonable. But again different cia ses may have differem characteristics, and 
ampling acr s the year group would ha e been le s open to bias. 
o ttempt \ a made to follow-up those ab ent on the da . The actual number of 
ab ente on the day,. as 103 across both ur eys or 1.5%, \ hich though small could still 
bia re ult since thi group is likely to be highly unrepresentati e (more illness, more 
rcbelliou und r-achieving). As pre iou ly noted school attenders are not representative 
fall adole ent in this age group, particularly in the rural areas and the older age groups. 
hose,. ho hav left chool ar likely to be poor r,les ,. ell-educated and hence probably 
a more vulnerable population in public health teons. 
3.13.2 Information bin 
The in olvement of a foreigner and a foreign model of research could lead to infoonation 
bia cause of the Chinese desire to create a good image for foreigners .142 For this 
rea on, although I ersonally conv ned the m etings of the leading and implementation 
group • I did not go to the schools to administer the questionnaires to minimise foreigner-
induc d ia. he students themselves were unaware that a foreign institution wa in 01 ed 
in the rear h. The que tionnaire consisted almo t exclusi el of clo ed questions, which 
\I r regard d a 'mol' scientifi I and which facilitated d t enlr and anal i. In a 
numb r of instance the closed question probably produced bias in particular directions. 
amples ar • giving ache klist of attributes of smokers rather than the student \) riting 
th ir 0\ n impre ion and the closed question on preferences for the health ducation 
curriculum . 
. here \' a conc rn about the quality of data entry since medical students v ere paid a fixed 
fee for the job, a clear in enli e to complete the task as quickly as possible. But the 
d ubi - ntry sy t m with ch ck ems to have produced high accuracy data entry. 
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3.14 ADDRE ING THE METHODOLOGI AL AND CO EPT AL 
I I H RENT IN ADOLE ENT HEALTH RE E R H 
Finally, the \ ay in which the methodological and onceptual issues in adole cent health 
re ear h (see ection 104) wer considered in the process of this research is outlined. 
Limitation on the u e of routine data ourc . Routine data sources -.: ere used for the 
mortal it and morbidity data in Chapter Two. The source used, the Dise se Sentinel 
Sur eillance Point ,are taken from an urban and rural site in Zhejiang and not from the 
ar studi d. The cau e- pe i fic data is quoted for the 10 to 19 age group and is regarded 
b Chine e authoritie a high qualit . But the accurac of death certificate diagnoses 
which pr yid d the raw data is by no mean certain, although this data is the best a ailable. 
Adol c nt involv m nt in the r earch proee . Participator approache are 
con ider d ital to obtain an accurate picture of adolescent health .41 This wa done as far as 
p ible, gi en 10 al p litical and cultural constraint . Adole cents were involved in the 
initial discu ion gr up , in piloting the que tionnaire, in completion of the questionnaire, 
at feedback scs ions, and most radically for Chin ,as member of the Implementation 
Gr up (de crib din hapter 9). 
dol n15 hould not be r garded a a homog neou gr up. Because of the big 
chang which t. ke pIne in tenn f phy ieal and psy hosocial development during the 
adole c nt y ar it i important to naly by age and 52 All ke analyses were carried 
out b age and s . a well a a r nge of socio-demographic ariable. 
ution mu t b tak n with int rpr tation wh n confining r reh to rlain group . 
Thi re arch was confined to school attend es. In the middle s hool age group in 
Hangzhou, thi is truly r pr ntative of the population as a whol e cept those severely 
disabled wh are unable to attend mainstream school. In Xi oshan and Chunan there are 
pr ba Iy a mall numb r not attending hool, but en in Chunan no more than 3%. For 
high chool, however, the limitations of using the school population were recognised. In 
hunan around 30% ar not enr lied in high school. This was one of the reasons for only 
u ino middl ch 01 tudent for the second que tionnaire that is, th yare regarded as 
repre ntative f their age gr up. 
he importane f th p ycho ocial nvironmcnt mu t b on id r d. This is described 
in the backgr und chapt r n China ( h pt r T-.: ), the socio-demographic profile 
( hapt r ut') and in h pt right on p ychological morbidity. 
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lu tering of health problems should be examined. This is considered in a number of 
instances, for example, in the analysis of the relationship between risk beha iours, such as 
moking and drinking, and the correlation bet\ een different parameters of psychological 
morbidity. 
\v tern models should not be simply tran ferred to other countri . In developing the 
t\ 0 survey tools questions from surveys used else\ here were dra\! n-upon, but they were 
meticu lously scrutinised and adapted for the Chinese setting. A number of new questions 
wer al 0 de eloped. 
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H PTER 4: THE SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE 
4.1 I TRODUCTIO 
Thi hapler pre cnts the demographic and socio-economic profi le of the two samples. To 
fa ilitate clarity the fir t stage sample is set-out in detail. The profile of the second stage 
i then describ d, and focuses panicularly on the similarities and differences 
n th tw sample. The di cussion e amine the degree to which the (WO samples 
mirror a pe t of ontemporary Chine e society. The final section shows how the 
d mographic ariables wer adju ted for anal si purpo e . 
4.2 IO-DEMO RA PHI PROFIL T 1 IPLE (fable 4.1) 
4.2.1 e and ender 
Th first stage was carned out in 72 cia e in ix middle and high schools in the three 
re : urban Hangzhou, rich rural Xiao han and poor rural Chun n. The acio-
d m gra hic pr fil r the re pond nt i in T ble 4.1. Be nuse many of the cia ses had 
more than 50 upils, 4286 qu tionnaire v ere returned. Eight -nine \ ere inadequately 
compl ted (m r than 10% mi sing an \ er across key ariable). There wer therefore 
4197 completed que ti nnair s, a respon c rate of 98~ (99~ in Hangzhou, 97% in 
iaoshan and 98% in hunan). The age range of the sample was 12 to 21 years \ ith a 
mean of 15.2_ and a standard de iation f 1.69 ears. The large number of 19-21 ear old 
in sch I ( 1 .8~ of th ample) is explain d by r petition of years beau e of ilIne s or 
fuilur. he mean ag s wer 15.17 ( D l.54) for angzhou 15.79 ( 1.71) for Xi 0 han 
and 15.56 (S 1.91) for iaoshan (P=O.008) The larger and ounger ample in Hangzhou is 
e plain d by the fact that clas size in the Hangzhou middle schools w higher. The 
g nd r reakd \: n wa 52.7% male and 47.3% femal ,with the differential in Chunan 
b ing greatest. Fiour s 4. 1 and 4.2 how th sample by sex nd age, and by sex and area. 
There are qual num r of girl and boy in the middle school age groups, but in high 
cho I. th proporti n of boys incr a s in the two rural area most markedly in Chunan. 
In Hangzhou qu Ii ty i m intnin d. 
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Table 4.1 Demographic and ocio-economic variables by area: Survey 1 
Total Hang~hou Xiaoshan Chunan 
n(%) 4197 1577 37.6% 1388(33.1 ) 1232(29.4) 
Male 22 11 (52.6) 791 (50.1) 720 (52) 702 (57) 
Female 198547.2) 786 49.8) 668(48) 530 (43) 
% One child family 56 90 55 8 
Age brcnkdown n (%) 
12 167 (3.9) 119(7.6) 26 (1.9) 22 1.8) 
13 452 11 ) 193 (12) 144 (10) 115 (9 .3) 
14 691 (16) 242 (15) 229(16) 220 (18) 
15 774 18) 276 (17) 251 (18) 247 (20) 
16 752 (17) 280 (18) 264 (19) 208 (17) 
17 650 15) 257 16) 205 (15) 188(15) 
18 534 13) 193 (12) 194 (14) 147 12) 
19 161 3.8) 12 (0.8) 73 (5.3) 76 (6.2) 
20 10 (2.4) 0 9 (0.7) 1 0.1) 
Mean Af!e (SO) 15.46 (1.69) 15.17(1.54) 15.79( 1.71) 15.56( 1.91) 
Parents' occupation % Father Mother Father Mother Father Mother Father Mother 
Professional 10 5.3 16 10 9.6 3.5 4.3 1.1 
~ lnnagerial II 3.9 17 7.2 9.1 2.7 6.6 l.l 
Office Worker 6.3 5.0 10 9.6 6.2 2.7 2.3 1.8 
Sclf-cmployed 8.3 8.6 13 15 7.9 7.2 3.0 2.6 
Scr\'~e 4. 1 10 6.8 19 2.0 6.2 2.3 2.1 
Faclory worker 20 2 1 27 29 23 27 6.4 3.7 
Farmer 25 28 0.6 0.4 21 23 61 70 
Unclassified 13 17 8.3 7.9 13 26 13 16 
Army 0.8 0.1 1.0 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.7 0 
Parents' education % Father Mother Father Mother FaUH~r blother Father Mother 
Illiterate 7.4 28 0.7 1.3 13 43 9.7 45 
Primary School 29 26 6.6 7.0 50 43 35 31 
Middl~_~ch()ol 40 30 51 56 29 11 37 17 
lIi ~>h School 17 J4 27 30 5.8 2.8 16 6.0 
Tertiary education 6.7 2.6 14 5.7 1.6 0.6 2.8 0.9 
Household composition: % children Uvin2 with: 
Natur I par nts + 77 75 80 77 
slblinAs only 
Par nts and oth r 15 12 14 17 
relatives 
On par ntlrelativ : 2.2 1.5 1.9 3.4 
Parents work!ne away 
On par ntlr 1 ti : 2.4 6.0 1.2 0.08 
Parents divorced 
Onc par ntlr lati : 1.9 1.8 1.4 2.5 
death of parent(s) 
Note: not nil c lumns add u p to 100 % b IlUS of mi in data 
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Figure 4.1 ample by age and ex: urv y 1 
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4.2.2 • amity iz 
o Boys 
Girls 
Fifty-six p rcent of the whole ample were only chi ldren. But there were huge differences 
acr ss the thr car a : in Hangzhou 900/( wcr only children in Xiaoshan 55% and in 
Chun n nly 8%. In hunan 6~ r familie had three or more children and there \ as one 
family here \) ith s v n childr n. ( ig 4.3). 
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Figure 4.3 No of childr n in family by area 
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In Hnngzhou almo t equal numb rs of girls and boys were from one child families. (49.7% 
and 5 .3~ r pectively). In sharp contrast in Xiaoshan and Chunan many more boys were 
only children: 77% in Xi oshan and 81 % in Chunan. These gender differences are shown 
in igur 4.4 
Figur 4.4 umb r of nly child r n by ' and area 
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4.2.3 od -economic background 
Father are generally b tter educated than mother. Fathers are nearly three time as likely 
to have mpl ted a tertiary education (6.7~ compared \! ith 2.6%) and mother are nearly 
four time a li kely to b illiterat : 28~ 7A~ (figs 4.5 and 4.6) There are marked 
urban/rural difference in literacy rate with particularly low rates in rural \ omen. In 
Hangzh u 97~ f moth r were literate, corn par d ith 60~ and 58% respecti ely in 
in han and hun, n. In father th urban/rural literacy di ide is much narrow r with 
litera rut %, 8 ~ nd 90'A in Hangzhou, iao han and Chunan resp tively. 
Edu uti n le el rail are highe I in Hangzhou and lowest in Xiao han. early 80% of 
both fath and moth r with a tertiar education li e in Hangzhou. In Xiaoshan fathers 
are mor likely t illiterate than in Chunan (13~ 9.7%) and are le s likely to have a 
high cho I or tertiary education (7.4~ 19'A). Although illiterac is slightl higher in 
hun n mother (45~ 43~) (h yaT othen ise better ducated than Xiaoshan ones, for 
x mple, twice a many hunan mother had high school or tertiary education (7% 
3.4~). 
igur 4.5 • du uti n of f th r by ar a: ampl 1 
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Figur 4.6 ~ ducntion of mother by area: ample 1 
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Breakd \i n f par nt I ccupation i gi en according to the Chinese censu 
cIa ifi ati n.12 Ta I 4.1 shows ccupation of parents by ar a. 
Mor father h Id pr fe ional or managerial sts (21 ~), but mothers are still \ ell 
repre ented in th e kind f jobs (9.291: ). W men are more likely to take up traditional 
r le u h a in s rvice ccupation . In Hangzhou ser ice accounts for 19% of all the 
femul employm nt. Equal numbers f men nd \i omen are self-employed. There is a 
larg numb r (15% 0 rail) of "uncI ifieds" a group v hi ch consists partly of 
un mpl y d. Th re i no eparate clas ifi tion of unemploy d sin e until recently 
un mpl ym nt was irtuully non-e istent. In hunan cupation are till traditionally 
rural v ith 70% f the mother and 61 q( of the fathers describ d as farmers. In Xiaoshan 
more p . pI \ rk in factorie (25q() than on the land (22%) reflecting the \ ay in which 
rural manufacturing enterprise ha e come to dominate the Xiaoshan economy, replacing 
traditional agricultural acti ities. 
4.2.4 Hou hold ompo ition 
A ery high pr p rtion (92~) live v ith both natur I parents, including 15% who li e also 
with th r family memb r ,m st commonly gr ndparents. The number \ ho are affected 
by par ntal di r is I w at 2.4~ . owe r, nearly all (92) of the di orce are in 
Hangzh u, \i ith 10 in Chunan and nly one in Xiaoshan. Almost as many li e apart from 
one r b th arent ecau th y ar \I orking lsewhere (2.20/£) or because of the death of 
a par nt (1.991:). 
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4.3 (O-DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE STAGE 2 (Table 4.2) 
The second stage was carried-out in 36 classes in six middle schools in Hangzhou and 
Chunan only. The results are in Table 4.2. Of the total 1595 questionnaires returned 1576 
were adequately completed and could be linked to anthropometry and haemoglobin 
m asurement , a response rate of 97% (98~ in Hangzhou and 96% in Chunan). The age 
range a 12 to 17 years with a mean of 13.87(SD 1.12), \! ith no significant difference in 
the mean between the two areas 13.97(SO 1.29) in Hangzhou and Chunan 13.75(SDl.Ol) 
Ther \ re lightly more girl, 51.1 % girls and 48.9% boys, in contrast to Sample 1. 
The io-e onomic breakdown differed in some resp cts from the first sample. Parental 
education level were consi tently higher in the second survey than the first. For example, 
16% f the mother in the second urvey were illiterate compared with 28% in the first. 
and O~ of angzhou fathers had completed tertiary education in the second survey. 
compar d with 14% in the first. This educ tion difference was reflect.ed in occupation: 
more students in the second sample classified their parents as professional or managerial in 
both Hnngzh u and hunan. 
In the second sur ey there were more children from ne-child families with three times 
mor in hunan: 8% in Survey 1 and 26~ in Sur ey 2. But the marked gender difference 
in only children in hunan noted in the first ur e \! as retained in the second. Of the only 
childr n in Chunan 83% are boys compared with 48% in Hangzhou. 
The br akdown of hOll ehold composition \Va remarkably similar in both surveys, the 
e ception being that in Chunan there were more children with di orced parents who in the 
second survey, 3.3% c mpared to 0.08% in the first. 
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Table 4. 2. Demographic and ocio-economic variables by area: ur ey 2 
Total Hanezhou Chunan 
n (%) 1577 784(49.7) 792(50.3) 
l\lale 770(48.8) 369 (47.1) 401(50.6) 
Female 806 (51.1) 415 (52.9) 391(49.3) 
% Onc child family 60 93 26 
Af!e breakdown n (% ) 
12 27 (1.7) 1 (0.1) 26 (3.3) 
13 407(26) 196 (25) 211 (27) 
14 400 25) 186(24) 214 (27) 
15 490 31) 258 (33) 232 (29) 
16 245 15) 143(18) 102 (13) 
17 7 (0.4) 0 7 0 .8) 
Menn Age (SO) 14.13 1.39) 14.24 (1.24) 13 .94 (1.71) 
Parent's occupation % Father Mother Father Mother Father Mother 
Professional 13 9.2 17 15 7.8 3.4 
Managerial 15 8.2 24 14 7.7 2.3 
Office Worker 7.5 7.3 11 13 4.2 1.5 
Self·employed 9.0 10 14 15 3.8 5.1 
Service 5.5 8.5 8 16 2.8 1.1 
Factory worker 6.7 8.5 9.8 14 3.5 2.5 
Farmer 31 33 0 .4 0.3 61 67 
Unclassified 10 12 11 15 9 .3 13 
Army 0.3 0 0.5 0 0.1 0 
Purents' education % Father Mother Father Mother Father Mother 
ill iterate 4.5 16 1.5 2.2 7.4 30 
Primary School 15 16 4.7 5.5 25 27 
Middle School 33 29 31 36 34 22 
IIigh School 26 22 27 33 24 II 
Tertiary education 17 8.8 30 17 3.2 0 .4 
Household ComJ)o~ition %, child II vln!! with: 
Natural parents + sib lings only 76 77 75 
Parents a nd other relatives 10.4 10.3 10.5 
One pnrentJrelntlves:pnrents work away 5.3 3.6 7.1 
()_"cumrentJrelutlves:pnrcnts divorced 5.3 7.3 3.3 
Onc pnrentlrelutlvcs :cJen th of pnrcnt(s) 2.3 2.2 2.4 
Household income % 
<.500 RMD 9.1 0.9 18 
5()O-~00 14 6.9 21 
800-1500 19 28 14 
>1500 23 41 12 
Don' t know 33 22 38 
NB Not nil column add u p to 100 % b ca ofmi in data g nd "Don' t knows" 
The second survey in luded data on hou eh Id income. One third of the respondents were 
unable to e timate th hou ehold income, 38% in hunan and 2_% in Hangzhou. But the 
limit d data availa le d ho~ that there nr big diff rences in household income in the 
t~ are S, with 18~ in hunan and 0.9% in nngzhou having household incomes of less 
than 500 RMB (U $63) per month and at th other e treme, 42~ of Hangzhounese 
having inc m f r 1500RMB ($US188) per month ornpared with just 1 2~ in 
hunan. T put this into per pecti e the minimum guaranteed per capita income, below 
7 
which one is entitled to State Benefit has ju t been fixed at 215 RMB (US$27) per month 
for Hangzh u. Re pondent were also asked who was the major breadwinner in the 
family: 74~ aid both parent, 13% aid father and 4~ mother, with the remainder "don't 
knO\ 
Figur 4.7 [onthly hou ehold income by area 
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in the accuracy of ome of the e ariables: adole cents may 
not b certain f their par nts' educational background and the classification of parental 
ccupation int one of the listed categories may be diffi ult in some cases. Because the 
demographic ariabl w uld b \i idely used in the anal si it was important to take 
me ures t try to maximise their accuracy. The researchers who administered the 
que tionnair explained the education and occupation ariables in detail. Literacy was 
clearly d fin dab ing able to r ad the local newspaper and \: rite a letter to a relative. 
Writing i far mor difficult than reading in Chinese, and so th distinction is important. A 
F querie Fr m th r p ndents bout QC upational classific tion in 
particular w r handled by the r s archers in the I s room, but th relati ely large number 
f "uncI "pr ba Iy r fI t the difficulty of fitting unu ual 0 cupations into the 
pro cri d ateg ri and the incr 109 num of unemployed. Unlike in many other 
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than 20 years ago. Likewise, the large number of women in the service sector in Hangzhou 
reflect rapid recent change in that city, where the retail and tourism sectors are booming. 
The difference in prevalence of one child families in the three areas reflects norms for 
Zhejiang Province. These children were born at the ver height of the One Child Family 
P lic at the time when it was being implemented most aggressi ely. The fact that the 
p licy is implemented differently in urban and rural areas, and often at the whim of local 
of 1 ial i well-illustrated by his data. Although in cities like Hangzhou, the policy is 
tri tl appli d, the two child family with a fi e ear gap is the norm in rural areas in 
hina.10 Th 10% of families with more than one child in Hangzhou are mostly 
famili \! h ha e migrated from rural areas. There is also a big difference between the 
pr portion of one child families in Chunan between Stage 1 and Stage 2 (8% and 26%) 
could be explained by chance alone, but may also be because the two 
h rt are an a rage of three ye rs ap rt by chronological age and the Policy in Zhejiang 
\! in f t tight ne between the early and mid-1980s to restrict more rural couples to one 
child nly. The practic of only allowing a second child when the first is a girl is clearly 
d mon trated by th preponderance of only boys in the two rural areas. 
Hou ehold c mp ition al refl cts changing contemporary society. The nuclear family is 
by far the mo t pr al nt hou ehold type (77%) with relati ely few extended family 
15%). Manied couple are no .. more likely to be able to afford their own 
h me and th thr c gen rl ti n h u eh Id i b coming I s ommon. 7 The 10\ number of 
di r d par nts in rur, I ar a demon trate the persistence of traditional patterns, but the 
larg r num r in Hnngzhou reflects many societal changes, in terms of expectations of 
mam g ,\i m n' impro d status, and indi idual financial independence. IOO Separation 
from ne or th p rent, e use they are working away, is more common than divorce 
in the rur I ra, sp ci lIy in hunan. The e workers, who flock to the eastern boom 
citi ,are part of the huge new migratory workforce, which has grO\ n as restrictions on 
tra I and \! rk p rmit h ve gradually been lifted in the last d cade. 
ta n h m \! a limited to the second survey and \ as only a ail able for 
tw -third f th r p n nt. H \l r, th d ta illustr te the stark ontmst bet\ een 
urban and rural inc m s and the imp rtan f the in m of b th f ther and mother to 
the family, with three-quarter tating that both parent \ ere the "br d\! inn .. 
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4.5 RANI ATION OF OCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES FOR ANALYSIS 
Although composite measures of socio-economic status have been widely-used, current 
recommendations specify the use of multiple indicators of social class rather than 
compo ite indicators.145.146 The fluiclity of contemporary Chinese society makes socio-
cc nomic clas ificntion difficult. Peasants who run small businesses may earn several 
time more than respected professionals and leaders, and they may ha e similar interests 
and a piration e pecially in terms of education for their children. Therefore there is no 
tand rd s io-economic classification. Rather it is carried-out in a number of ways 
depending on the context: by area of residence (with urban, divided into large, medium and 
small citi and rural divided into rich, middle and poor), by occupation or educational 
I et. 0 m thod has been developed which combines these elements into one measure as 
ha been attempted elsewhere. 146 
In d termining how best t organise this data there was an initial attempt to develop an 
aggregate s io-economjc status indicator, derived from parental occupation and education 
and area of resid nce. The occup tional and educational variables \,: ere grouped and 
w ighted to r ate six socio-e onomic groupings. It \ as complicated by the imperative of 
using oth parents' indicators (not just head of household) which led to regression to the 
m an. Thi led to very narrow band widths for the clifferent classes developed, with 
re ulting poor validity. To validate the measure formally would have necessitated a 
eparate r sear h project. urthermor, in using it for thi s r earch, omparison with data 
from ther re ear hers would have been limited. 
So ~ r the purposes of analysis the variables were adjusted as follows: 
• Ag was adju t d both as a continuous variable and a dichotomous ariable, where 
appr priate: aged 14 and younger and aged 15 or older 
• Parental ducalion wa dichotomised into lo\' (illiterate or completion of primary 
education) and high (completion of middle school or higher) 
• Occupation I groupings were developed: 
1. Skilled: professional and managerial 
2. Semi·skilled: office-worker and self-employed 
3. n killed: factory workers, service workers, unclassified 
4. Farmer 
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• Household income was dichotomised into low income <800 RMB/month and 
middle/high income more than 800 RMB per month 
4.6 UMlVlARY 
The demographic and socio-economic data present a picture of changing society in urban 
and rural ar as of Eastern China. An attempt to de elop a measure of socio-economic 
te tu for u e in analy ing this research and for possible replication by others failed. 
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HAPTER5: 
H ~ LTH AND HEALTH CARE SEEKING BEHAVIOUR 
-.1 I TR DU TION 
Thi chapter fo u e on patterns of morbidity, health concerns and health care seeking 
b haviour in the thre area, and examines the relationship bet\ een socio-economic status 
and ill h alth in this age gr up. It also present the preference of oung people for 
hange in their ervice and for the health education curriculum. 
5.2 n K R D 
In th d elop d \: orld the la t two decade ha e seen an increasing number of studies into 
th health and health need of adolescents, as their need for specific ser ices ha been 
r gni d.147 N w ther is also a small but growing body of resear h, \ hich solicits 
information fr m the ad le cent themselves. 148 This include some studies on patterns of 
uptake of are, barrier to rvice utili ation and preferences for service. Although the 
n helming majority f the research come from We tern countries, particularly orth 
meri a 149 it has provid d useful pointer for research in de eloping countries, where the 
lit ralur in thi ar a r mai n sparse. This recent literature embrace a number of themes, 
whi h an b xplored in the hinese context. 
·ir ' tly. rh r ha b n a r ali arion that ri k behaviours ha e had inappropriate pr minence 
in th ad I cent health literature. There has been a tendency for researchers in adolescent 
h alth to f cu on ri k beha iours, and their effects on adolescent health rather than 
immediate h a1th conc rn . Thi perhap relates to the fact that the sensational nature of 
u h finding gain an e y readership. ISO In the public (and e en professional) perception 
th ri k ha iour have tended to become generalised to all young p ople. 2o But now 
thi i starting to be redressed as research on adolescent health is carried-out from 
d r p r p ti e. These studies ha e shown unequi 0 ally that risk behaviours in 
most are pra ti sed by a small minority. Most young people don't acquire sexually 
tran mitted di ase, g t pr gnant, abu e alc hol and illicit drugs or get in olved in 
int rp nnl 1 nc .20 While oung peopl ar av are of these problems, they are 
generally far I pr s ing than the mor commonplace is ue of reI tion hip with friends 
'md par nt , p r' nnl npp aran and ac demic stre S.4 
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Secondly, although most young people perceive themselves as healthy, most have 
con iderable concerns about their health, and these tend to be underestimated by adults. lsl 
The health problems perceived by young people not surprisingly, differ sub tantially from 
\ hat might be expected from mortality and morbidity data in adolescents. The most 
commonly cited health concerns from a range of studies in school- attending adolescents 
from orth America and Europe included stress, depression, acne and overweight.42.43.47 In 
some of the e tudies se ual health concerns, for example worries about contraception and 
exuully tran mitred disease, were cited in older adolescents, but were not regarded as a 
major on em. 
Thirdl ,health concerns overlap with general concerns in adolescents perhaps more than in 
an other age group. When young people are asked in the context of a health questionnaire 
about their worries and concerns a range of responses emerge, from school-related stress to 
p rsonal relationships, to wonies about appearance. The importance of these non-medical 
cause of ill health ha been recognised in two influential American studies. The Child 
Health and lIInes Profile was developed at 10hns Hopkins Uni ersity to assess the health 
tatus of US 11-17 year olds for epidemiological surveys.49 Apart from acute symptoms it 
include items such as school achievement, peer relationships and family relationships. 
Like\: ise the US National Longitudinal study on Adole cent Health identified school 
onte t and family context as the most important predictors of adolescent health and risk 
b ha i ur .152 
Finall ,the evidence for a relationship between poverty and ill-health, which is now 
unquesti ned for most age groups, is equivocal for adolescents within de eloped country 
populations.153.ls4 In adults and young children a number of. studies have shown that those 
in higher ocio-economic groups not only use disproportionately more health services than 
low r cIa s, aft r accounting for variations in morbidity, but that their health outcomes 
are b tter. 1 5. 156 Thi is particularly marked in countries operating a fee-for-service 
y t m.IS7 Tw tudies which were designed specifically to examine the relationship 
betwc n cio-e onomic statu and adolescent health and service uptake produced mixed 
e idence. A U tudy measured adolescent health by fi e parameters: rates of depression 
nd 0 ity showed a gradient fr m high to low socio-economic status, \: hereas no 
r lati nship with s io-e n mic tatu wa found for asthma, se ually transmitted 
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di ca e, and suicide.I~5 A UK study e amined the uptake of services by young people 
ac rding t socio-economk status. It found no evidence that up-take of a range of health 
ervl by y uno people varied according to social cJass. 158 
The er little published literature in this area for China, and there is virtually nothing 
on health ar king behaviour. This component of the research was therefore carried-
ut a an initial f ray into this subject, but with a iew to informing service developments. 
Th data olle t d was also used to explore the relationship between socio-economic status 
and ill -h alth in thi population. The data for this component \ as all dra\ n from the first 
ur y. The io-d mographic breakdown of the 4197 respondents is in Table 4.1. 
S. H· LTH A D HEALTH CO ERNS 
S . . 1 M rbidity 
Re pondent \! r asked about conditions that had been suffered in the last year by 
mpleting a h kli t of condi tions and symptoms. • 111 the past year have YOll suffered 
from all of rh following?" Major and minor conditions \ ere included. Table 5.1 shows 
the re Ull y gender and area. 
ab l 5.1: 
1 rbidity in th pa t y ar by ex and area: % affirmative r pon e for each 
nditi n 
All Male Female Hnngzhou Xi30shnn Chunnn 
Colds/nu 8S 82 88· 8S 84 8S 
I1endache 42 36 49* 33 42 54· 
Dinrrhoen 35 34 36 33 32 40· 
Acne 30 35 2S· 29 32 29 
Abdominal pnln 21 17 24· 21 22 19 
Toolhnche 25 22 28- 2S 22 27-
~!~nstrunl problems 24 NA 2.l 22 2.l 25 
Anaemia 20 16 25* 17 21 25-
To n.-;U 111 is 19 18 21 35 14 5.2-
Asthma 5.5 6 4.8 7.6 3.1 5.2 
Nocturna)couAh 12 12 12 18 11 9-
Insomnia 12 11 13 6.5 12 19-
ltepntlUs 2.7 2.9 2.4 2.3 2.7 3.0 
. Diabetcs 0.6 0.4 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.5 
Heart disease 1.8 1.8 1.7 1.5 1.9 1.2 
~ncer 1.1 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.0 1.5 
Epilepsy 0.4 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.5 
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Colds and flu were by far the most commonly reported condition (85%), with no difference 
acros the three areas. (The two conditions are grouped together because the Chinese word 
gall mao doe n't \early distinguish them.) This was followed by headache (42%) which 
\! re significantly more common in girls and in the rural areas, and then by diarrhoea 
(35%) \! hich wa more common in Chunan. Acne was also a common problem, reported 
by significantly more boys. Around one fifth reported abdominal pain and a quarter 
toothache. One quarter of the girls reported menstrual problems, corresponding to 40% of 
tho e \! ho had actually started menstruating, though the type of problem was not specified. 
Anaemia \ a r ported by 20~ with signifi antly more in girls and in the t\ 0 rural areas. 
Ho .. e r, it .. a not clear whether this was based on actual haemoglobin measurements. A 
urpri ingly high proportion reported tonsillitis with seven times more in Hangzhou than 
Chunan, the mo t dramatic difference across all the conditions. This is almost certainly the 
r suit f 0 erenthusiastic diagnosis of simple sore throats in order to justify antibiotics in a 
p pulati n who can afford it. Hepatitis is relatively common, at 2 .7~ , though no 
di tincti n ha een made between acute and chronic. Around 7% of Zhejiang adults are 
Hepatiti B urfac Antigen positive which is mostly acquired ertically.159 Asthma was 
reported ignificantly more in Hangzhou, as was nocturnal cough, which is often regarded 
a ugge ti c of a thma. The chronic conditions, diabetes, heart disease, cancer and 
epilep y all had r ported rates within the range that would be expected for this age group. 
Overall girl n te more minor illne s than boys for colds and flu, headache, diarrhoea, 
to tha hand abd minal p in. The nly minor condition reported more commonly by boy 
\! a acne. In terms of are schoolchildren in Chunan reported the most minor illness, 
e p cially headache, diarrhoea, anaemia, skin problems and insomnia. 
-ta ulations f r other demographic and socio-economic ariables produced few 
ignificant differ nces for any of the conditions by age, self-reported academic 
p rf rmance or parental education and occupation. Where differences existed confidence 
interval for the odds ratio appro imated to unity and therefore the effects were ery 
small. r those condition with significant urban/rural difference (anaemia, headache, 
tonsillitis and insomnia) logisti regression analysis was carried-out to determine whether 
the urban/rural differences \! er confounded by other socio-economic factors. For 
headach and anaemia rural residence and gender remained the most important predictors 
after c ntr lIing f rag , p ntal education and parental oc upation. Headache was nearly 
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t\ ice a common in girl OR 1.74 (1.53-1.97) and one and a half times as common in rural 
area OR 1.56 (l.46-1.7) after adjustment for the other socio-demographic variables. For 
anaemia female sex wa more influential 1.77(1.52-2.07) than rural residence 1.31 (1.19-
1.43). Th only significant factor for insomnia was rural residence OR 1.47 (1.25-1.71). 
Ton illiti remained much more common in Hangzhou than in the rural areas OR 4.2 
3.45-7.76) after controlling for the other variables. 
S .. 2 Di ability 
There \ a eparate qu tion on disability. Thirty-three (0.8%) claimed to have a 
c ngenit I di abi lity and 20(0.5%) an acquired disability. Although asked to do so, only 
ten re pond nt actually stated what their disability was. Three had epilepsy, two had 
cong nital heart defects, two were hearing impaired, t\: 0 had minor limb abnormalities and 
on had had a cleft lip and palate. This total of 1.3% corre ponds with the figures for 
di bl d hildren in main tr am education (around 1-1.5%) estimated by Zhejiang 
ducation C mmittce. There were no significant differences across gender or area. 
s. . P y hological morbidity 
In the first que ti nnaire just three questions were asked to gain a crude assessment of 
mental \! cll-b ing. They are included here to provide som comparison with the other 
typ f morbidity, though this whole area is co ered in detail in Chapter 8. 
Tabl 5.2 P ychological morbidity: per entage affirmati e r pon 
Total Mate Female P-vnlue Hang- Xiao- Chunan p- alue 
zhou shan 
D ou frequently 64 63 64 0.08 50 66 79 <0.001 
get nnxious? 
Do ou frequently 50 48 53 <0.001 38 48 68 <0.001 
~et depressed? 
D you worry :\ tot 53 54 53 0.6 41 59 63 <0.001 
abQut the future? 
P Y hologic.1 m rbidity from the e questions is high acros both se es and all areas. The 
rat utstrip all oth r typ of morbidity e cept common cold. Furthermore rates of all 
thre mark d gradient across the three areas from urban, rich rural to 
f d pr s ion and anxiety were particularly high in Chunan. The only 
g nd r ignifi ant difference wo in depression and the difference here is small. 
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5 . .4 Worrie and concern 
\ ome and concerns were elicited through an open que tion which was coded by the 
cal gories low, as li ted by sex and area in Table 7.3. Students could record as many 
oncern a they liked. The top eight re ponses are shown. All other responses were cited 
b le than 2~ of the total. 
T bl 5. Jajo r worri and concern by percentage of r pondents (n=·HSO) 
TOlal M ale Female Hanj!zhou Xiaoshan Chunan 
School record! performance 66 68 63 65 64 67 
c:hronic fatiltue 55 52 59 50 57 59 
Too much homework 45 45 45 42 43 52 
Future employment 23 30 16· 30 21 18* 
Familyfinancial problems 15 15 15 5.7 9.7 33· 
Unpopularity/peer relationships 13 16 11 13 12 13 
Appearance. includin$t weil!ht 11 11 11 11 12 12 
Relallonships with parents 8 9 7 8.2 6.3 8.8 
h top f ur w me and c n em r ported related to edu ation: school performance, 
hronic f tigu , t 0 mu h horn work and wome ab ut getting a job in the future. Fatigue 
matic complaint and may \ ell indicate depression. t60 
Tradi ti nal ad I nt f r lationships and ppearance w re reported by few 
mc wer mention d by ju t i students (0.1 4~). Gender differences 
\vcr g ner 11 y about future emplo ment, which were 
tated t'> j a I 0 marked I y onsi tent acros the 
th r car a : th maj r dife r nce were wome bout the famil financial situation, 
" hich \ a far m r mmon in hun n, and concern about future employment \ hich was 
mo t omm n in Hangzh u. 
5.4 H 4 L H n HAVl 
he c qu ti n pI r uti li ation of h 31th f cili ties, nd aspects of sel f-
tre tm nt. Thr ugh ut thi 
differ ne in num r 
lue ary ubst ntially b ause of large 
he timing f th la t isit to a h al th facility or a 
denti t i gi n in Ta I 5. nd th r as n for th i it to the h Ith f cility in 5.5 
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Tabl 5.4 La t vi it to a doctorlhealth facility or a dentist (~ ) 
All Malc Fcmale Hangzhou Xiao~ha n Chunan 
Last visit to a doctor health facility (n=4190) 
Within past 6 months 22 20 23 30 11 25 
6 months to 1 yea r ago 31 26 36 35 26 30 
1·2 yea rs ago 20 24 15 15 27 18 
>2 ycars aeo 18 16 19 15 20 19 
Don ' t know 9 12 7 5 16 7 
Last " isit to a dentist (n=418~ 
Within past 6 months 14 9 18 20 12 9 
6 months to 1 )'cnr ago 8 7 8 10 6 8 
1·2 yca rs ago 9 10 9 18 8 4 
> 2 }'cars ago 7 5 JO 7 6 7 
Ncvcr 50 49 51 27 53 70 
Don ' t know 12 20 5 18 16 2 
Firt -lhr p r cent hav isited a health faci lity in the last year, significantly more girls 
than boy (P<O.OOl ) and signific ntly more in Hangzhou than in Xiaoshan or Chunan 
(P<O.OOl). Gi en that I vels of morbidity appear to be (albeit crudely) similar acro s the 
thre ar a • crude c mpari on probably ha ome alidi ly without weighting for illness 
everi ly. 
t( ndance at a health faci lity was dichotomised into categories of attendance/non-
at{ ndan e wi thin the pa t year. Xi ao han and Chunan were grouped together as rural. 
Logi tic r gre ion annly i showed that Hangzhounese were more likely to ha e attende~ 
a health facility in the la t year, OR 1.41(1.21,1.63) after controlling for parental education 
and upati n. 
In contra t with the hioh frequency f attendance at health facilities there is ery poor 
uptake of dental ser ice \ ith half of the respondents saying they had ne er been to a 
dentist and only 22% hav ing een in the past year. But there are big differences across 
area : 27% ha e never been to a dentist in Hangzhou, while in Xiaoshan the proportion is 
n arly double and in hunan nearly triple. In Xjaoshan and Chunan only 18% and 17% 
resp cti eJy had been t a denti st in the past year. 
For fu rther analy i (1 ult were dichotomised into ne er/e er ha ing seen ad nlist. After 
djusti ng for parental ccupation, and se • those whose parents had a hener education were 
more li kely [ 0 have attended a dentist. OR 1.53 (1.26,1.73) for father and OR 1.57 
1. _, 1.88) f r the mother. But area of r idence w s sti ll the most important factor with 
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Hangzhounese student more than twice a likely to ha e been to a dentist than students 
from iao han or Chunan. OR 2. 1 (1.8,2.4) after controlling for the other socio-
demographi uriable (parental education, parental 0 cupation and one child family). 
tili alion of h alth facilitie i high e en for minor illness. Respondents were asked what 
wa the rea on f r th ir la t attendance at a health fa ilit . The majorit of attendance 
(6 1 ~) \ r for Id-typ ymptom f 110\ ed by kin problems \! ith 20%. Accident 
account d for 15 ~, although the se erity f the a cident i not clear and therefore the 
appropriaten f th u e of health facilitie impossible to a se . Of particular note i the 
n all nding for psy hol gical pr blem ,only 0.5~ or 15 in total, de pite the 
high p ch I gical m rbidil ackn wledged by these adolescents. 
f treatment u d f r the la t i11ne S, the typ of h Ith fa ilil u ed. the source 
f funding f pa m nt for the car ar all hown in Table 5.5. 
abl 5.5 Typ f tr atm nt for 1 t iIln (o/c ) 
Total Male Female P-valu Han - ' j o· Chun. P·\'alue 
Zhou Shon an 
Type of trenunent used for last illness 0=2850 
Health facility 63 59 66 <0.001 70 64 55 <0.001 
Drugs from pharmacy 15 16 13 0.06 18 18 9 <0.001 
Drulls in stock at home 13 10 IS O.O-l 6 10 12 <0.001 
Nothing 9 15 6 <0.001 6 8 24 <0.001 
Type of henlth facility used for last illness (n=1960) 
LocaVvillal!,e clinic 30 29 31 0.2 5.7 41 45 <0.001 
To\\ nship hospital 27 29 26 0.09 3.7 47 32 <0.001 
County/city hospi tal 2 1 19 23 0.05 46 11 5.1 <0.001 
Provincial hospital 14 17 11 0.001 43 0.2 0.02 <0.001 
. School clinic 7 7 7 0.9 2.8 0.07 19 <0.001 
WhO paid for the cnre in the health facility? (n=1890) 
Self/parents 70 69 71 0.2 37 86 91 <0.001 
Half~elf 12 14 10 0.05 6 is 12 <0.001 
State 6.6 5.1 7.5 0.3 12 3 4 <0.001 
Insurance 4.1 4.4 3.9 0.3 7 4 1 <0.001 
Employer re·imbursement 3.7 3.7 3.7 0.9 7 2 6 0.02 
_~MS 1.3 1.8 0.9 0.05 14 1.2 1 <0.001 
Time off school for illness in the Ia.st ,ear (n=3665) 
No time off school 83 85 81 0.01 86 82 82 0.8 
I day 9 8 10 0.05 7 8 9 0.7 
2 days 10 I week 4 3 5 0.08 5 6 2 0.001 
I week to I month 1.2 1.4 0.9 0.09 0.5 2 1.2 0.06 
I month to 3 months 1.4 1.6 1.1 0.6 1.8 1.1 1.2 0.6 
3 months to I year 1.3 1.6 0.9 0.03 1.3 0 1.3 
Over I year 0.2 0.3 0 0.3 0 0 
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Si t -three per ent attended some kind of health facility for their last illness, significantly 
more girl and significantl y more in Hangzhou than Xiaoshan or Chunan. Self-medication 
through buying drug at a pharmacy or usi ng drug in stock at home was the choice of 
2 ~. Hangzhoune e were lea t likely to use drug stored at home. Only 9% had done 
nothing, but 0 r twice as many boys a girls and four time a many from Chunan a from 
Hangzhou. 
A note about the particular relevance of the type of provider used in the Chinese context is 
ne e ary here. Th re i no gatekeeper function incorporated into the Chinese sy tern, so 
ervi can be acce ed at any lev I e en for trivial conditions. Inappropriate elf-referral 
to pro inciallevel services for minor illness is a particular problem in babie and young 
children nd pr vinciallevels children's hospitals are swamped with out-patients. The 
purpo e of thi que tion in the survey is to detennine whether the same is true for 
adole cent . It eems not to be the case. In thi s population of oung people the majority 
pIi cnt at lower le el facilities . In Xiaoshan and Chunan the majority attend the village 
clinic or the t .. n hip ho pital, 84~ and 76% respectively. and only a small proportion 
trend county le el or provincial facilities. Thi implies appropriate utilisation for minor 
illne . The pr p rtion in Hangzhou going to pro incial facilities is higher, because these 
facilities al 0 ser c as primary care providers for the local urban population. It is notable 
that there i a harp contrast between the areas in the use of chool clini s. They are 
relati ely frequently-used in Chunan (19%), but barely u d at all in iaoshan (0.08). 
Re pondent \ ere al 0 a ked who accompanied th m to the health facility. Eighty-fi e 
p IiCent went .. ith a parent. 10% with another relati e, 2% \ ith a friend 2% alone (all of 
the e \ er 17 and 18-y ar Id) and 1 % with a teacher or school nurse. 
The .. ay in which health er ices are paid-for r reimbursed is sho\! n in Table 5.5. As was 
ex.plain d in hapter Two pr -payment schemes for childr n are limited because ery fe, 
\ orkpl c he Ith insuran e chemes cover depend nts . This is \ ell-illu trated by this data: 
a high pr p rtion (70~) of these adolescents, pay the full c t f their healthcare out-of-
p k t. Thi pr p rtion incr ases in the rural areas: 86% in Xiaoshan and 91 CA in Chunan, 
\ h re th M op r t in a just five (out of 245) illag sand ery fe\ fann rs ha e any 
h alth in uranc. In Hnngzh u a f w are cov r d by some kind of insurance, ith r 
th r ugh th t t In ur< nee ch m f r gov mm nt employee • through pri at in uranc , 
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or through work unit insurance. Some schemes pay a proportion of the costs, typically 
50%, e plnining the "hnlf- elf' category in the Table. Respondents were further asked to 
e timnte the co t of the treatment for their last illness (Table 5.6) and whether thi was hard 
to afford. 
abl 5.6 0 t of la t treatment at a health facility (n=1073) 
Cost in RlVffi n % 
<50 410 38 
51-100 302 28 
101-500 292 27 
501-1000 25 2.3 
1001-5000 31 2.8 
>5000 13 1.2 
US$I = 8RMB 
Gi en that the majority of illnesses are minor and self-limiting, the costs of treatment are 
high \ ith _7% paying etw en 100 and 500RMB. This compares with an a erage monthly 
per capita di posable income of 700 RMB in Hangzhou, 550 RMB in Xiaoshan and 260 
RMB in hunan. It i therefore not surprising that 42% of the Chunan students said that 
the trealm nt -.: a hard to afford, compared with 11 % of the Hangzhounese and 13% of 
those from Xiaoshan. 
o pile the readin t attend health facHitie for illne s these young people are 
di inclined to take time off school, and those that do, u ually take ju t one day. 
(Ta le 5.5) Only 17% reported having time off chool because of illness in the pa t year 
\ ith 9% ha ing taken off just one day. Hangzhounese were 0 er t-.: ice as likely to ha e 
t ken time off school b cause of illness than schoolchildren from either Xiaoshan or 
Chunan. At the other e treme a relatively high number ha e long periods (0 er one month) 
off school. Thi is certainly in keeping with the Chinese tr dition of long con alescence 
after moderate r major illness a n precautionary mea ure e en when recovery is 
complete. 
inally student were a ked a out the use of drugs on a regular basis (defin d as at least 
onc p r -.: eek) t treat chronic conditi ns or promote health . The finding (Table 5.7) 
how that n large number f y ung people are taking m dication on a regular basi . 
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Table 5.7 Medication taken a t lea t once per week by gender and area (%) 
All Male Female JIangzhou Xiaoshan Chunan 
Sedatives 2.3 1.8 2.8 2.4 3.3 0.08 
Vitamins! iron liodine 28 27 29 38 26 IS· 
Painkillers 25 22 28 21 32 20· 
Laxatives 20 19 22 21 21 IS 
Traditional Chinese Medicine 28 27 29 32 21 30· 
Nutritional Supplements 50 51 4S 50 55 42 
P<O.OOI 
All of the e drug ar available without prescri ption from phannacies. One quarter take 
analge ic r gularly, pr umably treating all that chronic abdominal pain, headache and 
toothache. L ati es are taken by 20% .. ith equal use across gender and area. Traditional 
Chine cM dicine i al 0 widely taken . Half take nutritional supplements or' tonics", 
r garded a particularly effective for symptoms of fatigue, '.: hich 55% of the respondents 
had claimed they suffer. (Table 5.3) Fifteen percent of the students .. ere taking three or 
more supplements on a regular basis. There were no significant gender differences and 
differ nee acr s ar a were inconsi tent: Hangzhounese were the most enthusiastic users 
f vitamin and mineral supplements such a iron and iodine, .. hile Xjaoshan students took 
the mo t annlge ics. 
5.5 P F RE • F R • RV} 
Re pondent wer asked about what kind of health services they would like for their age 
gr up: 
(n= 3505) 
y ~o Don't 
~ 
5 21 
6 30 
28 20 
73 5 
T\ imp rtant pint merge. First, most of th r sp ndents were indifferent to how 
s rvice wer deli er d, a vi need by the number of don 't knO\ s. (The number of don't 
knO\: f r thi qu tion was th highest f r the \ hole questionnaire). Secondly, by far the 
mo t de irable s rvi WD:l t lephon helpline, r que ted by nearl three-quarters of the 
r pond nts. tudent w r invit d t make further comments and sugge tions for this 
qu ti n. A f w stud nt not d that a h lplin wa con enient and pri te. Other 
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e planations for requesting a helpline included that they didn't like . the long waits at 
ho pital" and the fact that the drug w re er e pen ive. 
Finall ,student wer a k d about school health education, specifically what subjects the 
health edu ation c1as e in school hould co er. Re ults are in Table 5.9. 
abl 5.9 
What ubj would you lik to learn about in health ducation cia 
73 
69 
67 
59 
38 
33 
? (n=3984) 
The que tion .. a an w r d by nearly all the stud nts, and their response are enlightening. 
One third ay the d n't want any he Ith ducation cia ses. Most wanted content to co er 
di e e pr nti n, phy i I gy, psychology and the u e of medi ine . The empha is on 
ps hology and the u e f m di ines is of p rti ular note gi en the importance of 
p hol gical pr bl m and abuse f medicine shm n in other que tions. The interest in 
Iy r late t a recent go emment campaign, widely disseminated in 
chool , to impr e the nation's oral health. The low ranking of exu I health funher was 
plain d th ndditi nnl mments fa f w tu dent that the cIa r om i an 
inappr priate 
tea h it. 
5.6 
education and that the tea hers would be too embarrassed to 
e pite the sup rfi ia! appr ach ne e sitated by th broad-ba ed questionnair • there are 
some important finding which allow for compari on with the intemationalliterature and 
\ hich ha e r I nc f r policy. 
5.6.1 rbidity 
learlye cept f r th maj r illne es individual d linition of these condition and memory 
a out th m \I ill vary en rm u ly b 11,) e n indi idu Is and interpr tation should be 
c uti u. 01,) er, th f t that th rat s of m.Jor illness se rr spond d with the 
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expected rate for thi age gr up suggests that the quality of reporting is quite high. 
Di ability .. a penlyackn .. 1cdged reflecting the acceptance of these more minor 
disabilitie b the ch 01 and pe r . It is policy for disabled children to be integrated into 
th main tream du ation system, wherev r possible. Discussions with teacher suggested 
that ther wa no shame felt by these "di abled" children in the mainstream chool system. 
of r parted asthma in Hangzhou was not erified b physiological testing and 
is therefor hard t interpret. It could be real or because of higher rates of detection or 
r fer nce. Howe er, it confinn the findings of another stud in ounger 
children \: hich sugge t that th actual prevalence of a thma i higher in some urban 
environment in hina.161 The high rate of headache and abdomjnal pain may reflect 
som ti ation \ hich i known to be common in Chinese population, 112 and this possibility 
is e plored further in hapter 9. 
C mpari on \! ith the international l.iterature, which specifically e plore morbidity, is 
striking in it imilarity with the morbidity of these Chinese adolescents. For example, a 
study of Briti h 14-16 year aids gave sore throat, gastrointestinal complaints and kin 
pro lem a their commonest medical problems.48 In a suburban American population the 
common t medical problems were abdominal pain , headaches, coughing tiredness and 
acne. IS9 nother American study among 13-18 year aIds showed th t cough and colds, 
hay fe er, skin problems and asthma were the most common problem . Acne, depression, 
dental pr blem and overweight were the top health concerns acro s three ethnic groups 
auca ian, Hi panic and Black) f T xan t enager .44 Amongst 12-15 y ar aIds in 
Harlem th primary physical concern was dental caries.43 Depression \ as the most cited 
problem of Au tr lian teenagers ,4S and in a Swiss study ov r half the \ om nand 30% of 
the men said that lr ss and an iety were their major health concern :17 This confinns that 
the e hin s adole c nt re n t alone in their high rates of psychological morbidity. 
P rh p the mo t imp rtant finding from the morbidity data is that there are few 
differ nces in m rbidity by socio-economic status, as mea ured by area of residence, 
parental cupation and par ntal education. In fact headache and anaemia \! ere the only 
condi tion t b more c mmon in rural areas after controlling for p rental occupation and 
education. Thi ub ence of a r lationship with s cia-economic status h b en noted for 
thi ag gr up in d v 1 ped counttie .153,154 Th conclu ion can be dr \ n from this study 
thut y ung p opIc in hunan are not suffering ev r p erty, ufficient to I d l 
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nutritional deficiency (except mild anaemia) or infe tious diseases related to poor hygiene 
or 0 crcr \! dingo 
The health \i orne and con em f the e Chine e young people are also strikingl similar 
to their counterparts elsc\' here uggesting that common adolescent health concerns 
tran c nd ge graphy. F r the e Chine e adolescent school-related i sues figure most 
prominently. School problem also figure prominently in studies from other countries, but 
p rsonal relati n hip ar al 0 ery importanl.4S.47 La er priorit is gener Ily gi en to 
th pr lem traditi nallya 0 iated with adole cence, the risk-beha iours uch as sex 
and drug. ex and drug v ere mentioned by 4% and 3% respecti ely of the S i s high 
chool student in Michaud' tudy.47 In this tudy sex was mentioned b just si 
re p nd nt and drug /alcohol/ moking by none. It is of note that a study carried-out in 
agoya J pan m st clo Iy p rallels the Chin e situation. It identified the major 
cone m f middle chool tudent a school p rformance, followed by future health 
conc m and family c nc m .46 Neither se ,nor drugs" ere mentioned by any of the 
respond nt . 
5.6.2 H alth king B haviour 
Young hin ear eager u r of h alth fa ilitie , e en for minor illness. Fifty-three 
rcent had attend d a health facility in thc last y ar with significantly more in Hangzhou, 
after c ntr lIing for other cio-ec nomic variable. Sixty-three p rcent attended a health 
acility f r th it'la I illn ,th majoril of \! hi h \ r or minor 
61 ~ for cold-typ ymptom. Th refore the fact that rur I dwellers u ed service less 
should p rhap be regarded fa ourably, sugge ting more appropriate use of services rather 
than limited acces. ut naturally much f this b ha iour is simply refle tion of parental 
patterns f h lp-seeking. Many of these young eople v ill not be making their \' n 
d cisions ab ut h alth- e king, but will simply b follov ing parental ad ice. This is 
reinforced y the finding that 95~ aU nded health facilities \! ith parent or other relati e. 
Tho e \' ho vent alon w al\ 17 r 18 ear·olds. To put this into perspecti e UK study 
ho\' d that 26% of 15·year Id made th ir own appointm nts to see a GP and had 
attended Ion .14 
Thi apparentlyexce i e utilisation of health faciliti for mjnor illness i partly b cause 
fayac , partly cultur, 1 and partly encourag d by health pro ide . Geographical 
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acce si easy beau e of the large number of health facilities in Eastern China. A large 
tudyacro eight a tern hine e pro inces found that no-one \: as more than a half hour 
\! alk r bike ride away from a health faci lity.163 Funhermore the consultation fee is ery 
low (though a we ha e seen the cost of drugs is not) . The cultural perspecti e is that there 
i an exp ctati n of att ndanc at a health facility for minor conditions. The u e of 
f r ommon c Id i still the norm in many pans of China. and users 
often e pc t to rec i c uch treatment. Mo t hospital ha e an infusion room specifically 
for thi purpo e. 0 erpre cription and polypharmacy are recognised as endemic in the 
hin eh alth care stem inc pr fi t are made on the mark-up on drugs,91 and over 
50~ of all health are co t are attributable to drugS.75 A stud carried out in vi 11 age 
clinic in rural Zhejiang h w d that an average of four drugs (mean cost 65 RMB) was 
prescrib d for uncomplicated upper re piratory tract infections in children.9 
The co t f car is high gi en that the majority of cases are minor self-limiting illnesses. 
This le rl di prop rtionmely affect the poor. For the poor acces ing health care can 
a orb a con iderabl pr p 11i n f dispo able income, with 42 % of the Chunan 
adole cent claiming that meeting the health care costs of their last illness \ as dif ICUlt. It 
an be thu a sumed that in the case of e ere, co tly illness this could cause real hardship 
to the family. 
y hile the health ystem continues to rely on user-fee and the mark-up on drug a a 
ur e f funding, h w ver th re i liltl incenti e to educate p plc aboulthe 
di ad antage and dang r of exce sive use of drugs. But this is starting to change as 
pr ider, in citie particularly, ha c started to compete for "clients" and the high cost of 
drug is no\ on the political agend . Refonn are underway in a numb r of citie \ hieh 
in 01 e bidding pr esse for drug en uring purchase at lower price, which can passed 
ont the con umer.164 
Howe er, utilisation of health s rvice for appar nlly tri ial conditions i not unique to 
Chinese dole cents. In fact ompared with their N rth American counterparts they are 
positi ely reluctant. ighty p r cnt f the 14,000 Oregon tuden que tioned in the 
ur ey had seen n do tor or h nlth practitioner in the 
la tar. Only 7% had not seen a doctor in t\! 0 year ,IS2 A Ilnadian ludy sho .. " 80% of 
1 -_1 ar Id had i iled a d t r in lh la 1 yeur,42 and \ hil the proportion \ a 73% in 
9 
Te a .~ Another Am rican study h wed that an enonnous 93% had consulted a physician 
in the pa t ear.162 The breakdown of the rea ons for the visits, howe er, contrast 
some\ hat \ ith tho e in hina. since while minor illness accounts for 0 er 50% 0 erall of 
the e i its a prop rtion are f r check-ups, which don't figure in the Chinese data at all. 
Time taken ff chool i low compared with elsewhere. A study of Swiss adolescents 
showed that 6 ~ had taken at least ne day off school in the pre ious year.165 UK children 
take on a erage 4 da off in every school year. 166 HO\ e er direct compari on is difficult 
because f the a kno\ ledged problem of truancy in children and adolescents in these 
countrie and the diffi ult of e tabli hing what is genuine time-off for illness. 
The main cept ion to the high use of health facilities is the low use for explicit 
p chol gical pr bl m . De pile the obviously high psychological morbidity only 0.5~ 
said th y attended a health facility for a psychological problem. Since there is almost no 
oth r acce t p ch iatric services, thi represents a large area of unmet need. 
Although ther is high utili zation for probably tri ial conditions there is al 0 high 
utilization of local facilities and little inappropriate self-referral to higher le el services for 
tri ial condi tion . The huge disparity between the utilisation of the school health clinics by 
place al 0 illu trales that the school health clinic can er eau eful primary care function 
and thi hould p rhaps be exploited more full y. 
ot only is there aIm st certainly overuse of prescription drugs, but there is also massi e 
u e of regular medication and supplements with some children (15%) taking three or more 
different typ . Again thi must reflect parental demand as much as personal. Vitamins, 
minerals and nUlritional upplements are heavily promoted as essential to health, grO\ th 
and often intelligence. In Traditional hinese Medicine theory there is no sharp distinction 
b t\ n f od and m di inc , 167 and th widespread use of these supplements ne ds to be 
ie\ d fr m th t persp ctive. While probably not conferring much real benefit, they 
probably do littl hann. More worrying i the widespr ad use of painkillers, 1 ati es and 
e n sed ti le rJy education is needed, e en if nly to counter the misle ding claims 
110\ ed in ad erti ing campaign and to draw ttention to the long tenn effects of the 
regular u e of uch drug 
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5,6,3 refer ne for erviee 
The re Ull about pr ference for services and health education iIlu trate perhaps better than 
allth other data the mind t of these adolescents. Understandably, mo t don't ha e strong 
fe ling ab ut how er i e are delivered. The majority of those who responded liked the 
idea of a helpline t deal with medical or p ychological problems, reflecting perhaps a 
d ire for confidentiality and the very favourable publicity given to a helpline (for adults) 
in Shanghai ju 1 before this study wa carried-out. 168 T~ enty eight p rcent were in fa our 
of cho J-b ed counsellor who c uld deal with medical and psy hological problem . an 
option \ hich \J ould b taken-up as a specific recommendation by the leading group. 
The ranking of ubje t that tudent want to learn about in health educ tion classes is 
perhap urpri ing \J ith di ea e prevention coming first. Physiolog and adolescent 
de lopment mes econd. In Liu's study of Beijing middle school students he 
empha i their lack of knowledge of puberty. 169 He found that around one-third of boys 
and on -quart r f girl \J er "puzzled" by the physiological changes of puberty. It is 
p rhap encouraging that 0 many wanted information about the u e of medicines given 
the \ idespread inappr priatc use f them. It suggests they are av are of this, perhaps more 
nlightened than their par nts, who are perhaps the ones encouraging the 0 eruse of 
medication. e ual h alth i cited by few pr bably because chool is not regarded as a 
comfortable lting f r se education. and because it is a source of embarrassment for 
tcache and tudent alike. Thi pint also emerged from the early discu ion groups held 
at the beginning f thi pr je t. 
The re ult f thi c mp nent of the study had important polic implic tions. The 
re mm ndation and ut mes which resulted are described in Chapter 9. 
5.7 RY 
The most c mmon illne s s were colds and flu, headache, depression, nxiety, fatjgue, 
di rrho nd acne. ajor health c ncems related to stres from academic pr ssure. There 
i a high utilization of health services and a wid pread regular use of nutritional 
supplements and som forms of medication. In term of sp cific ervice for oung peop] 
th preference \i a fO,r t lephon help-lines followed by sch ol-ba cd couns Hors. 
{ud nt wanted th ir health du ati n cIa ses t c er disea e pre ention, phy iology, 
nd ppr print u f m dicati n. 
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P R 6: 
6.1 I TR 0 N 
Thi c mp nent f th tudy \: a cani d- ut to quantif the prevalence of mokmg in 
adole cent in urban and rural Zh jiang. and to e plorc the relation hip b t\\cen smoking 
and a rang of p tential ri k fact r . The di u ion on entrate on the relevance of the 
finding t the development of a moking pr ention programme for adole cent in 
Zhejiano Pro inc . 
6.2 B K R 
In mu h of th d 
o 
rId smoking rates ha e fallen steadil sin e the 1950 . In 
contra tin hina arly p r capita con umption of cigarettes increased more than three 
f Id nd 1 90, from about 50 to 1800.170 In China there are no\ 320 
million m kers, ab ut th ame number a in all d lop d countrie combined.17I Of 
th 30 milli n are men, a counting for nearly tw -third of all Chine e men. 
urthermore rate in hinese men app Ilr t be till ri ing. The two national pre alence 
studie c nied-out in 1984 nnd 1 96 172.173 demon trated that in men 0 er the age of 15 
ears th re had e n an increa e in the pr val nee of moking (defin d a at least one 
cigarette p r d y) fr m 61 ~ to 63~. By c ntra t there wa a fall in female smoking from 
7% to 4%. naly i f th ccupati nal r akdown of male makers shO\ ed that across 
d pr fe si anal smoked le ,dov n from 58st to 56~. but this 
r ducti n \J a ff et y in r a e in non- killed w rkcr fr m 65% to 6 ~. 
Of particular imp rtanc i the fact that f whine e quit moking. Of the 1996 cohort 
nly 17~ aid th y had mad any attempt to giv up smoking in the I st y ar. ln nother 
large tudy c rri d-out in hanghai in 1 95, howed that onl 14GR of the male smokers 
quit. 174 Thu it i r cogni d that to ncco control strategie must 
f us on trying l pre nt ung p plc fr m taking-up smoking. Thi is nO\ regarded as 
a priority f th hin c Mini try of Public H alth.m 
id nc f r th mortality burd n from making me prim rily fr m thr large studie : 
li cudy f 18,24 h nghaine m n,176 a natiom ide retr e stud of 
n million d ath 177 nd n n ti m: ide pr p li e tudy of 224,500 men.17 Th e 
tudie timat that there are n arty a milli n to ace -relnt d death e ry y r nd that 
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based on curr nt con umption trend, by 2020 around 2 million annual deaths will be 
related to smoking. Half th oung adu lts who are now regular persistent smoker will be 
killed by the habit and ar und one third of all Chinese men will die prematurely from 
tobacco-related di ea C.178 
Smoking al 0 arf ct large number of non-smokers in China. The 1996 survey reported 
that 40% of non-smoker interviewed were passive smokers, defined as passivel inhaling 
tobacco moke f r mor than 15 minutes per day. m 
Hi toricall moking pre alence among adolescents in Western countrie has followed 
adult pattern. Mor b y smoked in the 1960s, but then the number of girl mokers 
incre ed until equali ty was reached in the late 70 .179 Since then rates in teenager ha e 
changed relati Iy little, de pite decline in adult prc alence. 1 0 Pre alence of smoking 
among girls is now higher in many We tern countries.181 E planations include earlier 
maturation I 2 gr at r susceptibility to nicotine addic tion 181 different experiences of 
adole cence such a differ nt rat s of participation in sport,183 and the belief that smoking 
promot weight 10 1 2 
A in man de loping c untrie the patterns f smoking in China are two to three decades 
hind th se in the We t. 1 ~ In most de eloping countriesl 5 and d eloped A ian 
countries uch Japan I 6 outh Korea,187 Taiwanl88 and Hong Kongl 9 male 
red minance in moking till prevai l . In hina data from the national urve hm that 
the prev lencc of regular smoking among 15-24 year old women across the whole country 
\ a unch nged between 1984 and 1996 at 0.5%.172.3 In most counlrie the overwhelming 
majority of smokers t ke-up the habit efore they are 20. In the UK for e ample 82% of 
moke tatted a t nagers. l90 This is not the case in China. In the 1996 national survey the 
median ge of tarring moking was 20 years for men and 25 for women. 173 For men this 
\! as two ears arlier than for the 1984 cohort. So although onset is relati ely late there is a 
dO'> m: ard tr nd. A similar tr nd was also found in a large study in six Shanghai factories, 
.. here the age f taning was younger for men and women in successi birth cOhOrts. 191 
Thi relati ely late n et i c nit nt with ther studies which ask retro pe ti Iy about age 
of n t f moking. ln. Theyal how br dly irnilar ranges of pre alence. with 
consistently mark d gender differ nce , which ar typical of many de eloping countries. 1 5 
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number f tudlc hay be n amcd-ouI re cnll)' ,\ hich e plore aspect of mokmg In 
19" '0' hine c adole cnt. •• The "tudlc ar umm::u; ed In Tablc 6.1 \ .. here thcy arc 
compared With "ludIC. fr m other c untric In a I A in. All the c tudlc \\ ere cro -
ecuonal unc):. amcd· ut in ch I. with mo t carried-out In middle hool 
(predominant 
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8.11.7 Effects of the One Child Family 
After adjusting for confounding variables our findings suggest that family size has little 
influence on mental well-being. If anything the one-child family may have a marginal 
protective effect, so that only children may be less prone to depression and anxiety. The 
one exception is that children with siblings report being bullied significantly more after 
controlling for other factors. Yang has suggested a possible explanation for this .3D3 He 
explains the higher levels of anxiety and depression in children with siblings in his study 
by the fact that children from larger families are viewed with disapproval, when there is 
saturation propaganda about having only one child, a factor which could explain bullying 
as well. But Yang's study was carried-out in an urban area, and this disapproval may 
indeed affect children in urban areas. But in rural Chunan where most of the families have 
two children it seems unlikely that this type of disapproval would explain bullying 
behaviour in schools. 
The effects of the one child family and the one child society in urban China are still 
unclear. Many studies have not adjusted for important confounders, including gender of the 
children, residence of the family and socio-economic status of the family?83 Other 
possible factors include the preference, if any, of the parents for the gender of the child, 
position of the child in two child families and proximity of extended family. 
8.12 SUMMARY 
Despite its limitations this component of the study has illuminated some areas: the high 
rates of psychological morbidity across all demographic groups, the ubiquity of school-
related pressure, the minimal influence of the one child family and the very low levels of 
professional help-seeking. Preferences for help-seeking suggest there is scope for more 
professional involvement. 
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CHAPTER 9: 
PROFILE OF ZHEJIANG ADOLESCENTS: 
RECOMMENDATIONS AND OUTCOMES 
9.1 INTRODUCTION 
Each chapter of results has had its own discussion section, which focused on specific 
themes, and which attempted to place the findings of each chapter in a national and 
international context. The purpose of this final chapter is to draw the threads of all sections 
together to develop a picture of adolescence in urban and rural Zhejiang Province, to 
describe how the findings of the study were used to draw-up recommendations, and to 
explain how these recommendations were converted into policy and action. 
9.2 LIMITATIONS 
But first acknowledgement must be made about the study's limitations. As the first study 
of its kind in Zhejiang Province, it is clearly very limited: broad-ranging but inevitably 
superficial. The major limitations come from the constraints on the approaches used and 
on the content of the questionnaire. From an epidemiological point of view, the sampling 
constraints (just three areas and twelve schools) raises the question of the 
representativeness of this data for the whole of Zhejiang Province. However, because of 
the way in which "typical" areas were chosen, members of the leading group were 
convinced that the data was representative enough for policy purposes. Indeed, some 
members of the group felt that the data was actually representative of the other more 
developed provinces of eastern China, such as Fujian, Jiangsu, Guangdong and Shandong, 
as well. 
In adolescent health research in Western setting~ triangulation is now regarded as highly 
desirable to increase the validity and reliability of results.58 The qualitative component of 
this study was limited to early exploratory discussion groups to inform the content of the 
questionnaires and feedback sessions (see below) to verify some of the findings. It was 
impossible to collect the type of qualitative data which would come from focus groups or 
semi-structured interviews, both because of financial constraints, and because some 
members of the leading group were strongly opposed to the use of such methods. 
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For reasons outlined in the Methods' chapter there are many omissions. We have no data 
on sexual activity or attitudes (except masturbation), and the only other question relating to 
sex was about knowledge of HIV transmission. Results of this question are shown in Table 
9.1. The knowledge of these middle school students about HIV was actually better than 
some members of the leading group! Other risk-taking behaviours, apart from smoking and 
drinking alcohol were not explored, since the general consensus is that other forms of drug 
abuse, though a growing problem in China, start in young adulthood and not adolescence.87 
The other area that was only touched upon was violence. Recent work has revealed high 
levels of violence at home and at school, perpetrated by teachers. 3D) We were aware that 
this was very sensitive territory, especially when the co-operation of teachers was needed 
to administer the questionnaires. However, it is interesting that in the early exploratory 
discussions with students about content of the questionnaire, the issue of violence was not 
raised. This could be explained in a number of ways: violence is rare and not a problem, 
the subject of violence is taboo, so students are afraid to raise it, or that violence at home 
and school are an expectation and therefore not an issue for discussion. Further research 
in this area is clearly necessary. 
Table 9.1 
Knowledge of HIV transmission in 13·16 year olds by percentage (n=1560) 
. How can you catch HIV/AIDS? Yes No Don't 
know 
Kissing an infected person 34 42 24 
Shaking hands with an infected person 15 61 23 
Blood transfusions 67 13 19 
Sexual intercourse 61 16 23 
Mosquito bites 49 25 25 
Chopsticks which have been used by an infected person 36 38 26 
Toilets which have been used by an infected person 30 35 35 
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9. 3 ADOLESCENCE IN URBAN AND RURAL ZHEJIANG 
Overall these adolescents are physically healthy, studious and risk-averse, but they feel 
pressurised to achieve academically. There are numerous significant differences between 
urban and rural, but even where the differences are significant at the P<O.OOl level the 
actual differences are probably not of great importance in terms of policy. They represent 
part of a continuum. The inclusion of Xiaoshan in the first survey tends to confirm this. 
Many of the results from Xiaoshan fall between the two extremes of Hangzhou and 
Chunan. 
The mortality rate of these adolescents is low overall, but is higher in rural areas. Of the 
known causes of death the majority are from accidents. Nearly half of these accidental 
deaths are from road traffic accidents, followed by drowning and suicide. Infectious 
disease ranks second with pneumonia topping the list. There are only small urban/rural 
differences, except in the predominance in infectious diseases in the rural area. 
There is a sharp contrast between the three areas in terms of the demographic and socio-
economic profile. The overwhelming majority (90%) of Hangzhou adolescents are only 
children, compared to around half in Xiaoshan and 10% in Chunan. In Xiaoshan and 
Chunan most of the only children are boys, showing clearly the impact of the policy of 
allowing another child if the first child is a girl. . In terms of socio-economic background · 
Hangzhou adolescents have better educated parents who are more likely to have 
professional or managerial jobs. The parents of Xiaoshan adolescents have the least 
educated parents, despite their relative wealth. The proportion of Xiaoshan parents 
working in factories now exceeds the proportion working on the land reflecting a dramatic 
transition over the past two decades from a predominantly agriculturally-based economy to 
one based on manufacturing. In Chunan the majority of parents are farmers. The average 
monthly household income in Hangzhou is twice that in Chunan. 
Most of these young people live with both their parents in nuclear family settings. Only a 
small proportion, around 15% overall, live in extended family units. Divorce rates are low, 
although in Hangzhou they are twice the rate of both Xiaoshan and Chunan. Separation 
from parents, because they are working elsewhere, is as common as divorce. There are 
also marked gender differences in parental education, with four times as many mothers as 
fathers being illiterate, 28% compared with 7.4% and over twice as many fathers having 
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completed a tertiary education. These contrast with the educational picture for these 
adolescents. National statistics show literacy rates of 95-97% for urban 18-year olds 
today,72 illustrating the dramatic change in educational aspirations and opportunities in 
one generation. 
The major causes of morbidity are common conditions: upper respiratory tract infections, 
headaches, abdominal pain and diarrhoea. Utilisation of health facilities is high for minor 
illness across all areas. Most health care was paid for out-of-pocket, especially in Xiaoshan 
where 86% and 91 % respectively of all healthcare in this population was paid for entirely 
by users. This causes disproportionate financial difficulty for poor households. Although 
they appear to have a low threshold for seeking medical help, these adolescents are 
reluctant to take time off school, with over 80% having taken no time off school for illness 
in the past year. Many take regular medication, with half taking nutritional supplements 
and over one quarter Traditional Chinese Medicine. Even in Chunan the use of such 
medication was frequent. The preferred source of help for health problems was a 
telephone helpline, followed by a school counsellor. In contrast to the high utilisation of 
health facilities for illness very few adolescents go to the dentist, with fewest in Chunan. 
In terms of health education they want to learn about disease prevention, physiology and 
psychology, with sex education ranking low in the list of preferences. 
The prevalence of risk behaviours is low. Rates of regular smoking are extremely low, 
though experimentation is considerably more common. Smoking is more common in boys 
and is twice as common in both the rural areas as in Hangzhou. Of those who had smoked 
7% claim to have smoked before the age of five and 41 % before the age of ten. Most 
obtain their cigarettes from home, where 68% of the fathers, but only 3% of the mothers 
are smokers, reflecting national averages. Parental smoking, friends smoking and use of 
alcohol were all important predictors of smoking. Knowledge about the dangers and 
disadvantages of smoking is high among smokers and non-smokers. Alcohol use was 
relatively low, with only one third having imbibed alcohol at some time, twice as many 
boys as girls, but with similar rates across the three areas. Of those who had used alcohol 
one third had been drunk, again with boys predominating, but with no difference across 
areas. 
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Differences between urban and rural were shown by the data on nutritional status. The 
mean body mass index is significantly higher in Hangzhou for both boys and girls with a 
characteristic gradient across the age range. Boys are more likely to be overweight and 
underweight. There were no urban/rural differences for underweight, but overweight was 
much more common in urban areas and in higher income families. Obesity was rare with 
none in rural females. In terms of perception of body size more students felt they were 
underweight than overweight, with significantly more in boys and rural areas. But few had 
been on a diet, and of those who had, more had changed their diet to gain weight. The 
mean haemoglobin was significantly lower in rural areas. But there were no differences in 
anaemia (Hb<120gIL) across urban and rural after adjustment for confounders. Anaemia 
was more common in girls, especially rural girls. Urban girls attain menarche significantly 
'earlier than rural girls, after controlling for co-variates. The diet of urban students was 
more varied than that of rural ones, but it also contained more snack and junk food. Levels 
of exercise were high with students walking or cycling an average of two kilometres to and 
from school everyday, and doing an average of 3.1 hours of sport every week. Exercise 
was incorporated into the everyday school routine. 
The data on psychological morbidity was notable for the high rates of anxiety and 
depression reported. Rural students are more prone to severe worry and depression than 
their urban counterparts, though the urban dwellers were more likel y to have had suicidal · 
thoughts and acted upon them. Most worry centred around school-related issues: pressures 
in exams, homework and worries about getting a job after school. They spend an average 
of nearly three hours every evening on homework. Bullying is common especially in rural 
schools. Nearly a third sought no help for problems, but when they did most turned to 
parents and friends, with very few seeking professional help. However, many would like 
to receive help for psychological problems with teachers, professional counsellors and a 
helpline all cited as preferences. Overall being an only child appears to be protective 
against the major forms of psychological morbidity studied. 
In conclusion, on the positive side these students are generally hard-working and 
conscientious. Very few of them smoke regularly or abuse alcohol. Generally they have a 
healthy diet and exercise routinely. On the negative side they overutilise health services 
for minor illness, experimentation with smoking is relatively common, overweight is an 
emerging problem of urban males, and girls have high rates of anaemia. But the most 
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striking feature is the high level of anxiety and depression and stress which seem to be 
related to pressures to achieve at school and the competition for good jobs. 
Although for many variables urban-rural differences were small and clinically 
unimportant, there were some important exceptions. In urban Hangzhou most of the 
respondents were only children. In Xiaoshan and Chunan most had siblings and most of 
the only children were boys. Smoking was more common in the two rural areas, 
overweight and obesity were more common in Hangzhou. Anaemia was more common in 
rural girls and diet was more varied in Hangzhou. Overall levels of anxiety and depression 
were higher in Chunan than Hangzhou with the important exception of actual suicide 
attempts which showed no differences. Worries about academic achievement and future 
employment were similarly high in Chunan and Hangzhou, suggesting that individual 
aspirations and parental expectations for their children are high even in traditional fanning 
communities. 
9.4 INITIAL OUTCOMES 
9.4.1 Feedback to the students 
After initial analysis the results were feedback to the leading group. In view of the some of 
the more surprising findings (low levels of regular smoking, high rates of suicidal ideation 
and suicide attempts) it was decided to carry-out a feedback session with some of the 
students who had been involved to verify the validity of some of these findings. Feedback 
sessions were organised in Chunan and Hangzhou (at one school in each area) to discuss 
these issues with groups of students. They were not asked for the way that they had 
responded, but how they felt that others would have responded. It was as if we had finally 
succeeded in carrying-out focus groups when initially there had been strong resistance to 
using qualitative methods! After these meetings we felt that, in general, the questionnaire 
accurately reflected the behaviour and views of these students. 
9.4.2 Feedback to the leading group and teachers 
The results were fedback at a large meeting, which included all members of the leading 
group and some of the teachers and head teachers who had been involved. The views of all 
attending were solicited. Since the purpose of the survey was to inform a new health 
education programme much of the discussion centred around how this should be carned 
forward. Considerable attention was paid to the students' own stated preferences for 
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education, particularly their desire to learn about disease prevention, physiology and 
psychology. 
9.4.3 Convening of the Implementation Group 
At the feedback meeting a new group was convened which consisted of some members of 
the leading group, four teachers and two rrllddle school students. The inclusion of the 
students it should be noted was a highly radical move. It was to be their responsibility to 
draw-up recommendations. At the first meeting of the new group the major findings were 
outlined, and there was considerable discussion about what the response should comprise. 
The jurisdiction of the implementation group was limited to the modification of the 
school-based health education programme and possibly other school-based interventions 
in the light of the findings of the research. Other measures could be in the fmm of 
recommendations only. The remit precluded policy measures such as food fortification 
which need to be implemented at Ministerial level and in collaboration with representatives 
of the Food Industry. 
9.4.4 The evidence base for school-based health education 
Evidence for effectiveness is non-existent or weak in many areas of health education. But 
even in the present climate of evidence-based practice this does not stop vast resources 
being devoted to the subject worldwide. School-based health education is no exception. 
This is at least in part because of the paucity of randorrllsed controlled trials for school-
based health care interventions. A review of 270 sexual health education interventions 
conducted in developed countries, mostly North America, only eleven had been carried-out 
in the context of a randorrllsed controlled trial and only two were able to demonstrate any 
change in behaviour, particularly in the area of the adoption of safe sexual practices.7o 
However, sexual behaviour is arguably one of the most difficult areas to influence, 
especially in a school setting. 
A brief discussion of the evidence in the four main areas which were to be targeted by the 
health education programme follows together with the recommendations made. But there is 
an important caveat: in China the concept of evidence-based practice is not yet widely 
accepted. The concern of the authorities is mainly to be seen to be "doing something". In 
this instance the major objective was to improve on the existing health education 
programme, even where the evidence base for these types of interventions is weak. 
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a. Smoking 
Smoking prevention and cessation programmes have probably been the most 
systematically evaluated school-based health interventions and the major conclusions 
which can be drawn were outlined in Chapter Six. In brief the evidence for their 
effectiveness in preventing the uptake of smoking is very limited?03 The programmes 
which have demonstrated some success have been intensive and expensive, have involved 
especially-trained instructors and usually include community-based components such as 
media campaigns.216.219 But the low overall success rates of school-based smoking 
prevention programmes in Western countries have been blamed at least partly on the fact 
that they are offered too late, in secondary school, when regular smoking behaviour and 
probably nicotine addiction is already established.206 In the adolescents in this study the 
very low rate of regular smoking suggests that there may be potential for a school-based 
intervention. The high levels of knowledge of the dangers and disadvantages of smoking 
further suggest that a programme focusing on improving confidence and self-esteem and 
on developing the skills to resist the pressures to smoke should be attempted. It is 
programmes of this sort, based on social learning theory 217 which have met with most 
success elsewhere. 
There is also evidence that smoking bans on school premises have an important 
complementary role, and are in fact essential if a smoking prevention education 
programme is in place.224 In China such a ban is in place, but it is patchily enforced with 
many male teachers, in particular, smoking very openly on school premises. Active and 
perhaps even punitive enforcement was recommended. 
b. Nutrition 
In comparison with smoking there have been few trials of school-based nutrition education 
programmes on which to base policy, and there have been no such trials in China. Some 
success in education programmes focusing on improving dietary quality has been reported 
from trials in North America.304 The Child and Adolescent Trial of Cardiovasular Health 
(CATCH) for example, demonstrated significant differences in fat intake and self-reported 
vigorous exercise in intervention groups compared with controls three years after the 
intervention, which consisted mainly of classroom education. However there were no 
differences in BMI, blood pressure or serum lipid levels.30s But dietary habits developed 
in adolescence are known to influence those throughout adulthood with probable long 
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term health benefits, so the authors concluded that differences in the physiological 
parameters would be likely to emerge over time. Niklas was able to demonstrate 
significantly higher consumption of fruit and vegetables in the intervention group 
following an intensive programme consisting of classroom teaching, school meal and 
snack modification and a media campaign.306 In terms of specifically addressing the 
problem of anaemia, the Integrated Child Development Services scheme from India 
presented evidence of marginal improvements in haemoglobin levels in non-anaemic 
participants through education about dietary measures alone.307 
All these studies acknowledge the importance of school meals as a sou~ce of quality diet 
and the leading group agreed that in view of the fact that all these students were having at 
least one meal per day in school, to assess the quality of the meals provided was necessary. 
Although guidelines about the composition of school meals existed monitoring was 
haphazard. The composition of the programme to be developed was drawn from guidelines 
developed by the Centre for Disease Control in the US.304 Evidence collated by CDC 
shows that school health programmes can be highly instrumental in helping adolescents 
"attain full educational potential and good health by providing them with the skills, social 
support, and environmental reinforcement they need to adopt long-term, healthy eating 
behaviors." Their report summarizes strategies most likely to be effective in promoting 
healthy eating among school children and provides nutrition education guidelines for a 
comprehensive school health programme. The guidelines include recommendations on: 
school policy on nutrition, a sequential, coordinated curriculum, appropriate instruction for 
students and integration of the school food service and nutrition education. These 
guidelines formed the basis of the programme which was to be used in Zhejiang. 
Health care seeking behaviour 
Studies of health care seeking behaviour in this ~ge group concentrate on improving access 
to care and not the reverse.308 In fact no research was found which attempted to reduce the 
utilisation of health services or use of medication in this age group. This is clearly a 
complex area for three main reasons: firstly, it is not clear how much of the apparent 
overutilisation of health services for minor illness simply reflects parental demands. 
Secondly, utilisation of health care services for minor conditions is encouraged by the 
authorities and the providers themselves, because of the large profits to be made, and 
thirdly, the pharmaceutical companies market ruthlessly to this age group and their parents. 
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Nevertheless, it was agreed that infonnation should be provided as part of the health 
education programme about the management of minor ailments, the dangers of over-
medication and (most controversially from the Chinese point of view) the fact that the 
evidence for effectiveness for many of the medications which are commonly used is 
doubtful. 
Psychological Morbidity 
There have been a few trials in the US of school-based programmes aimed at reducing 
levels of psychological morbidity in adolescents. The Resourceful Adolescent Programme, 
a classroom-based psychological support programme demonstrated significantly reduced 
levels of depression in the intervention group compared with controls at IO-month follow-
up.309 Randell showed that a "coping and support training" programme improved problem-
solving, reduced depression and enhanced self-esteem, but there was no difference in 
suicide risk behaviours.31o In Australia Hains carried-out a programme which focused on 
stress reduction and showed significant improvements in anxiety and anger at three months 
in those who received the programme compared with controls.311 The Lifeskills Approach 
claims significant benefits using school-based sessions on stress management, self-esteem 
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and empowennent. 
It is of note that though a number of programmes claim to be able to improve levels of 
psychological morbidity, few are able to affect suicide or parasuicide rates, suggesting that 
there is a minority who need intensive help. It was this realisation which led to the 
recommendation for counselling services in schools and telephone hotlines, although there 
is little evidence to support the effectiveness of either of these measures.312 However, 
these decisions need to be seen in the Chinese context of the total absence of services of 
such kind and the need to "do something" about what is recognised as a major problem. 
Just because an intervention is not effective elsewhere is not enough, probably quite 
rightly, to convince the Chinese authorities that it is not worth trying. 
However, the active management of parasu.icide (psychiatric assessment, and treatment if 
necessary) has been shown to reduce the frequency of subsequent suicide attempts and it 
was agreed that some attempt should be made to introduce appropriate guidelines for 
clinicians. However, the reluctance of the victim and the clinician often to acknowledge 
parasuicide would make the widespread adoption of guidelines very difficult. 
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Outcome indicators 
In order to monitor the health of adolescents in Zhejiang and to evaluate the progress of the 
planned new programme a series of outcome measures was drawn-up. These indicators 
were adapted to the local setting from indicators recommended by the WHO Adolescent 
Health Programme. \3 
It was recommended that an adolescent health survey be carried out every five years in 
Zhejiang Province with the aim of gathering data relevant to these i'ndicators. In this way 
secular trends in adolescent health can be monitored. 
The key relevant findings, the major recommendations and the corresponding indicators 
which will be used for monitoring of secular trends are shown in Table 9.2 
9.4.5 General recommendations for the school-based health education programme 
• The programme should be canied-out across the three years of middle school with 
annual consistent re-inforcement of key messages 
• The same basic curriculum should be used across the province for urban and rural 
schools. The emphasis could be altered as necessary by individual teachers 
according to need, for example avoidance of junk food would be of great 
importance in urban areas, but less important in poor rural areas. 
• The programme should be completed in time for incorporation into the standard 
curriculum across the Province by September 2001, the first year of the Millennium 
(by Chinese reckoning). 
• The Provincial Education Commission should be asked for funds to support the 
development of the new curriculum. This would involve hiring national experts to 
develop the cuniculum and adapt from appropriate foreign sources. 
• Two educationalists, who would take the. lead on curriculum development, would 
go to the US to see health education programmes in action, especially those using 
the Life Skills approach, the CDC recommended models for nutrition and the 
Resourceful Adolescent Programme. In fact, a long-standing invitation was taken-
up and the pair were able to go immediately after these recommendations were 
made. 
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Table 9.2 
Summary of key research findings, recommendations and proposed indicators 
RELEVANTRESEAR~H RECOMl\1ENDED INDICATORS FOR 
. ) . 
FINDINGS .- ACTION MEASURES MONITORING ~ 
SMOKING ~" .. ' -;r' ." *, - .. ~, 
.d" 
Low levels of regular A Life skills education % of young people who 
smoking approach to smoking have ever smoked by age 
High levels of knowledge of prevention and sex 
smoking 
Smoking at a very young age Opportunistic education of % of young people who 
in a minority parents are regular smokers by 
a2e and sex 
HEALTH 'AND HEALTH CARE SEEKING BEHAVIOUR ' - "''''- "'\, '>-;:'~.C-
High utilisation of health School-based education about % attending a health 
care facilities for minor self- management of simple illness facility in the past year by 
limiting illness residence 
High levels of self- Education about 
medication dangers/wastage of self- % attending a dentist in 
medication the past year by residence 
Low utilisation of dental Education about oral health 
health services 
'NUTRITION ,"'~' .- ."'; .. ~. ".;' ..• , ,. 'S".',,! '",,,,. c" :! 't' ._ . , 
.,"" 
In urban areas overweight Education about healthy diet % anaemic by sex 
starting according to CDC Guidelines % underweight, 
overweight and obese by 
Urban diet containing junk Improvement and monitoring sex, age and residence 
food of school meals % undertaking vigorous 
exercise at least once per . 
week bv sex 
Anaemia common especially Consideration given to 
in rural girls supplementation of those with 
Hb<110gIL 
PSYOHOLOGICAL MORBIDFn' !l~ ',: ."" I'"Y·' 
High levels of anxiety and Education ·about stress % attempted suicide in the 
depression alleviation, coping past year by gender/ 
mechanisms residence 
High levels of school-related Reduction in frequency of 
stress exams % answering in affirm-
Help-seeking limited Establishment of a helpline ative: worry interfering 
Requests for helpline manned by rained counsellors. with life/sleep and suicide 
Requests for counselling School counselling service to contemplation/attempts 
service be established 
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• A separate textbook using a modular approach would be produced for each course 
and these would be standardised across the Province. 
• A standard teacher's manual would also be produced. 
• A teacher in each school should be appointed as Director of Health Education and 
should take responsibility for the dissemination of the programme. S/he should 
receive training and would be expected to provide support to colleagues as they 
teach the programme. (The Group was made aware that the quality of the 
instructors and the mode of implementation of health education programmes in 
schools has been shown to be critical to effectiveness?06 so measures must be taken 
to ensure high quality delivery). 
• Ideally the programme should be carried-out as a controlled trial with specific 
knowledge, attitude and behavioural outcome measures. It was acknowledged that 
the dearth of information about the effectiveness of health education measures in 
the Chinese setting makes carrying-out a controlled trial particularly desirable. 
However, the additional funding necessary for such a trial to be carried-out with 
sufficient rigour makes it somewhat unrealistic at present. 
9.4.5 Specific recommendations for the content of the new curriculum 
• The anatomy and physiology components of the programme should be reduced to 20 
hours from the current 32 hours. 
• A new course called "Health for Life" should be introduced and 20 hours of 
curriculum time be allocated to it. 
• The Health for Life course would mainly focus on risk factors for disease while 
emphasising the immediate benefits of adopting a healthy lifestyle. From the data 
obtained from the research and from the literature on effectiveness the specific 
approaches to be included were as follows: 
Smoking: this component would emphasise the immediate effects including 
smoking being unattractive, impairing performance at sports, discolouring and 
damaging the teeth etc. The smoking component would also adopt a Life 
Skills217 approach, which includes improving self-esteem, empowerment and 
learning the skills to resist the pressures to smoke. Special focus would be 
placed on the vulnerable transition time between school and college or entering 
the workplace. 
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Nutrition: Ideas and specific parts of the CDC Guidelines 304 and specific parts 
of programme for the Child and Adolescent Trial for Cardiovascular Health 305 
would be utilised for much of the nutrition component with attention focused on 
eating fresh foods, teaching the nutritional value of foods, especially with 
regard to iron and promoting the idea that a "healthier diet" promotes a sense of 
physical well-being and helps maintain a good figure. Education on exercise 
would focus on the benefits for mental well-being, building of muscle bulk, and 
creating a healthier, more attractive appearance. 
Psychological morbidity: The whole area of recognition and management of 
psychological morbidity would be given particular prominence. This would be 
the first time that this has been attempted in schools in Zhejiang, and it was 
thought that teachers would feel ill-equipped to deal with this component and so 
specific training might need to be given. Models already found to be effective, 
albeit in Western settings, such as the Resourceful Adolescnt Programrne309 and 
the Coping and Support Training310 would be adapted to local need. 
Health care seeking behaviour: The appropriate use of medications and health 
facilities was a component which was clearly very specific to the Chinese 
setting. A Chinese paediatric colleague and myself have since been invited to ' 
write this section. As well as providing factual information about the 
management of minor illness and appropriate use s>f medications, we designed 
role play exercises for use in the classroom. 
Accident prevention: A final section was thought to be particularly important, 
given the high mortality from road traffic accidents and drowning. This would 
cover aspects of road safety, traffic awareness, safe cycling and water safety. 
Although helmets for cycling and reflective clothing are not readily available 
(and bikes don't have lights!) students would be taught the importance of 
conspicuousness, for example, wearing at least brightly coloured clothing when 
cycling or walking on dark streets. Although not possible for most schools, 
because there are few swimming pools, the idea of introducing swimming 
lessons would be suggested. 
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9.4.6 Other recommendations 
• Publicity should be given to the need to reduce the number of exams students are 
required to take. Weekly exams should be abandoned and replaced with exams 
taking place at most once per month. 
• Sources of help for psychological problems must be increased and improved. This 
should start with training of school health staff in the recognition and referral of 
serious psychological problems. 
• A school-based counselling service specialising in the needs of young people 
should be established. 
• A telephone helpline manned by professional counsellors with experience of young 
people should be established. 
• A system should be introduced along the lines of the one operational in the UK 
which ensures that those attempting suicide who attend a health facility receive 
psychiatric or psychotherapeutic help in the immediate aftermath with follow-up, if 
necessary. 
• Because there was little demand for specific in-patient hospital services for 
adolescents (probably because few used such services), a formal needs assessment 
would be carried-out to determine whether specific wards or parts of wards should 
be allocated for adolescents. This however was relevant for a small number of 
major provincial referral centres in Hangzhou. This is where the majority of 
chronic serious illness in this age group is treated for the whole Province 
• Smoking restrictions in schools should be actively enforced. 
• Consideration should be given to improving health education in the mass media, 
antenatal and child health clinics to educate current and future parents about the 
dangers of encouraging young children to smoke. 
• Consideration should be given to approaching a manufacturer to produce cycle 
helmets and reflective clothing. 
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9. 5 FINAL OUTCOMES 
Recommendations of committees worldwide gather dust on shelves and get forgotten. By 
early 2000 it seemed this would be the fate of the recommendations of the implementation 
group of this study. The major barrier to implementation of the above proposals was 
funding. Since many of the recommendations cut across the health and education 
disciplines, neither authority was willing to fund a component alone, and there was 
stalemate. A moratorium was called on the one component which it had been agreed would 
be funded, the development of the health education component, because cost-recovery 
would operate through sale of the textbooks. This was because of the retirement of the 
senior education official on the leading group and the prime mover behind this component. 
The newly appointed official was not an enthusiast for change. By January 2000 all that 
had happened was the visit of two educationalists to the US to observe Life Skills 
education in action. But a tragic event became the catalyst for a re-appraisal of the whole 
area of adolescent health in Zhejiang. 
The event occurred in Jinhua, a city equidistant from Hangzhou and Chunan, and it 
sparked a national debate about the health and well-being of young people. On January 17, 
2000 it 16-year old middle school student murdered his mother by bludgeoning' her with a 
hammer. The reason given in the press at the time was the stress of the boy's "heavy 
homework load". As the case unfolded in court it transpired that the mother had expected 
her son to spend all his spare time studying, not allowing him to associate with peers, and 
beating him if he came "lower than tenth in the class". The mother's behaviour struck a 
chord with many parents and the ensuing national debate focused on the faults in the 
system, which place such huge pressures on students and their parents. 
The calls for action were led by President Jiang Zemin, who (very unusually and as a direct 
result of this tragedy) made a specific speech on the subject of teenage education. The 
suggestions made echoed the recommendations made by the implementation group six 
months earlier, but now the Education Commission couldn't ignore them. So the 
following measures have now been taken: 
• From September 2000 year all schools were asked to reduce the number of exams 
which students are required to take. Weekly exams in most subjects have been reduced 
to monthly and even less in some cases. 
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• In July 2000 the provincial Education Commission announced the establishment of 
"psychological counselling centres" for all middle schools in Zhejiang Province by the 
Year 2005. Teachers professionals would undergo formal certificated training in 
psychological counselling. A number of pilot centres would be established in the first 
stage. This move was regarded as sufficiently innovative to warrant an article in the 
national English language newspaper, the China Daily.3i3 Shen Minguang, the Director 
of Zhejiang Education Department is quoted as saying that he hoped the centres would 
"improve the mental well-being of students" and that "families should communicate 
with schools for the sake of students' psychological health". However, apart from the 
pilot schools which would receive dedicated funding for this, it will be difficult to raise 
the resources for such an ambitious scheme. Given the virtual absence of counselling 
services there is also the question of who is going to provide the training and indeed 
whether teachers make suitable counsellors. Furthermore there is no space to build new 
centres on already cramped school premises, and it is likely the existing health clinic 
would serve as the counselling centre as well. So it is unlikely that such a target can be 
met. But this clearly represents a positive step in the acknowledgement of the 
problems of young people. 
• A helpline manned by professional counsellors with experience of young people is 
still planned and has now been funded by the Education Commission and a private 
company. The present barrier is finding sufficient trained counsellors to provide a 24- . 
hour service which is thought essential. 
• There has been no progress on the recommendation about providing psychiatric or 
psychotherapeutic help following parasucicide. 
• The revision of the health education programme is now back on the agenda with a 
target starting date of September 2002. 
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Questionnaire 1 
THE ZHEJIANG STUDENTS SURVEY 
We are carrying-out research into the health and the health concerns of adolescents. Please nll in the 
following questionnaire. Answer as honestly as you can, but don't be afraid to write "don't know" when 
you're not sure and we are here to answer any queries you may have. Feel free to add any comments 
which you think are important. Everything you write will be completely confidential and anonymous. 
Thank you very much for your help. 
A. First we want to know a little bit about you and your family. 
A I. Where is your school. Circle the correct one Hangzhou Xiaoshan Chunan 
A2.Sex M\F 
A3. What is your date of birth? 
A4. Where do your parents live? In a city In a county In a township/village 
AS. How many children are there in your family? 
A6. We want to know who you live with in your household, that is, who you share your evening meal with on a 
daily basis. Is it your natural parents only 
Natural parents and grandparents? 
Natural parents and other relatives? 
Living with your father because mother is living away because of work or study 
Living with mother because father is living away because of work or study 
Living with others because mother and/or father are living away because of work or study 
With father because of divorce of parents 
With mother because of divorce 
With others because of divorce 
With father because of death of mother 
With mother because of death of father 
With others because of death of parents 
None of the above 
A7/A8. What level of education have your parents completed? 
A7 Your Father 
Illiterate 
Primary school 
Middle 
Senior 
CollegelUniversity 
Don't know 
AS. Your Mother 
Illiterate 
Primary school 
Middle 
Senior 
CollegeIU ni versity 
Don'tknow . 
1BS 
A9/AlO. What jobs do your parents do for a living? 
A9. Your Father 
ProfessionaUtechnical 
Manager/director/cadre 
Office worker 
Shop worker 
Service occupations 
Farmer/fishing/forestry 
Factories/transport 
Army 
Unclassified 
Unemployed 
AID. Your Mother 
ProfessionaUtechnical 
Manager/director/cadre 
Office worker 
Shop worker 
Service occupations 
Farmer/fishing/forestry 
Factories/transport 
Army 
Unclassified 
Unemployed 
All. Do the people you live with take an interest in you and talk to you about your life and studies. 
No/seldom/often 
A12. Do you have your own room at home? YIN 
A13 . How would you say your family income compares with your fellow students? 
Better 
Similar 
Worse 
Don't know 
A14. Which grade of study do you think you will complete? 
Middle school 
High school 
Senior 
College . 
Postgraduate 
As high as possible 
Don't know 
AIS. What is your academic record like? Excellent 
Good 
Average 
Poor 
B. Now we are going to ask you a few questions about your general health. If you don't know the answer 
please mark "don't know" rather than guess. 
B I. What is your height? Cm Don't know 
B2. What is your weight? Ko o Don't know 
B3. Which statement best describes your height? 
- I would like to be taller 
- I am happy with my height as it is 
B4. Which statement best describes your weight? 
- I would like to lose weight 
- I am happy with my weight as it is 
- I would like to put-on weight 
B5. Do you have any disability YIN 
If you have said, yes were you born wi th it? Y IN 
Was it acquired? YIN 
Describe the disability, if you can. 
B6. Have you had any of the following physical problems in the last year? Mark any that you have had. 
asthmalbronchitis 
toothache 
acne 
flu 
insomnia 
headache 
abdominal pains 
diarrhoea 
constipation 
tonsil litis 
skin problems 
anaemia 
hepatitis 
asthma 
menstrual problems 
diabetes 
epilepsy 
heart disease/what type 
cancer/what type 
B7. When was the last time you visited a doctor? 
In the past month 
Six months to one year ago 
One to two years ago 
Over two years ago 
Don't know 
B8. What were the problems/symptoms that you visited the doctor for? 
B9. The last time you went to see a doctor for an illness where did you see that doctor? 
Neighbourhood committee/village clinic 
Township clin ic 
County 
City hospital 
Provincial hospital 
School clinic 
B 10. When you last saw the doctor how much did the total treatment cost? Include drugs, operations, blood 
tests, other tests and stay in hospital where appropriate) . 
Write the amount in RMB 
B 11. Was there difficulty with payment? YINIDK 
B 12. How was the treatment paid for? 
All self/parents 
Part self/parents, part other 
State 
Parents work unit 
Insurance 
Co-operative medical system 
Don't know 
B 13. In the last year how many days have you spent in bed because of illness? 
B 14. In the last year how many days have stayed off school because of illness? 
B 15. Have you treated yourself for any illness in the last year? YIN 
B 16. If you did where did you get the medicine from? 
Pharmacy 
Family/home 
Given by others 
Don't know 
B 17 Do you regularly take any of the following medicines? 
Sedatives 
Vitamins 
Painkillers 
Laxatives 
TCM 
Nutritional supplements 
B18. Do you have tooth decay? YINIDK 
B19. How many teeth are decayed? 
B20. When did you last go to the dentist? 
In the past month 
In the past six months 
Six months to one year ago 
One year to two years 
Never 
Don't know 
Tick those that you do. 
B21. What is your visual acuity? Right eye Left eye 
B22. Do you wear glasses? 
For boys: 
B23. Have you started having nocturnal emissions? 
B24. How old were you when you started having nocturnal emissions? Years 
For girls: 
B25. Have you started menstruating 
B26. How old were you when you first menstruated? Years 
If you don't know the age in months just write in years. 
B27. Do you masturbate? 
Never 
Seldom 
Sometimes 
Never 
Months 
B28. Would you say that you get very anxious about things? YIN?DK 
B29. Do you often feel sad or depressed? Y INIDK 
B30. Do you worry a lot about the future? YINIDK 
C. Now we want to know a little bit about your lifestyle. 
Cl. What is the distance from your home to school? 
C2. How do you go to school everyday? 
walk 
bicycle 
bus 
car 
rickshaw 
stay in schoollboarding 
other 
In km 
C3. Did you do any of the following activities after school yesterday? 
homework 
reading 
video games or computer games 
watching TV or videollistening to music 
private tutor 
sports 
dancing 
karaoke 
housework/cooking 
C4. How many hours of homework on average do you do in the evenings after school? 
CS. Are any of the following a concern for you? 
Too much homework 
Constantly tired 
Family ecunomic problems 
Family quarrels 
Relationships with friends 
Being unpopular 
Your appearance 
That parents might separate 
C6. When you have a problem who do you talk to about it? 
No-one 
Close friends 
Parents 
Other relatives 
Teacher 
Other 
C7. Have you changed your eating habits in the past year? 
To put on weight 
To lose weight 
Medical problem 
Other reason 
C8 Regarding cigarette smoking which statement describes you best? Markjust one. 
I have never tried smoking at all. not even one puff 
I have tried smoking once or twice 
I used to smoke but I don't now 
I smoke occasionally (less than 1 cigarette per week) 
I smoke between one and ten cigarettes per week 
I smoke more than 10 cigarettes per week 
C9. How old were you when you had your first cigarette? 
CID. Does your father smoke? YIN 
CIl. Does your mother smoke? Y/N 
C12. Do your friends smoke? 
None 
Some 
Most 
All 
Cl3. For those who have smoked where did you get your cigarettes? 
From home 
From relatives 
From friends 
Buy yourself 
C14. If you see someone of your age with a cigarette in their mouth what do you think of them? Which words 
would you use to describe them? Mark any you agree with. 
Tough 
Glamorous 
Stupid 
Grown-up 
Weak 
Fashionable 
Rebellious 
Independent 
None of these 
CIS. Say whether or not you agree with the following statements about smoking 
Smoking makes you less fit 
Smoking puts you in a better mood 
Smoking is a waste of money 
Smoking helps you lose weight 
Smoking harms your health 
Smoking is like "chronic suicide" 
Smoking helps you make friends 
Smoking helps you act more confidently 
It is difficult to say no when people offer you cigarettes 
People like you more if you smoke 
Quitting smoking is very difficult 
Smoking calms your nerves 
C16. Do you drink alcohol? YINIDK 
C 17. Have you ever been drunk? Y INID K 
C 18. How old were you when you first drank alcohol? 
C19. Where did you first drink alcohol? 
Home 
A friend or relative's home 
Out with friends 
Don't know 
Do you eat a lot of sweets/chocolate? YINIDK 
Do you eat a lot of snacks? YINIDK 
Do you drink a lot of sweet drinks Cola/Sprite? YINIDK 
Do you frequently miss breakfast? Y/NIDK 
Do you often go to bed late? YINIDK 
Do you do a lot of physical activities/sports? YINIDK 
Do you li ke physical activities/sports? YINIDK 
Do you spit? YINIDK 
Do you wash your hands before meals? YINIDK 
Do you wash your hands after using the toilet? YINIDK 
Agree Disagree Don't know 
D. Finally a few questions about your health classes in school. 
D 1. Do you find the health classes a school to be helpful for your everyday life? 
No 
A little 
Very 
D2. List the subjects which you have found most useful. 
D3. What kind of subjects do you think these classes should cover? 
Doyou agree with the following statements? 
D4. Some types of cancer are preventable through altering aspects of behaviour. YINIDK 
D5 . Some types of heart disease are preventable through altering aspects of behaviour. YINIDK 
If there is anything you would like to add about you, your health or anything we haven't asked about on 
the questionnaire please add it below. 
Thank you very much for helping us by filling in this questionnaire!! 
Questionnaire 2 
THE ZHEJIANG STUDENTS SURVEY 
We are carrying-out research into the health and the health concerns of adolescents. Please fUl in the 
following questionnaire. Answer as honestly as you can, but don't be afraid to write "don't know" when 
you're not sure and we are here to answer any queries you may have. Feel free to add any comments 
which you think are important Everything you write wiII be completely confidential and anonymous. 
Thank you very much for your help. 
Height Cm 
Weight Kg 
Haemoglobin gfL 
A. First we want to know a little bit about you and your fantily. 
AI. Where is your school. Circle the correct one Hangzhou Chunan 
A2.Sex M\F 
A3. What is your date of birth? 
A4. Where do your parents live? In a city In a county In a township/village 
AS. How many children are there in your family? 
A6. We want to know who you live with in your household, that is, who you share your evening meal with on a 
daily basis. 
Is it your natural parents only 
Natural parents and grandparents? 
Natural parents and other relatives? 
Living with your father because mother is living away because f work or study 
Living with mother because father is living away because of work or study 
Living with others because mother and father are living away because of work or study 
With father because of divorce of parents 
With mother because of divorce 
With others because of divorce 
With father because of death of mother 
With mother because of death of father 
With others because of death of parents 
None of the above 
A7. What level of education has your father completed? 
Illiterate 
Primary school 
Middle 
Senior 
Co\lege/Uni versity 
Don't know 
A8. What is your father's job? 
ProfessionaUtechnical 
Manager/director/cadre 
Office worker 
Shop worker 
Service occupations 
Fanner/fishing/forestry 
Factories/transport 
Army 
U nc\assi fied 
Unemployed 
A9. What does your father earn per month? 
<SOORMB 
SOl-800RMB 
801-1S00RMB 
>lSOORMB 
Don't know 
AlO. What level of education has your mother completed? 
Illiterate 
Primary school 
Middle 
Senior 
College/University 
Don't know 
All. What is your mother'sjob? 
Professional!technical 
Manager/director/cadre 
Office worker 
Shop worker 
Service occupations 
Farmer/fishing/forestry 
Factories/transport 
Army 
Unclass ified 
Unemployed 
A12. What does your mother earn per month? 
<SOORMB 
SOO-800RMB 
800-1S00RMB 
>lSOORMB 
Don't know 
Al3. What is the main source of household income? 
Father 
Mother 
Both combined 
Other 
A14. What is the total household income? 
<SOORMB 
SOO-800RMB 
800-1S00RMB 
>lSOORMB 
Don't know 
B. Now we are going to ask you a few questions about your general health. If you don't know the answer 
please mark "don't know" rather than guess. 
B 1. Which statement best describes your height? 
- I would like to be taller 
- I am happy with my height as it is 
B2. Which statement best describes your weight? 
- I would like to lose weight 
- I am happy with my weight as it is 
- I would like to put-on weight 
B3. Do you have any disability YrN 
If you have said, yes were you born with it? YrN 
Was it acquired? YrN 
Describe the disability, if you can. 
B4. Do you regularly take any of the following medicines? 
Sedatives 
Vitamins 
Painkillers 
Laxatives 
TCM 
Nutritional supplements 
For boys: 
BS. Have you started having nocturnal emissions? 
Mark those that you do. 
B6. How old were you when you started having nocturnal emissions? 
For girls: 
B7. Have you started menstruating 
B8. How old were you when you first menstruated? Years Months 
B9. Do you masturbate? 
Never 
Seldom 
Sometimes 
C. Now a few questions about your lifestyle. 
Cl. What is the distance from your home to school? In km 
C2. How do you go to school everyday? 
walk 
bicycle 
bus 
car 
rickshaw 
stay in schoolJboarding 
other 
C3 . Did you do any of the following activities after school yesterday? 
homework 
reading 
videogames or computer games 
watching TV or video/listening to music 
private tutor 
sports 
dancing 
karaoke 
housework/cooking 
C4. How many hours of homework on average do you do in the evenings after school? 
CS. Regarding cigarette smoking which statement describes you best? Markjust one. 
I have never tried smoking at all, not even one puff 
I have tried smoking once or twice 
I used to smoke but I don't now 
I smoke occasionally (less than I cigarette per week) 
I smoke between one and ten cigarettes per week 
I smoke more than 10 cigarettes per week 
C6. How old were you when you had your first cigarette? 
C7. Does your father smoke? YIN 
CS. Does your mother smoke? YIN 
C9. Do your friends smoke? 
None 
Some 
Most 
All 
CID. Do you drink alcohol? 
Cll. Have you ever been drunk? 
C12. How old were you when you first drank alcohol? 
CZI. How many hours of sport in total do you do every week? 
C22. How many times in the last week have you exercised so that your heart beats faster and you feel 
breathless? 
D. We are now going to ask you a few questions about the way you feel about things. Many young 
people feel unhappy or worried from time to time. The following questions will help us to understand 
how these problems affect you. 
Dl. Do you worry a lot? YfNlDK 
D2. Over the last six months have you worried so much that it has really upset you or interfered with your 
life? YfNlDK 
D3. Does worrying make you feel restless, keyed-up, tense or unable to relax. 
D4. Does worrying interfere with your sleep? 
D5. Do you worry a lot about any of the following? Mark any that are true 
School record 
Family money problems 
Family quarrels 
Too much homework 
Getting a job after school 
That you are unpopular 
Your appearance 
That your parents might separate or divorce 
Other things, feel free to say what. 
D6. Would you say that you are often unhappy, down hearted or tearful? 
D7. In the past month have there been times when you have been very sad, miserable, unhappy or tearful? 
D8. In the past month has there been a time when you lost interest in everything or nearly everything you 
normally enjoy doing? 
D9. Have you ever felt so unhappy that you thought you didn't want to go on living? 
DID. Have you ever felt so unhappy that you have asked people for help? 
D 11. Who did you ask for help? 
Parents 
Other relatives 
Friend 
Teacher 
Doctor 
School nurse 
Telephone helpline 
D 12. If you ever felt so unhappy or worried that you needed to ask for help who would you like to talk to? 
Parents 
Other relatives 
friend 
teacher 
doctor 
school nurse 
trained counselor with experience of adolescent problems. 
telephone helpline 
D13. Over the whole of your lifetime have you ever tr ied to harm or kill yourself? Y/NfDK 
D14. Do you get a lot of headaches. stomach aches or sickness? Y.NfDK 
D15. Do you get very angry and often lose your temper Y/NfDK 
D16. Are you easily distracted or do you find it difficult to concentrate? Y/NfDK 
D 17. Do other people of your age generally like you? Y /NfDK 
D1 8. Do you have frie nds at school? YlNfDK 
D19. How many friends do you have at school? 1. One or two 2. Three or more 
D20. Can you confide in any of yo ur friends such as sharing a secret or telling them private things? 
Definitely I Sometimes I Not at all 
D21. If you have troub les or worries can you tell your friends how you are feeling? 
Defini telyl Someti mesl Not at all 
D22 . Do you get teased or laughed at by friends 
Often! Sometimes /Not at all 
D23 . Do other children pick on you and bully you? 
Ofte n I Sometimes /Not at all 
We now want to know a little bit about what you know about health and what you think about the 
health classes you receive in school. 
El. Do you agree with the follo wing statements? 
Some types of cancer are preventable through altering aspects of behaviour Y/NfDK 
E2. Some types of heart disease are preventable through altering aspects of behaviour YlNfDK 
E3. How can you catch HIY/AIDS: 
Kissing an infected person 
Shaking hands with an infected person 
Blood transfusions 
Sexual intercourse 
Mosquito bites 
Chopsticks which have been used by an infected person 
Toilets 
YINIDK 
F. Now we want to ask you a few questions about your eating habits 
Fl. What did you have to eat this morning for breakfast 
Rice Mantoulbread Pickles Noodles 
F2 . Do you frequently miss breakfast? 
Eoo co Milk Other 
F3. Have you changed your eating habits in the last year YrN 
If yes, why? To put-on weight 
To lose weight 
Medical problem 
Other 
F4. Look at this list of foods. Decide how often you eat them and circle the number 
0= rarely or never 
1= about once per week 
2= about 2-3 times per week 
3= on most or all days 
Red meat Lamb, beef, pork 0 2 3 
Poultry chicken 0 1 2 3 
Fish 0 1 2 3 
Eggs 0 1 2 3 
Tofu 0 1 2 3 
Milk 0 2 3 
Yoghurt 0 2 3 
Rice 0 2 3 
Bread of any type 0 1 2 3 
Fresh fruit 0 1 2 3 
Green Vegetables 0 1 2 3 
Peaslbeans 0 1 2 3 
Nuts 0 1 2 3 
Pickles 0 1 2 3 
Potatoes (white, yellow) 0 1 2 3 
Tea 0 1 2 3 
Fizzy drinks (Coke, Sprite) 0 1 2 3 
Cakes, biscuits 0 1 2 3 
Crisps 0 1 2 3 
Sweets, chocolates 0 1 2 3 
Dried fruit snacks 0 1 2 3 
If there is anything you would like to add about you, your health or anythIng we bayen't asked about on 
the questionnaire please add it below. 
Thank you very much for helping us by filling in this questionnaire!! 
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